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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Edmonton 2008 Art of Living Cultural Plan emphasizes the need to support the future of
arts and heritage in Edmonton. The Cultural Plan recommended Edmonton prepare for the future
needs and best public use of the City’s collections, including preservation of the collections at the
Artifact Centre, the future storage and programming needs of the City Archives, and the development
of a City Museum.
The Artifact Centre and Archives Strategy Report was created in response to the recommendations
of the Cultural Plan and is intended to:
•
•
•
•

Assess the City Collections including: the Artifact Centre Collection, partners of the City
collections, and other additional or relevant City collections
Determine the future collection management requirements of the Artifact Collection
Define the rationale and needs for a facility that will serve the dual functions of collection storage
and preservation for the Artifact Collection
Assess the feasibility of co-locating the City Archives' storage needs with the Artifact Centre.

History of the City Collections
The City of Edmonton Collections originates from the efforts of the Archives Committee, established
in 1938, who were responsible for collecting archives and artifacts reflecting municipal heritage.
The renamed Archives and Landmarks Committee later evolved into the Edmonton Historical Board
and since 1973 the City Collections were divided into the City of Edmonton Archives and the City of
Edmonton Artifact Collection. The Archives Collections reside at the Prince of Wales Armouries in a
purpose built facility and the Artifact Collection is maintained at the Artifact Centre - the re-purposed
O’Keefe Brewery.
History of the future City Museum
A number of proposals to develop a City Museum for Edmonton have been considered over the years.
Most recently, during the 2007 cultural planning process, the Edmonton Arts Council established a
Museum Steering Committee and commissioned a study to examine the possibility of establishing a
‘city’ or ‘civic’ museum for Edmonton, and consider the need for a support program for local museums.
This resulted in related heritage recommendations in the Art of Living Cultural Plan.
Collection Assessment
The Consultants performed an assessment of the City Artifact Collection at the Artifact Centre from a
curatorial perspective. This initial assessment was undertaken to provide a basis for general facility
planning for the City Artifact Collection. Actual collection acquisition, de-accession, and disposition
decisions will require additional, detailed professional study. The general assessment found that a
number of artifacts are in poor condition, and does not adequately cover all themes of importance in
Edmonton's history. If the Artifact Collection is intended to represent Edmonton’s heritage, as well as
support the further development of Fort Edmonton Park, and a proposed City Museum, it will need further
development based on a revised collection policy and under the guidance of a curatorial committee.
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The Consultants also performed a detailed review of other City collections, the collections of the
partners of the City, and other local museum collections of interest, to determine the rationale of
absorbing these collections into the City Artifact Collection. It was determined that the City should not
anticipate or pursue consolidating these collections, as the number of artifacts that would be relevant
to the City Collection are marginal. In lieu of the acquisitions of artifacts from other City collections,
the Consultants propose the source of additional artifacts should be the careful acquisition of selected
artifacts from private collections.
Proposed Collection Strategy
Based on consultation with the Steering Committee and relevant stakeholders, the Consultants pursued
a collection strategy that requires the City to continue its support of Fort Edmonton Park programming
with artifacts from the City collection, but take a more active role in the collection management and
storage of artifacts at the Park.
The proposed strategy also requires the City to actively refine and develop the current collection:
•
•
•
•
•

Review and update a de-accession policy for the Collection
Institute an immediate program of de-accesioning damaged, replicated, and duplicate
artifacts
Establish a curatorial committee for the collection
Refine the current Collection Acquisition Policy
Expand the Collection to approximately 25,000 artifacts, with the intention that expansion would
be greatest in the underrepresented collection themes

Archives Off-Site Storage Requirements
The Archives require off-site collection storage accommodations in the immediate future to alleviate
a critical lack of storage space at the Prince of Wales Amouries. This off-site facility will include a
small public component, facilities for archives operations, as well as significant storage capacity. The
Consultants can endorse the logic of co-locating the Archives off-site storage with the new collection
repository. There is some benefit in regards to the sharing of facilities, however, both operations are
complementary and there is some public and professional benefit to consolidating archival and artifact
collections in one facility. There should be some cost benefit to building and operating one facility
compared with two.
Public Art Storage Requirements
The City of Edmonton Public Art program is in need of collection storage space, as well as operational
space. The Consultants believe it is logical to include this complementary program in the new collection
facility and have tentatively included the net areas required in the overall spatial calculations for the
new repository. The inclusion of this additional program is subject to further discussion as the project
for the new collection repository develops. Some of the requirements are shared with the museum
collection operation.
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Existing Artifact Centre Assessment
The current conditions at the Artifact Centre place the long-term preservation of the City’s collection
in serious jeopardy. In order to transform the current facility into a museological standard collection
repository, that meets professional standards, improvements would have to be made to almost all
aspects of the facility, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating a shipping/receiving facility
Extensive improvements to the exterior envelope,
Extensive improvements to the foundation,
New roofing;
Completion of fire separations;
Addition of a large freight elevator; and
New mechanical and electrical systems.

A renovation of this scale would trigger the need for full compliance with the current building code
as well as the need for extensive remediation of asbestos, and the removal of mould – both costly
undertakings. In addition, the mixed uses in the building, namely the neighboring City workshops,
are fundamentally incompatible with a collection repository due to the increased risk of fire and
contamination. It is the opinion of the Consultants that the investment required to upgrade the current
facilities would far exceed the cost of a new purpose-built collection repository
Short-Term Artifact Collection Storage Recommendations
It is not an overstatement to say that collection management at the Artifact Centre is in acute jeopardy
and immediate short-term improvements should be implemented to ensure the protection of the artifacts.
These short-term improvements are only intended to diminish the most extreme cases of risk and
degradation until a new storage facility is created for the collection. They are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Begin the process of removing all collection artifacts from the basement of the Artifact Centre
and cease all collection related functions on the levels below the main floor.
Stop all collection workshop activities until the workshop can be properly segregated from the
collection storage areas.
As de-accessioning creates more storage space for the collection, alleviate overcrowding
and improper storage formats for the most vulnerable collections, ie. textiles and costumes,
photographic media, ceramics and glass.
Obtain a small-scale cold storage freezer for temperature sensitive artifacts, such as organic
material and photographic media.

Long- Term Artifact Collection Facility Requirements
It is the recommendation of the Consultants that the City of Edmonton create two collection repositories
to replace the current Edmonton Artifact Centre (EAC). The primary collection facility will house the
majority of artifacts in the City Collection and the secondary facility will house artifacts currently stored
at Fort Edmonton Park, as well as a relevant portion of the City Collection.
The Consultants have consolidated and tabulated the functional areas required for each of the
proposed collection repositories. The City collection repository would provide professional museum
standard collection storage, as well as collection related functions such as shipping/receiving, collection
processing areas, and administrative space.
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The repository would be co-located with the City Archives off-site storage, and also accommodate the
City of Edmonton Public Art Program. The overall magnitude of this facility would be 5,488 square
meters net.
The Fort Edmonton Park collection repository would house large collection objects in use at the Park,
as well as minimal collection workspaces. The facility is intended to meet requirements to house and
preserve the collection, however it is not intended to equal the sophistication of the City Collection
Repository that will replace the existing Artifact Centre. The overall magnitude of this facility would
be 1,707 square meters net.
The City has expressed an interest in moving ahead with complete Functional Programs for the new
collection facilities. These documents will fully articulate the spatial and functional requirements for
both facilities and provide detailed descriptions of the technical criteria for all functional spaces. The
production of this document will provide definition of the design requirements and provide guidelines
for the analysis of development and design proposals. The existence of functional programs will also
allow the Steering Committee to provide justification to approving agencies and sponsors, as well as
control of the project content throughout the duration of the project.
Project Development Priorities
The strategy for attending to the need for the City collection includes the two components – the new
City Collection Repository (CCR) and the new Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository. Ideally both
buildings should be constructed as soon as possible. Having both buildings available will support the
orderly re-organization of the collection including the de-accession program and lead to the earliest
rescue of vulnerable collection material.
If resources or other factors lead to consideration of phasing the development, the priority should be
on replacement of the present Edmonton Artifact Centre with the new City Collection Repository. The
most acute threats to the collection and the collections of greatest value are at the EAC. It is here that
very real damage and deterioration are occurring - and the threat of large-scale collection loss due to
fire and other threats are most severe. Replacement of this facility is urgent. Furthermore, if the FEP
Collection Repository is delayed, the reserve capacity of the new CCR can be used to temporarily
store the FEP material, whereas the FEP repository, if built first, can do little for the City Collection as a
whole. For all these reasons the City Collection Repository should be the priority component essential
to the primary objective of safeguarding the existing collection and facilitating further development.
Financial Projections
Based on the scope of the building projects identified in the Study, the Consultants prepared a ‘class
D’ estimate of the capital budget for the new Edmonton Artifacts Centre, and the new Fort Edmonton
Park Collection Repository, assuming the sites are made available by the City.
The total project cost for the new museum standard City collection repository, to replace the existing
Artifact Centre, was calculated to approximately $19,900,000.
The total project cost for an adequate repository for the collection at Fort Edmonton Park was calculated
to approximately $4,100,000.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The City of Edmonton maintains a collection of approximately 90,000 historic artifacts related to the
founding and development of Edmonton. These artifacts from the first half of the twentieth century
range from household accessories to vehicles, and include material at Fort Edmonton Park. For the
past 34 years, about half of these artifacts have been stored in a modified brewery building known
as the Artifact Centre; the intention being that the collection must be preserved as a valuable record
of Edmonton’s heritage. Over time, the focus of the collection came to centre on support for Fort
Edmonton Park. A number of artifacts in the collection are also displayed in historic homes in Fort
Edmonton Park – a living history museum, as well as the John Walter Museum.
While the care and preservation of historic artifacts is not the most obvious responsibility of a
municipal government, municipal governments are increasingly playing an active role in the creation
and representation of their city's cultural identity. Material heritage is one of the unique vehicles for
communicating changes in community perceptions and values over time. As such, the historical
collections in storage at the City of Edmonton’s Artifact Centre, as well as those on display at Fort
Edmonton Park and the John Walter Museum, offer great potential to further develop the experience
of the City of Edmonton as a shared community.
In addition to the artifact collection, the City maintains archives at the Prince of Wales Armouries
Heritage Centre. The City of Edmonton Archives is a public research facility housing civic government
and private records documenting Edmonton’s history. The archival collection includes paper records,
oral history tapes, photographs, film, video recordings, computer records, correspondence, diaries,
and personal histories.
The City Archives requires an off-site storage facility in the immediate future to alleviate a critical lack of
storage space at the Prince of Wales Armouries. The Archives has studied internal expansion options
and found this not to be feasible. This Study will test the feasibility of housing the Archives storage
requirements with the City’s new collection repository.
In 2008, the City of Edmonton created the Art of Living Cultural Plan to secure and support the future
of arts and heritage in Edmonton, and to bolster the City’s creative potential. Based on this objective,
the Cultural Plan made the following recommendations in order to prepare for the future needs and
best public use of the City’s historical collections:
Revitalize or relocate the Artifact Centre at the O’Keefe Building in order to provide storage
environments that support the long-term conservation of the City’s artifact collections according to
accepted museological standards;
Determine a new collections management approach for the Artifact Centre which supports the
broad vision of the of the Art of Living Plan;
Provide adequate resources for the future storage and program needs of City Archives in order
for it to fulfill its mandate;
Support the development of a City Museum that is based on a vision derived from local arts and
heritage organizations and the local community at large.
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The improvements to collection storage and the collection development strategy proposed in this study
are a critical step in responding to these recommendations. Material culture only survives for future use
if institutions take the long-term preservation of their collections seriously. Collection storage presents
many challenges and all collections have unique requirements. The current storage repository for
the City of Edmonton artifact collection does not provide an adequate preservation environment and
the timing of this report reflects the urgency of the facility concerns and responds to the Art of Living
Cultural Plan directives. Equally important to the long-term preservation of the City collections is their
appreciation and use through public access.
The timing of this Study coincides with the City Archives' need for additional record storage at an
off-site location. The feasibility of co-locating these two collections at a single facility has been a key
motivation for this Study.
Integral to decisions about the storage facility is a consensus-based concept for the future development
and use of the City Collection. These two components – determination of the preservation needs of
the collection and a vision of the future nature and scope of that collection – comprise the fundamental
basis for the recommendations of the study.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The current situation surrounding the City’s artifact and archives collection is the result of a long history
of municipal heritage awareness and preservation efforts. These efforts date back to 1938 when the
City of Edmonton established an Archives Committee responsible for collecting not only archives, as
the committee’s name suggests to a modern reader, but also historical artifacts. The collection was
initially housed in the public library, then located west of the Hotel Macdonald. In 1947, the Archives
Committee became the Archives and Landmarks Committee when its mandate expanded to include
marking historic sites as well as collecting artifacts and archives. The Committee has since evolved
into the Edmonton Historical Board and now has primarily an advisory, rather than hands-on, role.
In the 1960s, the City acquired two collections amassed by early collectors; the first from the Northern
Alberta Pioneers and Old Timers Association; and the second from Earl Danard, who had established the
Great Northwest Pioneer Village. The Archives and Landmarks Committee supported the development
of the John Walter House, Fort Edmonton Park, didactic exhibitions in the old Civic Block and later
the Historical Exhibits Building, and the early development of the City Archives. Initially, collecting
was very broad in scope. Since 1968, the City’s collection has been developed primarily to support
interpretation at Fort Edmonton Park and the John Walter Museum, but the idea of establishing a
separate City Museum has also been promoted.
In 1973, the City of Edmonton Archives was established and the artifact and archival collections were
separated; the archives remained in the Historical Exhibits Building, and the artifacts were sent into
storage initially in the Cromdale bus barns, and later in the O’Keefe Brewery, which became known
as the Artifact Centre. The brewery building was never an appropriate storage facility for artifacts
and the collections have deteriorated significantly over time due to the lack of preventive conservation
standards, including environmental controls such as air quality, humidity, and water damage.
A number of proposals to develop a City Museum have been considered over the years. In 1980,
the City decided to establish a museum as a 75th anniversary project and Council allocated an initial
$750,000 towards its creation. This funding was later reallocated to the City Archives and the renovation
of the Prince of Wales Armouries, which opened in 1992.
Proponents of the City Museum have suggested that it could be an essential element of downtown
revitalization. They have proposed partnerships with various other cultural institutions that were planning
redevelopment, including the concert hall, the Provincial Museum, University, and Edmonton Art Gallery;
each of these organizations has now developed independently. They suggested developing a City
Museum as a potential centennial project for the City, but it was considered to be too large a project
to be realized within the relatively short time frame and limited budget allowed, and was turned down
in favour of the development of Sir Winston Churchill Square.
Most recently, during the 2007 cultural planning process, the Edmonton Arts Council established the
Edmonton Museum Steering Committee and commissioned a study to examine the possibility of
establishing a ‘city’ or ‘civic’ museum for Edmonton, and to consider the need for a support program
for local museums. This resulted in related heritage recommendations in the Art of Living Cultural
Plan.
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The idea of developing a ‘civic’ museum, a museum of city governance and administration, was not
supported, but the idea of developing a ‘city’ museum, a museum of Edmonton as an urban city, was,
and a number of recommendations developed. Supporters now see the possibility of developing a
City Museum as part of Canada’s 150th anniversary celebrations in 2017.
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1.2 Overview of Comparable North American and UK Museums Collection Management
This overview confirms that the majority of museums and archives in Canada and elsewhere have
insufficient storage facilities and are under-resourced financially and in terms of staff. There are surely
exceptions, such as new museums or archives or ones that have recently undergone expansion,
but even in these instances financial resources are usually scarce for collections development and
maintenance. Thus the number of cases that may have direct application for future development in
Edmonton is decidedly limited.
This situation is further complicated by the fact that there are almost no city museums in major Canadian
urban centres; the exception being the Museum of Vancouver. Both Toronto and Ottawa are working
towards establishing city museums. However, there are many small cities and regions that have local
museums that also contain archives, or are adjacent to archives, such as the Red Deer Museum and
Archives, and the Galt Museum and Archives in Lethbridge, Alberta.
Proportionally, the experience in the United States is quite similar to the Canadian. Europe and Australia
are somewhat different, as many major and mid-size centres have city museums certainly in name as
in the Glasgow Museums. However, they may not be strictly urban museums in terms of their historical
holdings; indeed collections are often very diverse and may include holdings in natural history, but they
are nevertheless identified with their location and receive substantial municipal funding.
By contrast, every major city in Canada has an archives as a separate entity or a component of a city
department or service. Archives are also mandated by provincial legislation. Some archives have
stand-alone facilities, particularly if their holdings are large and diverse and cover a range of material
such as government and corporate records, photographs, maps, and family papers. Yet there is little
or no sharing of facilities, even in the case of storage, among city archives and museums that are
either city-owned and operated or funded partly by a municipality. This divide is best illustrated by a
most recent building project: the City of Ottawa will shortly open a new stand-alone facility dedicated
solely to archives.
Reflecting this situation, the overview contains three exemplary case studies that are notable for their
innovation and/or collaboration in meeting storage needs. These are: 1) the Regional Curatorial Centre
in Waterloo, a collections and conservation facility which opened in 1995 and served as the impetus for
the Waterloo Regional Museum; 2) the Collections Centre in Montreal, completed in 2003 as an initiative
of the Board of Montreal Museum Directors, which was created to address some of the storage and
conservation needs of its members as well as other heritage organizations; 3) the Glasgow Museums
Resource Centre, a relatively new storage facility that provides extensive public access to collections.
The rest of the overviews look at a range of other organizations whose facilities, collections, size,
budget, and staffing may have some relevance for the various options Edmonton is considering. These
include the Museum of Vancouver, the Manitoba Museum in Winnipeg, storage facilities in the cities of
Toronto, Ottawa, and Vancouver. There are also international example such as the Cincinnati Museum
Centre at Union Terminal, and the Sheffield Galleries and Museums Trust in the United Kingdom.
The overview of comparable museum collection management can be found in its entirety in the
Appendices of this document.
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1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
This report has been compiled as a set of recommendations and as a reference document for the City
of Edmonton. The report contains an assessment of the relevance of the existing collections to a future
City collection, a proposed approach to collection development, and an overview functional program
that defines the facility requirements for the collections. This initial assessment was undertaken to
provide a basis for general facility planning for the City Artifact Collection. The report includes general
observations but not a detailed condition assessment of the collection from a conservation perspective.
Actual collection acquisition, de-accession, and disposition decisions will require additional, detailed
professional study.
The archival storage requirements for the City Archives, as well as the feasibility of co-locating the
Archives' off-site storage facility with the artifact collection repository have also been studied and
factored into the spatial requirements of a future facility.
Throughout the study, the relationship between the City of Edmonton and Fort Edmonton Park has been
considered with a focus on the preservation, storage, and management of artifacts at the Park.
The findings of the study include:
Descriptions of the course of action needed to preserve and develop the current collection for
future use;
Implications of building and operating a museum standard collection repository;
Tabulation of the spatial magnitude and technical requirements of the intended collection facility;
Assessment of the current storage conditions at the Artifact Centre
Recommendations on renovation of the current facility vs building or acquiring a different building;
and
Costing of a new collection repository.
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1.4 Methodology and Study Process
Consultants
The City of Edmonton Storage Strategy study was conducted through the collaboration of two firms in
association; Lundholm Associates Architects and Catherine C. Cole & Associates, who bring together
extensive experience in planning and consulting in the cultural, arts, and heritage sectors. These
firms combine Catherine C. Cole & Associates’ culture and heritage expertise, particularly a specific
knowledge of non-profit organizations in Edmonton and the City of Edmonton’s Art of Living Cultural
Plan, with Lundholm Associates Architects’ expertise in facility development for museums and archives,
including collection storage.
For administrative purposes, Lundholm Associate Architects has been the prime Consultant with
Catherine C. Cole & Associates as a sub-Consultant. However, the design of the team organization
and methodology is based on a collaboration of equal professionals. Catherine C. Cole & Associates
has been directly responsible for all tasks related to the curatorial assessment of the relevant collections
and the study and planning of the development of the City’s collection, while Lundholm Associates
Architects has been responsible for all tasks related to facility assessment, storage calculation, and
the creation of the overview functional program.
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Study Process
The Consultants met several times and worked closely with the Steering Committee comprised of:
•

Allison Argy-Burgess and David Ridley, from the Edmonton Heritage Council

•

Dean Treichel, Rhonda Norman, Sandra Opdenkamp, Michael Payne and, following his
retirement in September 2010, Kathryn Ivany, all of the Department of Community Services

David Ridley acted as the project manager on behalf of the City and was in direct contact with Sabrina
Richard, project manager for the Consultants.
The Consultants reviewed the history of the City Archives, Artifact Centre, and the proposed City
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Museum, and the recommendations in the Art of Living document. They met with Michael Payne and
Kathryn Ivany, reviewed the current Archives collection and projected growth, and confirmed storage
and workspace requirements.
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The Consultants reviewed the history of Fort Edmonton Park, the 2010 Master Plan, and the City’s
agreement with the Management Committee. They also met with Bill Demchuk, Executive Director of
the Fort Edmonton Park Management Company and toured the site to identify the on-site collection
artifacts and their storage requirements.
They met with Sherry Haley, Heather Kerr, and Benita Hartwell, staff at the Artifact Centre responsible
for the collection, preservation and exhibition of artifacts. Furthermore, they reviewed the collection,
projected de-accessioning relative to future use at Fort Edmonton, and identified storage and workspace
requirements.
The Consultants also met with:
Hans Ryffel, President of the Edmonton Radial Railway Society, to discuss the Society’s
agreement with the Park and its future storage requirements;
Dennis Nowicki, Director of Community Relations, Edmonton Transit System, regarding the
ETS heritage collection;
Inspector Greg Alcorn, Edmonton Police Services, regarding the former Police Museum that
has been in storage for a number of years;
LeRoy Carlson, Chief of Services, Edmonton Fire Department, regarding the department’s
collection;
Bert Yeudall, Executive Director, Telephone Historical Centre, and reviewed the collection. The
Telephone Historical Centre has an agreement with the City that, if the Centre closes – which
according to Yeudall is likely within the next few years – the collection will be transferred to the
City.
Tom Hinderks, Executive Director of the Alberta Aviation Museum, which is also vulnerable due
to the closure of the municipal airport, to discuss its dissolution policy. According to Hinderks,
the City has committed to ensuring the ongoing survival of the museum within the redevelopment
of the airport lands. However, in the event of the museum’s closure, the collection would not
revert to the City. It would be offered to other aviation museums in the province;
Lisa Miller of the Edmonton Sports Museum and Halls of Fame. This museum is struggling to
become established and does not yet have a collection, nor does it have a policy that would
see the transfer of any future collection to the City.
A letter was sent to the managers of other City departments requesting information about any historical
artifacts in their departments. A couple of people identified a few artifacts that might become a part
of a larger City collection, but most responded indicating there were no artifacts to be considered in
this context.
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There are approximately 20 local museums in Edmonton. However, not all organizations truly reflect
the definition of a museum as an organization that collects, preserves, studies, and interprets. The
Consultants considered the larger context of museum development in the City when composing
recommendations regarding the future scope of the proposed City Museum. Local collections are strong
in areas such as transportation (planes, trains, buses, and streetcars), technology (phones, power),
education (Edmonton Public Schools, Victoria School), Ukrainian culture (three separate museums).
In addition, there are museums related to Jewish culture and military history, and a nascent effort to
develop a ‘museum’ related to the North Saskatchewan River.
When the assessments of the City’s artifact collection and all additional relevant collections were
completed, the collection storage needs were calculated and incorporated into an overview functional
program. This overview program outlines the amount of storage space needed to properly house the
City’s artifact collection, as well as the off-site storage needs for the City archives. Also, the overview
program lists the space required for all collection support functions. Collection support functions
include registration, conservation, inspection, quarantine, treatment for contamination, and shipping/
receiving of artifacts. Because the artifacts stored in the repository will include a wide range of materials
(paper, metals, wood, ceramics, glass, and synthetic materials), the collection was divided into four
conservation environments, each with specific criteria for environmental controls. The calculation of
storage requirements was then organized according to these four environments. Although collections
are sometimes organized by curatorial categories, environmental requirements and the configuration
of the artifacts are a more efficient basis for the organization of artifacts.
The collection assessment and the overview functional program allowed the Consultants to generate a
number of collection strategies that were presented to the Steering Committee approximately half way
through the course of the study. These strategies were intended to generate an agreement regarding
the intended future use of the collection, as well as to illustrate the best possible organization of the
collection repository based on that use. The feedback of the steering committee guided the final
recommendations for the collection and corresponding collection storage facility.
These Strategies are presented in Chapter 4.0 of this report.
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1.5 Relationship with the City Museum Assessment
The following recommendations were contained in the Preliminary Assessment for a ‘Civic’ or ‘City’
Museum completed in 2007, and are compatible with the findings of this report. They are intended to
be an ongoing process. The long-term recommendations include the following:
Develop and Articulate a Compelling Vision
The proposed City museum should embrace the history and culture of the City in the largest sense possible,
including contemporary Edmonton. Exhibitions and programs should show how the past affects lives today
and focus on what makes Edmonton distinct. Everyone in Edmonton should see themselves in the museum,
whether recent immigrants or Aboriginal people, whether young or old. The museum should change on a
regular basis, feature dynamic programming, be interactive, and engage community groups and individual
visitors. It has to remain new and fresh.
The question of how to market the museum is very important. The words “City Museum” or “Edmonton
Museum” suggest an institution with a fairly narrow mandate – broader than a civic museum, but still limited
in people’s imaginations. The very word 'museum' is a deterrent to some who are not familiar with the ways
in which modern museums engage with their communities. Either a creative name needs to be found or
signiﬁcant effort put into explaining what is meant by a 'City museum'.
Establish a Governance Structure
The museum should be governed at arms length from the City. There should be a formal relationship and
commitment from the City, but autonomy is important in terms of generating public and corporate support
and providing the necessary leadership and identity. An arms length museum has more intellectual freedom
than a government run museum (consider the difference between the Glenbow Museum and the Royal Alberta
Museum, for example). A new group of people should be identiﬁed to develop this museum, individuals
without a connection to existing museums in the City. Formal relationships should be established with
existing museums and with many community partners.
Establish a Preliminary Budget and Initiate Programming
The City should fund the project generously, providing initial capital funding, and the core of an endowment
fund. If the museum is not going to be developed and managed properly, it should not be initiated at all.
The museum can begin in an interim facility and develop organically, be allowed to grow without being too
constrained by preconceived notions of what type of facility is required.
It will take years to develop the museum; in the interim, temporary exhibitions in strategic locations throughout
the City, educational programs, virtual exhibitions, etc. may all be used to build proﬁle and momentum for
the project.
Develop a Network of Existing Museums
There is very little awareness of the smaller museums throughout the City. Existing museums should be
supported by a central facility, through funding, shared marketing, and programming. Where possible, if
collections were to be combined, they should be consolidated to reduce duplication, but existing museum
organizations should maintain control over their collections (not necessarily exhibitions and programs). Some
museums should remain where they are (e.g. Alberta Aviation Museum, and the new Ukrainian Canadian
Museum and Archives), but smaller museums and collections that are not ﬁxed should be encouraged to become
a part of the larger museum (e.g. Sports Hall of Fame and Museum, and the Telephone Historical Centre).
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Identify Champions and Patrons
The museum will ultimately require major patrons – projects like the concert hall did not go ahead until
the commitment from Francis Winspear. Similarly the art gallery redevelopment concept struggled for
many years before John and Barbara Poole’s leadership donation. The museum also requires a number of
champions – not necessarily the same people as the major benefactors, but well-respected individuals within
the community who can garner more support, individuals who are not afﬁliated with any one of the existing
local museums. Taxpayers need to see that they will not be bearing the full cost of the project, that there is
support from other levels of government, and the corporate and private sectors.
Identify Potential Locations
Ideally the museum should be located in the downtown area or in Old Strathcona, adjacent to an arts and
entertainment district. A number of possible locations were discussed including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the Land Titles Building on Churchill Square;
within the proposed arena;
within Jasper Village East, co-locating with UCAMA and the Jewish Synagogue restoration site;
the decommissioned EPCOR power plant, which has great historical signiﬁcance to the Aboriginal
community and both the City and the province;
somewhere along 118th Avenue as part of the proposed neighbourhood revitalization as an arts
district;
on the site of the old arena at Northlands, after the new arena is built;
at Coronation Park , co-located with the Telus World of Science
at the municipal airport, co-located with the Aviation Museum.

There may be others. It was beyond the scope of this study to identify the strengths and weaknesses of each
site, determine feasibility, and to make speciﬁc recommendations.
Maintain Momentum
Developing a City museum has been proposed many times in the past, including the celebration of both the
75th and 100th anniversaries of the City. Museums make great legacy projects, the next commemorative
opportunity would be Canada's 150th birthday in 2017.
Crisis, such as the possible loss of a signiﬁcant portion of the City’s collection– can be another instigating
factor. The Artifact Centre, which houses the City’s collection, is in a very inadequate facility and the
collection is currently in crisis. Museums are often established to preserve heritage buildings that are under
threat, to ﬁnd a new use for an old place. The Land Titles Building and the Epcor power plant both provide
opportunities in this regard.
In recent years, museums have increasingly become key elements in downtown revitalization in North America
and Europe. The proposed arena, the redevelopment of Jasper Village East, or the revitalization of 118th
Avenue, are all potential opportunities. The museum needs to be open to the possibility of becoming an
effective and valuable ﬁt in whichever option becomes the City of Edmonton’s priority.
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1.6 Definitions
Accession: the act of legally accepting an artifact or collection of artifacts into the permanent
collection.
Acquisition: an addition to the collection of a museum or archives, whether a singular object or record,
or a collection of objects or records.
Acquisition Committee: a committee consisting of appointed members, including the curator, which
reviews the potential acquisition of any artifacts or collections.
Appraisal: authentication and evaluation of an object or specimen; used by registered charities to
demonstrate fair market value to the Canada Revenue Agency.
Benchmark Artifacts: represent changes and/or trends related to the origins, technology, design,
materials, manufacture, availability, operation, and use of the area of the collection selected.
Catalogue: a systematic detailed record for each individual object or specimen; contains legal, historical,
descriptive, and location information retrievable under a number of headings or fields.
Conflict of Interest: a personal interest that results in a clash with the priorities or values of the
organization, restricting, or appearing to restrict, objectivity.
Collections: natural or cultural (i.e., man made) objects and intellectual property owned by the museum,
as a public trust, and registered as part of its permanent collection, to be used for the exclusive
purposes of preservation, research, and presentation to the public; museums may also hold or steward
collections on behalf of other parties, and have a stewardship interest in other such properties not
directly owned by the museum; these might include heritage sites and cultural landscapes, material
that has been acquired with public funds or is communally or publicly owned, and the living traditions,
such as ceremonies, of communities served by the museum.
Collection Planning: describes activities undertaken by the museum to ensure the long-term health
and utility of its collections. Effective planning accounts for the objects in the collections, as well as
the information pertaining to them.
Comprehensive Collection: a broad definition of a collection that represents a degree of completeness
and inclusivity over a specific range of curatorial topics. Is not intended to imply a collection that
includes all and every relevant item, rather the term comprehensive is used to describe a collection
that reflects the original aspirations of its development.
Conservation: all actions aimed at safeguarding historic objects, including buildings and documents,
for the future; to study, record, retain, and restore the culturally significant qualities of the objects
with the least possible intervention; includes: examination, documentation, preventive conservation,
preservation, restoration, and reconstruction.
Conservator: museum or independent personnel competent to undertake the technical examination,
preservation, conservation, and restoration of cultural property. (ICOM)
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Core Collection: the defining feature of a museum that forms the basis of all activities such as exhibitions,
education, and research. The definition of the core collection is based on the collection policies and
mandate created by a collecting institution.
Cultural Heritage: any thing or concept considered of aesthetic, historical, scientific, or spiritual
significance. (ICOM)
Culture: commonly used in three basic senses: the set of shared attitudes, values, goals, and practices
that characterizes an institution, organization, or group; an integrated pattern of human knowledge,
belief, and behaviour that depends upon the capacity for symbolic thought and social learning; and
excellence of taste in the fine arts and humanities. (high culture) (Wikipedia)
Curator: the person(s) primarily responsible for all aspects of collections acquisition, preservation,
study, and de-accession.
De-accessioning: the act of legally ending the museum’s responsibility for objects and/or specimens
in the collection.
Dealing: buying and selling items for personal or institutional gain. (ICOM)
Documentation: records in any form (written, electronic, graphic, audio, etc.) that relate to museum
collections in any way, including primary (often original) registration records of legal title, source,
provenance, condition, physical description, standards of care required by the community of origin, etc. as
well as secondary records relating to changes, events, and research concerning collections. (CMA)
Due Diligence: the requirement that every endeavor is made to establish the facts of a case before
deciding a course of action, particularly in identifying the source and history of an item offered for
acquisition or use before acquiring it. (ICOM)
Environmental Controls: refers to air in which collections exist and includes only three of many possible
risk factors. The three factors which fall under the umbrella of environmental controls are: relative
humidity, temperature, and air cleanliness.
Ethics: based upon the underlying values of honesty, fairness, respect, excellence, and accountability
which the larger community applies to the rational evaluation of moral issues; the framework of personal
and institutional obligations and standards which govern the conduct of all members of the museum
community at all times. (CMA)
Fair Market Value: the highest price that an object would bring in an open and unrestricted market between
a willing buyer and a willing seller, who are knowledgeable, informed, prudent, and acting independently
of each other; assigned to objects for the purpose of issuing income tax receipts. (CRA)
Fonds: the whole of the archival records, regardless of form or medium, automatically and organically
created and/or accumulated and used by a particular individual, family, or corporate body in the course
of that creator’s activities and functions; the word is always plural.
Governing Body: the persons or organizations defined in the enabling legislation of the museum as
responsible for its continuance, strategic development, and funding (ICOM); may be an elected or
appointed Board of Trustees or Directors, or a municipal management committee.
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Hands-on Use: activities that involve handling of an object so that visitors might witness or participate
in the process for which the object was intended.
Iconic Artifacts: represent significant historic events and are effective in telling a story.
Intangible Cultural Heritage: the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well
as the instruments, objects, artifacts, and cultural spaces associated therewith – that communities,
groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage; constantly recreated
by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with nature, and their
history, and provides them with a sense of identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural
diversity and human creativity. (UNESCO)
Intellectual Control: the control established over archival material by documenting aids its provenance,
arrangement, composition, scope, informational content, and internal and external relationships.
Intellectual Property: inventions, literary and artistic works, and symbols, names, images, and designs
used in commerce.
Inventory: both a listing of the collection holdings and the act of physically locating objects for which
the museum has responsibility; inventory allows the museum to track its objects and to examine,
evaluate, and provide treatment for them.
Legal Title: legal right to ownership of property.
Minimum Standard: standard to which it is reasonable to expect all museums and museum personnel
to aspire; certain countries have their own statements of minimum standards. (ICOM)
Museum: a non-profit permanent institution in the service of society and of its development, open
to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates, and exhibits, for purposes of
study, education and enjoyment, the tangible and intangible evidence of people and their environment.
(ICOM); a non-profit, permanent establishment, exempt from federal and provincial income taxes,
open to the public at regular hours and administered in the public interest for the purpose of collecting
and preserving, studying, interpreting, assembling, and exhibiting to the public for its instruction and
enjoyment, objects and specimens of cultural value, including artistic, scientific (whether animate or
inanimate), historical, and technological material. (CMA)
Museum Professional/ Museum Worker: personnel (whether paid or unpaid) who have received
specialized training, or possess an equivalent practical experience in any field relevant to the
management and operations of a museum, and independent persons respecting the ICOM Code
of Ethics for Museums and working for museums (ICOM); individuals responsible for any aspect of
museum operation, management or governance, paid or volunteer, full-time, part-time, occasional or
contract, as well as those in related support or service organizations and privately or self-employed
persons practicing one of the related museological fields. (CMA)
Not-for-profit / Non-profit Organization: a legally established incorporated body whose income (including
any surplus or profit) is used solely for the benefit of that body and its operation. (ICOM)
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Object: artifact, historic building, archival document, library material, or specimen.
Preservation / Preventive Conservation: all actions taken to retard deterioration of, or to prevent
damage to, historic objects, including buildings, documents, and site features; preservation involves
controlling the environment and conditions of use, and may include treatment in order to maintain the
object, as nearly as possible, in an unchanging state.
Professional Museum Standards: See Recognized Museum Standards.
Provenance: the full history and ownership of an item from the time of its discovery or creation to the
present day, from which authenticity and ownership is determined (ICOM); historical associations of
an object; the story behind the artifact, who made it, who used it, why it is important.
Recognized Museum Standards: A broad expression that covers collection caretaking but also curatorial
practice, ethics, exhibition and program practice, and governance.
Relative Humidity: the impact of humidity on a museum collection is significant and contributes to
various forms of deterioration at both high and low levels. Humidity is generally expressed in relative
terms as the amount of water that air will hold if fully saturated. The Relative Humidity percentage
expresses this comparison. Relative Humidity is usually measured with a hygrothermograph. The
best method for controlling relative humidity is to install a full air conditioning system that regulates
conditions throughout the collection facility.
Research: systematic work to increase knowledge; characterized by originality and primarily
investigative; may be carried out by museum workers alone or in cooperation with community groups;
data obtained through basic, applied, or summative research into some aspect of the museum
collections or into the operation of the museum itself are essential for the dissemination of knowledge
at professional and popular levels. (CMA)
Restoration: all actions taken to modify the existing materials and structure of an object (including
buildings, documents, or site features) to represent a known earlier state; to preserve and reveal the
aesthetic and historical value of the object; based on respect for the remaining original material and
clear evidence of the earlier state. (CCC)
Rules for Archival Description (RAD): a system for creating archival descriptions or ‘finding aids’ that
identify and describe records based on the principle of provenance where each archival document
exists as part of a group (fonds) and is linked to all other records in that group; to qualify for grants
from the Canadian Council of Archives, repositories must create RAD-compliant finding aids; RAD
is the result of attempts to create standardization across repositories in order to transmit and access
records electronically; a RAD description must, at a minimum, give information about the scope and
contents of a fonds, dates of creation, title, physical description, administrative history or biographical
sketch, name of repository where material is housed.
Tangible Heritage: artifacts made by people and natural history specimens.
Valid Title: indisputable right to ownership of property, supported by full provenance of the item from
discovery or production. (ICOM)
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2.0 RECOGNIZED PRACTICE FOR MUSEUM AND ARCHIVES COLLECTIONS
This section reviews the principles and practices generally followed for responsible management,
development, and preservation of museum collections. These considerations are reviewed here
because they underlay the rationale for the recommendations of the study and may be unfamiliar to
some readers.
2.1 Collections Management
Introduction
Historically, museum collections were developed passively, primarily with curators selecting from
artifacts offered by donors, thereby allowing donors to make decisions about what would and would
not be acquired. Museums often felt pressure to accept entire collections, not just the objects they
really valued. Curators did not generally consider the long-term implications of storing and caring
for donations. They tended to develop collections in isolation, based upon their expertise and
research interests, sometimes with little justification, or with a rationale as vague as “to fill a gap in
the collection.”
Often, collecting decisions were made independently by directors or board members for political
reasons, rather than through curatorial judgement. Collections were accessed primarily by curators
and researchers; the general public was allowed limited physical or intellectual access. However,
for the past 30 years, museums have been more discriminant, increasingly collecting strategically,
following well thought out acquisition criteria based upon the museum’s mandate, and often through
an acquisition committee to reduce personal bias and interference. The notion of curators as ‘public
historians’ that has evolved since the 1970s, and has resulted in curators thinking about the usefulness
of collections beyond purely academic or antiquarian purposes.
“A tension builds between objects of great value and insignificant objects with little relevance
to the museum’s mission. The lesser objects take away space and time from the greater, and
the needs of the greater preclude care, documentation, and subsequent disposition of the
lesser.” Buck and Gilmore, Collection Conundrums
A museum’s mandate drives its acquisition strategy. If a museum’s mandate is to focus on
technological change, such as the Telephone Historical Centre, the Edmonton Radial Railway
Society, and Alberta Aviation Museum, the museum would want to collect equipment ranging from
the most elementary early innovations to the most recent high technology examples, as well as
important developmental benchmarks in between, technology associated with related industries,
trade literature, and other promotional material used to market the equipment, and any period
reference material that could provide the social context for the technology. A history museum, like
Fort Edmonton Park or the proposed City Museum, would collect artifacts for their iconic value, their
ability to tell a story, rather than simply for their aesthetic value or to demonstrate technological
change. Curators now recognize that donations are not ‘free’ – the cost of managing an artifact
over time is significant. Increasingly, lack of storage space and inability to professionally manage
collections restricts collecting and drives de-accessioning.
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Some established institutions are now engaging in a three or four part assessment process, including
a Historical Assessment, Collection Assessment, Acquisition Proposal, as well as a potential Deaccessions Proposal.
The Historical Assessment makes use of primary and secondary resources to outline the history of
a particular subject. For example, if the topic were Edmonton’s role in the oil and gas industry, the
Historical Assessment would cover the history of the industry in the City and surrounding area including
topics such as any particular technological innovations related to the region, labour relations, impact
of oil and gas on the lives of Edmontonians, environmentalism, urban/ rural relationships, relationship
to Calgary, oil and gas consumption, and marketing.
The Collections Assessment would focus on significant iconic artifacts that could be used to tell
important stories about the industry and benchmark artifacts that would be essential to interpreting the
technology. The curator would then assess the existing collection looking for these types of artifacts or
other illustrative material (e.g. archival material, oral interviews, trade literature), and assess artifacts
for: fit with the museum’s mandate, significance, provenance, extent and quality of documentation,
availability of related objects and materials, representativeness, condition, gaps, and redundancies.
Today, curators may choose to borrow artifacts for research or temporary exhibition purposes rather
than acquire them for the permanent collection; they would review on-line sources such as museum
websites, Artefacts Canada, and the VMC Image Gallery, to determine how rare an artifact is in public
collections.
Acquisition and De-accessions Proposals are a means of being proactive, rather than passive, about
collecting. The Acquisition Proposal is a researched justification for the acquisition of an object(s) based
on a vision of what the collection should be, resulting from the Historical Assessment and Collections
Assessment. The Acquisition Proposal might include an annotated list of artifacts and images, much
like a shopping list. The proposal is reviewed by an acquisition committee. The acquisition of one
object may entail the de-accessioning of another, if the artifact being considered is more significant,
in better condition, or has better documented provenance.
A De-accessions Proposal should be reviewed by the committee and approved by the governing
authority, and professional de-accessions procedures followed. This process results in a collection that
better supports the institution’s mandate. University of Leicester Museum Studies Professor Simon
Knell has coined the phrase 'the dynamic collection,' for a collection which undergoes a continuous
process of acquisition, management, refinement, and disposal related to the museum mission, rather
than remaining the same in perpetuity.
“Collections Management should be a combination of intelligent collecting and thoughtful
pruning. Every item in a museum’s collection costs money to maintain, document, and make
available to the public. So periodic re-evaluation is as important as acquisition, and deaccessioning, properly regulated, can be a means towards true growth.”
Marie Malaro, ICOM News, no. 1, 2003.
The Collections Assessment undertaken within this study is not as detailed as the method proposed
above, but is an important first step in determining the size and scope of the collection to be stored
in the proposed facility(s), which may include artifacts from the Artifact Centre, Fort Edmonton Park,
other City departments, other local museums, and/or the proposed City Museum.
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Acquisition
The collections policy outlines a museum’s acquisition criteria and would normally provide for:
•

How collections are acquired: whether by donation (or bequest), purchase, or fieldwork;

•

Need to demonstrate clear title: certificate of gift/ will, invoice, research permit/
documentation;

•

Collections scope: geographic, time period, subjects/ themes/ artifact types;

•

Significance/ rarity;

•

Physical condition;

•

Use of the collection;

•

What, if any, conditions may be applied by a donor; and

•

How to handle offers of donations acquired through illegal or clandestine excavations; with
questionable or unethical history of ownership; or collected, sold, or otherwise transferred in
contravention of any law, treaty, or convention;

•

The role of the Acquisitions (Collections) Committee.

Normally, only the curator has the authority to collect, not the director or the governing authority
independently.
Acquisitions Committee
There is a strong tradition in museums that acquisition decisions should not be made by curators alone.
Of course, knowledgeable curators should research, negotiate, assess, and ultimately recommend
acquisitions. This brings their knowledge and familiarity with the collections fully to bear on the
decision. But the decision should be reviewed and endorsed by an instrument of the Board – usually
a standing committee. For institutions that are embedded in government, an advisory committee can
be created for this purpose.
Committee review has two areas of value. It gives the institution an opportunity to ensure that collecting
is in accordance with policy and that legal, ethical, and administrative issues are in order, that the full
cost to the institution is known, and that personal bias and interest is not involved. This practice also
protects the curator from undue influence from potential donors or sellers, and from accusations of
improper practice.
Appraisal
The policy should refer to the Revenue Canada guidelines for appraisals and indicate who is authorized to
issue appraisals (the CRA allows curators to issue appraisals in-house for artifacts valued under $1,000)
and how. Staff or board members should not provide valuations for individuals or other museums.
Records Management
Museums must maintain permanent records on objects in the collection to provide evidence of ownership
and to connect objects to information about them. In addition to the collections policy that specifies
which records should be kept by whom, a separate collections procedure manual should methodically
outline how the records are to be kept in order to ensure consistency. Records include:
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•

Use of a 3-part numbering system with numbers applied to artifacts using a reversible yet
long-lasting method;

•

Accession ledger;

•

Accession files with supporting documentation (e.g., legal title, provenance, research,
appraisals);

•

Entries in a searchable cataloguing database (i.e., searchable by type of artifact, manufacturer,
time period, source/ donor, location, etc.);

•

Restricted access to confidential information; and

•

Photographs.

Collection records should be backed up regularly and duplicate records retained off-site in case of
disaster.
Conservation
Preventive conservation, security, and risk management requirements are detailed below. The
collections policy shows who is responsible for determining conservation priorities, and notes the need
to survey the collection periodically, complete condition reports, and identify conservation requirements.
Museums distinguish between conservation and restoration. Most museums, other than historic
sites or living history museums that are trying to reflect an earlier time period, do not restore artifacts.
Conservation treatments should only be undertaken by professional conservators with expertise and
experience on a given material. The policy should identify security measures and the approach to
risk management.
Access
The collections policy should outline under what conditions physical and intellectual access to collections
will be provided. It is important to balance the need for preservation with the need to provide access to
collections. An emerging trend, particularly for ethnographic collections with originating communities,
allows researchers to access museum records online and update like a wiki, thereby encouraging
interaction between the museum and its audience, and providing opportunities to upgrade artifact
records. The museum maintains the authority to make any permanent record changes. Questions
such as copyright and photography should be addressed. While photography has been discouraged
due to both conservation and copyright concerns, recently, prominent museums (e.g., The Louvre)
have begun to allow photography in recognition that visitors enjoy documenting their experiences and
interacting with others through their digital cameras and cell phones.
Incoming and Outgoing Loans
The policy outlines who has the authority to approve of any loans and under what conditions. Normally
artifacts may only be loaned to other similar institutions that are able to provide an appropriate level of
care. The exception would be artifacts that are loaned back to an originating community for ceremonial
purposes; the circumstances under which they would be loaned should be outlined in the policy.
Borrowing artifacts is discouraged unless they are required for a particular exhibition or program in
which a set period of time is indicated. Long-term loans, sometimes referred to as permanent loans,
should not be allowed, as a museum may expend considerable resources managing artifacts they do
not own, and disputes can arise with family members when lenders pass away.
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Artifacts are received by a museum using an incoming loan form, or temporary deposit form, when
they are being considered for acquisition or have been left at the museum for identification or research
purposes. Artifacts that are on loan should be insured by the borrower.
Insurance
The collections policy outlines what insurance is provided on the collections and how artifact values
are to be determined for insurance purposes.
De-accessioning
De-accessioning has become an increasingly acceptable means of refining a museum collection,
provided that appropriate procedures are followed. Collections are held in trust for the public; therefore
any de-accessioning must demonstrate that it is in the public’s interest to de-accession, rather than retain
an artifact. The de-accessioning policy should state under what conditions an artifact, or collection, will
be de-accessioned, and how the object(s) will be disposed of. The authority to de-accession normally
rests with the museum’s governing body, not at the curatorial level.
Museological standards dictate that the accession number(s) is physically removed and the artifact(s)
is normally offered to other public institutions, sold publicly, or, if it has no monetary value, thrown away.
Any funds arising from a sale are allocated to future acquisitions, not put into general revenue. The
records are retained and the fact that the artifact(s) has been de-accessioned should be noted.
Collections Staff
Museological standards of collections management require staff with a variety of knowledge, skills,
and expertise, including:
•
•
•
•

local history, curatorial research/ fieldwork
cataloguing, database management, and inventory control
storage, artifact care, and handling
preventive conservation and treatment of various types of materials

Adherence to Laws, Conventions, and Codes of Ethics
The policy should stress that staff will follow the highest standards of legal and ethical behaviour,
ensuring that conflict of interest situations are avoided. The policy should stipulate whether written
disclosure of personal or family collections are required and how accusations of conflict of interest will
be investigated. The policy should reference laws and conventions to which Canada is a signatory,
including the UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export
and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (1970; 1978); the UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or
Illegally Exported Cultural Objects (1995); and professional codes of ethics such as the CMA’s Ethical
Guidelines (2006).
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2.2 Preventive Conservation
Storage standards for museum collections evolved in the latter half of the twentieth century to a point
where there is general agreement on most points of practice. These criteria develop from the science
of preventive conservation, which reflects the importance of the storage conditions in the longevity of
the objects. In turn, this focus derives from a fundamental aspect of museum mandates concerning
the preservation of collections for future generations. Authoritative organizations such as the Canadian
Conservation Institute, the Smithsonian Conservation Laboratories, and the Getty Conservation Institute
develop and publish guidelines and principles that help museums apply the best practices to take
care of their collections. In recent years the Canadian Conservation Institute has played a key role
in updating the Museums and Archives section (Chapter 21) of the ASHRAE Applications Handbook
(2007), which is widely used by the engineering professions in North America.
The collection caretaking functions to be housed in museum and archive facilities place special
demands on their design, construction, and operation. In many instances, the design criteria exceed
present building codes and general institutional building standards. In the case of environmental
control systems, redundancies and backup systems are called for that clearly exceed the usual building
practices. The following sections, organized by categories of risk to the collections, explain these
requirements and the reasons they are important.
The primary causes of deterioration and loss of collections are:
Light:

intensity, duration, ultraviolet content

Relative Humidity:

variation, extremes

Temperature:

variation, extremes

Insect / Animal Pests:

moths, dermestids, wood-boring insects, rodents

Contaminants:

various pollutant sources including dust

Water Damage:

rain and ground water entry, plumbing leaks

Physical Damage:

structural failure, inadequate support, improper handling,
inappropriate storage conditions, overcrowding, blocked or
narrow aisles, shelving that is too high, inadequate corridors,
doorways, elevator

Damage due to Fire:

caused by fires, smoke damage, and by water from sprinklers
and fire fighting measures

Theft and Vandalism:

intentionally caused loss or damage

Vibration/ Seismic Forces:

damage to collections due to vibration or earthquake
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Light
When designing lighting systems for collections storage, one basic fact must be considered in all
decisions: light damages many classes of artifacts and works of art. For many objects, any and all
light is damaging and the damage is irreversible and strictly cumulative – directly related to the intensity
of the light and the length of exposure. Storage methods attempt to minimize this danger.
Excessive or improper exposure to light causes damage through the acceleration of chemical processes,
colour change, and fading. Many pigments lose colour saturation or change hue and chroma. The
degree of sensitivity varies widely from one material to another. For more stable objects, even small
increments of change must be taken seriously in long-term exposures.
In collection storage areas, the preferred approach is to provide good overall light levels (approximately
500 lux) for inspection, retrieval, and housekeeping, but switched in local zones that allow only the
area being worked in to be lit at any one time. Operational practice will ensure that collection storage
areas are dark most of the time. Provision of collection work spaces close to the collection storage
helps minimize the time that lights are on in the storage. Objects are brought out to the workspace
for any lengthy process, permitting the general storage to remain dark.
Relative Humidity
Relative humidity control presents challenges in Canadian museum and collections buildings, yet the
issue is fundamental: uncontrolled fluctuations and inappropriate levels account for very significant
collection losses. Inappropriate levels or fluctuations cause damage to collection objects and works of
art through mechanical stress, differential response, microbiological decay, and chemical degradation.
These damages occur within the first season of acquisition, as well as the result of repeated stresses
over many years. Relative humidity damages are the most costly to repair and the most visible.
One of the important considerations with humidity controlled environments is the building envelope.
Flaws in the building envelope can permit humidity to condense on cold surfaces within the envelope,
causing potentially serious problems. The heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems must provide
precision environmental control to the building to the standards defined for RH, temperature, and air
purity. Systems must provide efficiency and economy in both capital and operating costs. Maintenance
procedures must be clearly outlined in a preventive maintenance plan to encourage compliance and
minimize system failures. Equipment must be arranged for easy access and replacement.
The system must be designed to include redundant pieces of critical or difficult-to-repair or replace
equipment, to permit the maintenance of critical environments in the event of equipment failure. The
system must be designed to maintain the specified environments under emergency conditions, such
as electrical power supply interruption. The systems must also be designed in a manner that avoids
disruption to environmental conditions for equipment maintenance shutdowns. The electrical system
must provide sufficient backup capacity to operate those systems to a degree required to maintain the
environment within the specified limits during an interruption in electrical supply.
The operating criteria for general collection storage are:
Setpoint 35-55%RH seasonally adjusted at no more than 5% points per month and with short
term variations not exceeding 5% points plus or minus. Other setpoints are used for particular
collections.
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Temperature
Temperature directly affects rates of chemical and biological decay. The latter is virtually eliminated
below 5°C. Chemical change is similarly diminished at lower temperatures. Colour photographic
materials, paper records, furs, and plastics are examples of collection materials that are frequently
given cool or cold storage environments. Generally, compliance with the measures listed under RH
will provide a system that can easily keep the space within an acceptable temperature range.
The operating criteria for general collection storage are:
Setpoint 20° C winter, 22° C summer with short term variations not exceeding ±1° C
Insects and Animal Pests
Vertebrate animal pests can cause damage to collections through eating, shredding for nesting material,
or staining with wastes. Common pests include mice, rats, squirrels, porcupines, raccoons, bats, and
birds. Insect and animal pests are a major concern. Outbreaks of pests can quickly do irreparable
damage to artifacts that can even result in total loss. As well, the cost of intervention to control an
outbreak will be time for staff to clean, move, and freeze artifacts. The preferred prevention method
is exclusion by having a well constructed, tightly sealed building fabric.
Insect pests are numerous and include many species of beetles, wasps, ants, bees, dermestids, moths,
flies, and roaches. Exclusion is also important – for example, in denying access for nest building to
wasps and bees. But many of the other perpetrators enter the building within the collection itself, on
staff clothing, or with food deliveries.
The design considerations are therefore to create conditions that encourage good housekeeping and
ease of inspection. This means that collection storage spaces must have finishes including a durable
and washable floor surface, painted walls, and a painted suspended ceiling (not exposed structure).
Food and garbage facilities should be strictly segregated from collection areas. Compartmentalization
and zoning of mechanical systems can reduce the extent of infestation and be useful if extermination
efforts become necessary. The availability of a freezer used for treatment of incoming collections and
an integrated pest management program will also help to eliminate pests.
Contaminants
It is generally recognized that air pollutants, gaseous and particulate, threaten the conservation of
collection objects and works of art. The Canadian Conservation Institute has published an excellent
review of this subject: Airborne Pollutants in Museums, Galleries, and Archives: Risk Assessment,
Control Strategies, and Preservation Management, by Jean Tétreault, Canada 2003. Offending agents
which must be considered include: sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), carbon
dioxide (CO2), hydrogen chloride (HCl), acetic acid, formaldehyde (HCHO), fine particulate (TSP
– Total Suspended Particulate), and metallic fumes.
Filtration is the primary approach to avoid airborne contaminants from reaching the collections.
Filtration must be specifically designed with respect to the ambient environment. Testing is required
if information on the local air quality is not available. Space should be allowed within the air handling
units for later upgrading of the filtration components should the ambient conditions change.
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Air intakes should be located appropriately high and at an authorized distance to avoid drawing in
pollutants from local sources such as the shipping/receiving or parking areas. Electrostatic filtration
must not be used unless the resultant ozone is removed.
The maximum permitted levels for general collection storage are:
Hydrogen Sulfide: 0.1 microgram per cubic meter
Sulfur Dioxide: 1.0 microgram per cubic meter
Nitrogen Dioxide: 1.0 microgram per cubic meter
Ozone: 1.0 microgram per cubic meter
Acetic Acid: 100 micrograms per cubic meter
Fine Particulates: 1.0 microgram per cubic meter
The large and changing variety of materials used in construction present one of the most difficult to
control threats to museum and archive collections through contact and off-gassing. This requires
careful screening of construction materials used in the fabrication of the building. This is a fairly
recent area of study for conservation scientists and the constant emergence of new materials requires
knowledgeable, up-to-date information to make clear recommendations. Publications by the Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation on healthy material alternatives, the above referenced publication
by the Canadian Conservation Institute, and WHMIS Material Safety Data Sheets now required by
labour and health regulating agencies, are helpful in identifying the major groups of corrosive and
acidic off-gassing materials.
See chart on following page:
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Off-gassing of Construction Materials - Preferences
Material
Best

Worst

Wood and Wood Products aged, seasoned, dry wood, beech, birch,
(no wood is perfect
mahogany
– substitute metal with
powder coating, galvanized
or stainless steel, acrylic
sheet, glass)

young, unseasoned wood, knots, red cedar,
oak, douglas fir, sweet chestnut

Waferboards, Chipboards,
Hardboards, Plywoods,
Melamine-laminated
Boards, Overlay Plywoods
(substitute as above)

those with phenol formaldehyde, polyurea,
epoxy adhesives, medium and high density
overlays, ABS and phenolic laminates, exterior
grade plywoods and particle boards

those with urea formaldehyde,
polyformaldehyde, drying oil, rubber contact
cement type adhesives, interior plywoods
and particle boards, waferboard, chipboard,
untempered hardboard, oil tempered
hardboard, fiberboards

Papers, Cardboards

acid-free tissue, permalife paper, mat
board, corrugated paper board, folder stock,
honeycomb paper panels, non-woven spun
bonded polyethylene sheeting

acidic newsprint, kraft papers, cardboard,
common papers, glassine

Coatings, Paints,
Varnishes, Stains

moisture-cured urethane, two-component
urethanes and epoxies, polyurethane-based liquid
plastics, acrylic latex emulsion, vinyl acrylics,
acrylic urethane, butadiene-styrene vapour
barriers

oil-based and alkyd paints, oil-modified
polyurethane varnishes, latex varnishes, onecomponent epoxies, corrosion resistant paints,
chlorinated rubber paints

Plastics

polyethylene, polypropylene, polyester, polystyrene,acrylic,Mylar (terephthalate),silicone,
polycarbonates, air-bubble

chloride compounds, vulcanize or chlorinated
rubbers, neoprene, polyvinylchloride,
cellulose nitrate, cellulose acetate

Sheetings

polyurethane with polyesters, polyethylene,
cross-linked polyethylene, PEVA,
polypropylene, polystyrene, silicone

urea-formaldehyde impregnated paper,
laminated paper boards

Foams

polyethylene foam, cross-linked polyethylene,
white extruded polystyrene, ethylene/vinyl
acetate copolymers, polypropylene, silicone

polyester polyurethane foam, polyether,
chloroprene, polyvinyl chloride, rubber with
sulphur vulcanizing agents

Plastic and Foam Boards

corrugated plastic boards, paper-faced laminated
panel boards, styrene plastic-faced laminated
panel boards, aluminum sheet coated on panel
boards

urea-formaldehyde laminated panel,
polyurethane, polyvinyl chloride foam boards

Wires and Tubes

nylon and polyester monofilament, plastic coated
wire, polyethylene or silicone tubing, Teflon, glass

polyvinyl chloride tubing, vulcanized rubber,
chloroprene rubber, neoprene

Adhesives and Tapes

polyacrylics, starch paste, 3M Scotchpar #415,
two component epoxies, hot wax and polyethylene glues, polyvinyl acetate emulsions, animal
glues, starch paste

most epoxies, polysulphides, most polyvinyl
acetate emulsions and solids, cellulose
nitrate, most contact cements

Textiles

unbleached cotton, linen, polyester, needlefelt,
acrylic felt, nylon, hook and loop fasteners,
polyacrilonitrites, non-woven polyester sheeting

wool, fabric treated with flame retardants,
durable press finishes, rubber backed carpet
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Water Damage
Water damage from both external and interior sources has been the cause of extensive losses in
collection and archival collections. Particular care must be taken to ensure that the building envelope
is weather tight, denying entry of rainwater under all conceivable weather conditions. Generally, it
is poor planning to place collection materials in below-grade spaces. If unavoidable, particular care
must be taken to ensure no infiltration of water through foundation walls, at service entry points, and
through slabs on grade. In addition, providing for water removal through drainage, perimeter channels,
etc. in the event of infiltration, is desirable.
Reliance on system components having a high maintenance requirement to remain effective, such as
caulking, short life-span membranes, etc. should be avoided. Particular problem areas include: roof
areas not properly drained, poorly detailed flashing, sloped glazing, skylights, snow build up against
vertical surfaces, inadequate ground surface drainage, and poorly constructed operable windows.
Water damage can also result from interior sources such as sewer backup, leaking pipes, and blocked
drains. Water-using mechanical equipment and water piping (except sprinklers) must not be located
above collection spaces. These should be located in service corridors away from the collections.
Where water is unavoidable in the collection areas, adequate drainage, as well as drip pans and
alarms, should be placed under equipment and piping.
Physical Damage
Generally, physical damage is an operational concern. However, there are several design considerations
that can contribute to lessening this area of risk. It is unacceptable to have mechanical and electrical
equipment requiring maintenance located within collection spaces, since this results in risk of accidental
damage to collections by workers carrying tools and equipment. Provision of properly designed
corridors, doorways, elevators, dumbwaiters, loading docks, and related spaces facilitates the safe
movement and handling of collection materials.
The concerns surrounding shipping and receiving collection materials combine those of artifact
circulation generally, with the special needs that arise when items must move in or out of the building.
Providing for easy access and turnaround for delivery trucks; an indoor (or as a minimum weather
protected) truck bay; level loading/ unloading facilities; easy security supervision; and direct access
to the non-public circulation systems is essential.
One of the most common threats to collections is overcrowding in storage. This can create unsafe
situations for retrieving an object when blocked by other objects, and through contact and movement
between objects. Similarly, collection materials placed in aisles can lead to risks to both staff and
collections. In some cases overcrowding can create micro-environments by not allowing adequate
air circulation that in turn lead to mold and insect damage.
Damage Due to Fire
Catastrophic losses of collections have occurred from fires, from smoke, and from the water used in
fire fighting. Although there is concern about water damage from accidental or legitimate discharge,
fire authorities and experts and most conservation bodies agree that water sprinklers are the best
single source of protection after prevention.
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The building codes generally permit the sprinkler system itself to function as the alarm (generally, water
flow through an open head signals the alarm). Since in this scenario there is inevitably some level of fire,
smoke, and water damage, an earlier warning system is desirable in museum and collection facilities.
This is usually a smoke detection system which gives a warning earlier than sprinkler discharge and
permits the possibility of intervention before discharge.
Compartmentalization is an effective way of minimizing the potential impact of a fire. This involves the
arranging of collection storage rooms in as small a number of modules as can be functionally tolerated
and constructing the divisions between them as well as all six sides of the perimeter of as high a fire
rating as can be afforded. This should be arranged to coincide with separate environmental zones
required for separate collection categories if possible.
In addition to sprinklers, the building must be equipped with a standpipe fire hose system and handheld fire extinguishers of the most appropriate type, selected for the nature of the combustibles, the
potential severity, the effectiveness of the extinguisher on the hazard, the potential for damage to
collections from extinguisher agents, the ease of use, the personnel available to effectively operate
the extinguisher, the adverse chemical reactions between the extinguishing agent and the burning
materials, the safety of the operators, and the maintenance requirements for the extinguisher.
Theft and Vandalism
Preventing intentional loss and damage is a preoccupation of those responsible for collections. The
high commercial value of many works of art and artifacts is generally well known. The collections held
by public museums represent a major asset. Many objects are irreplaceable. Some of these items
can easily be carried and all are potentially subject to vandalism.
Security measures generally consist of an integrated combination of operational and facility means.
The facility aspects, in turn, consist of two categories: electronic monitoring including detection, alarm,
and communication systems, and physical barriers to access including zoning of access, design of
spatial envelopes, and access control hardware. A security presence or monitoring is required at all
points of entry and egress, including shipping/ receiving and staff entrances.
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The following tentative analysis of the existing City collections at the Artifact Centre was carried out
from a curatorial perspective. The aim of the analysis is to determine how the current collection was
developed, to identify any gaps and redundancies, and to recommend criteria and guidelines for future
collecting, de-accessioning, and future collection growth. The collection analysis also compares the
current collection with what would ideally be in a City Museum collection. This tentative assessment
was undertaken to provide a basis for general facility planning. Actual collection acquisition, deaccession, and disposal decisions will require detailed professional study.
Also, the collection analysis reviewed additional relevant collections from a curatorial perspective and
commented on the significance of the these collections to the development of the City collection.
3.1 Analysis of the Artifact Centre Collection
Heritage Recommendation #4 in The Art of Living is “to recognize the Artifacts Centre as a major asset
to the City. Resources are needed to stabilize and upgrade the environmental conditions of the current
building, or to relocate the collection and to provide additional staff.”
The Artifact Centre houses a collection of approximately 45,000 artifacts. The Art of Living identified
the need for additional human resources and an improved storage facility, either purpose-built or
renovated specifically for the collection. In addition, the plan mentioned the need for a current, approved
collections policy that would include acquisition, de-accessioning, care and handling, registration, and
cataloguing. As mentioned above, other issues that should be addressed are: scope of collections,
authority to collect, conservation and restoration, intellectual and physical access, incoming and outgoing
loans, inventory control, photography, professional ethics, and relevant legislation. The policy should
reference professional standards and guidelines for collections management and introduce a tiered
collection to distinguish between the management of:
1. Museum quality artifacts that require environmental controls and security for exhibition and
storage;
2. Artifacts that may be exhibited or stored in spaces that are not environmentally controlled but
are physically secure;
3. Artifacts that may be exhibited or stored in a secure space, handled by visitors and still preserved;
and
4. Reproduction and/or expendable objects required for programming (these artifacts may not
be managed by curatorial staff but may be acquired by programming staff with the advice of
curatorial staff, to ensure their authenticity).
The Cultural Plan expressed the need to consider the current relationship of the Artifact Centre to
Fort Edmonton Park and the John Walter Museum, and the potential relationship to a City Museum.
Some artifacts acquired to support previously approved master plans for Fort Edmonton Park and the
John Walter Museum may not be required to meet updated plans for these facilities, nor would they
necessarily be valuable additions to a City Museum.
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Development of the Existing Collection
Established in 1895, the Northern Alberta Pioneers and Old Timers Association (now Northern Alberta
Pioneers and Descendants Association, NAPDA), developed a collection of approximately 600 artifacts
that it exhibited in the Old Timers Cabin on the Edmonton Exhibition grounds (Artifacts Centre files
created by Benita Hartwell). They collaborated with the Archives and Landmarks Committee on the
development of a historical exhibition in the Civic Block in 1958, and the restoration of the John Walter
House, which opened in 1959. The Archives and Landmarks Committee continued to accumulate
records and artifacts and, in 1960, opened the Historical Exhibits Building in the old Telephone Exchange
on 112 Avenue and 101 Street, a stand-alone museum with regular hours of operation.
A second John Walter house opened in 1963. In 1966, the Northern Alberta Pioneers and Old Timers
Association donated their collection of artifacts and archives to the City of Edmonton. The Archives
and Landmarks Committee became the Edmonton Historical Board. The City also purchased Earl
Danard’s Great Northwest Pioneer Village, a collection of more than 7,000 artifacts including buildings,
in its entirety.
In 1967, Cam Finlay became the Director of Historical and Science Services, responsible for developing
Fort Edmonton Park, the John Walter Museum, and the Historical Exhibits Building. In 1968, City
Council approved the first Master Plan for Fort Edmonton Park. The Plan introduced 10 eras: Geological
History; Indian Habitation; Fur Trade; Village Activities; Edmonton the Capital (1905); The 1920s; Oil
Exploration; Refining & Manufacturing; International City; and Edmonton’s Future. The Fort Edmonton
Foundation was established in 1969 to support the development of the Fort through fundraising. In
1973, the City of Edmonton Archives came into existence in the Historical Exhibits Building with Helen
LaRose as Manager, and the artifact and archival collections were rationalized; the artifacts were sent
initially to the old Cromdale bus barns, then in 1976 to the O’Keefe Brewery (formerly the Bohemian
Maid Brewery), which became known as the Artifact Centre.
The third John Walter house was moved to the site in 1974. The 1846 replica of Fort Edmonton was
developed in the early 1970s, followed by 1885 Street in the late 1970s, 1905 Street and 1920 Street
in the 1980s. In 1987, the Master Plan was updated to take into consideration deviations from the
original plan. In 1998, the Foundation reviewed a list of a possible 119 projects and identified 31 to
'complete' the Park.
In 2007, the City entered into an operating agreement with the proposed Fort Edmonton Management
Company that states that the Company would contract with the City to provide programming, operations
and maintenance services (building and tree maintenance are specified but artifact management not).
However, it states that “new agreements will need to address issues related to...the preservation of
historical structures and artifacts and the historical integrity of the facility.” According to Fort Edmonton
Park Governance, Management, and Operations, “The City of Edmonton would continue to own all
of the assets including land, buildings and artifacts, along with the responsibility to properly maintain
and preserve these assets“. Meanwhile, City administration would remain responsible for “historical
research, curatorial responsibilities, including the ownership and care of artifacts on display at Fort
Edmonton Park.”
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In fall 2009, the Management Company introduced a draft Master Plan Update: following extensive
public consultation, the update was revised and in May 2010, City Council approved the new Master
Plan Update. The Plan states that Fort Edmonton Park continues to be guided by the original Master
Plan approved by City Council in 1968 and subsequently updated in 1988 and 2001. It updates the
vision for the Fort and provides direction regarding future capital development, animation, and related
activities. The approved Master Plan states, “New exhibits and activities at Fort Edmonton Park may
draw on the use of audiovisual materials, projections, and other well-established museum methods to
tell the stories of people and events of the past. The innovative use of technology will be combined
with more traditional artifacts and costumed interpreters.” This suggests that additional artifacts will
be required for exhibitions and programs. Statements such as, “For example, at Kelly’s Saloon,
enhancements will re-create the atmosphere at Edmonton’s early hotels based on real characters and
stories from the City’s past” reinforce this interpretation.
However, it is not known which of the original list of 31 projects will be developed, or in which order.
New concepts, such as an Aboriginal Village, have been introduced but not yet fleshed out and artifact
requirements defined. The Master Plan update states that the Park “will continue to support nationally
and internationally established standards for collections management.” However, it does not currently
meet professional standards; this collections storage strategy has been initiated to improve the standard
of collections management possible.
Collections Policy
Since 1968, the collection at the Artifact Centre has been developed primarily to support interpretation
at Fort Edmonton Park and the John Walter Museum. There is a collections policy in place that requires
revision and approval from senior management. Current draft acquisition criteria reflect:
1. Chronological period: “The artifact must fit within the time lines laid out by the mandate of Fort
Edmonton Park and the John Walter Museum (1846-1929).”
2. Themes interpreted: “The artifact must fit within the scope of the next thirty Fort Edmonton
projects, or within the existing projects completed within the Fort Edmonton Park Master Plan”;
and “The artifact is of historical significance to the City of Edmonton’s developmental history
(Commonwealth Games, gifts to the City).”
3. Condition: “The artifact should NOT BE in poor condition, unless it has great significant to the
City’s history.”
However, these criteria have been loosely adhered to. There are many artifacts in the collection that
post-date 1929; these were acquired primarily as lot items, when an entire collection was acquired
without going through it first and selecting relevant artifacts. Now that the list of projects to be developed
under the 2010 Master Plan Update is in flux, it is difficult to know which themes will be reflected in
future acquisitions. Commonwealth Games and gifts to the City do not relate to the development of
the City, rather they relate to specific City-wide events and, although in a very narrow sense, to the
City’s relationship to other cities and to its place in the world. If the collection is to reflect the City’s
history of development, it should be much broader in scope. Staff estimate that as many as 2,500
objects are in poor condition.
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Other acquisition criteria that would normally be considered within a collections policy include:
1. Ability to Manage: Condition might be stated more directly, i.e., “Artifacts must be in exhibitable
condition unless they are required for research purposes or are particularly significant to the
history of Edmonton.” In addition to condition, the ability to manage normally also includes the
ability to store and catalogue properly.
2. Uniqueness: duplicates or multiples may be required for exhibition purposes or programming
(e.g. store stock, common domestic items, items used for demonstrations) but generally
duplication should be avoided.
3. Relevance to the history of Edmonton may be assumed under theme, but should be specified
to reinforce that artifacts collected should be those that were used in the City and surrounding
region, or have a direct relationship to the City, rather than generic artifacts.
4. Archival material: unless directly related to artifacts in the collection, archival material should
be referred to the City Archives.
The Collection
The current collection contains few original artifacts related to the 1840s fur trade; artifacts relating to
boat building, trade goods, domestic life in the Fort, Cree and Métis people, are primarily reproductions
for use in programming, such as snowshoeing, building a travois, baling furs, baking bannock,
beading, and Native games. Furniture made for exhibition at the Fort does not accurately reflect the
type of furniture that would have been there in the 1840s. 1885 Street and 1905 Street are richest in
original artifacts and period furnishings exhibited in: Ottewell Homestead, Kenneth McDonald House,
Dominion Land Office, North West Mounted Police station, school, church, newspaper office, bakery,
blacksmith shop, wheelwright shop, livery stable, etc. 1905 Street includes: the Henderson Farm,
round barn, tent city, Masonic Hall, church, bank, post office, fire hall, Penny Arcade, Reed’s Bazaar,
Ernest Brown’s Studio, and Ramsay’s Greenhouse. On 1885 and 1905 street visitors can learn about
various domestic skills such as: sewing; candle-making; baking scones; making preserves, butter; and
children’s games of the period. 1920 Street includes the Mellon Farm, Hotel Selkirk, Blatchford Field
hangar, J.B. Little Brickyard, AGT, Telephone Exchange, Ukrainian Bookstore, Sun Drugstore, Bill’s
Confectionery, the Motordome, and the 1938 Al Rashid Mosque. However, features such as Hotel
Selkirk, Blatchford Hangar, and the Midway do not incorporate many original artifacts.
A preliminary assessment of the Artifact Centre collection based solely upon condition, duplication, and
anticipated use at Fort Edmonton Park suggests that much of the collection could be de-accessioned.
Although the collection's strength is in the years leading up to 1930, there are gaps in the collection
related to the early history of Edmonton due to the thematic limitations of Fort Edmonton Park. For
example, there are very few artifacts related to mining, even though mining was a significant early
industry in the river valley communities.
As illustrated in the following table, the current collection in storage could be reduced significantly. The
table is organized using the Chenhall classification system for artifacts – the system used by the City
– which breaks artifacts down into 10 general categories. The chart indicates the number of artifacts in
each category that are currently on display or in storage and, considering only the artifacts in storage,
makes recommendations regarding de-accessioning. These are preliminary recommendations that
would have to be detailed and reviewed by the Acquisition Committee prior to being approved by
Council. Comments include areas of particular strength, gaps, or rationale for de-accessioning.
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3.2 Analysis of Partners of the City Collections
Edmonton Radial Railway Society
Contact: Hans Ryffel, President
P.O. Box 76057, Southgate P.O., Edmonton AB, T6H 5Y7
Tel: Res: 780-352-7496
president@edmonton-radial-railway.ab.ca
www.edmonton-radial-railway.ab.ca
The Edmonton Radial Railway Society was established in 1980 “to preserve and interpret the history
and technology of street railways with particular emphasis on Edmonton’s streetcar system.” The
previous year, Edmonton’s last streetcar was used for trips across the High Level Bridge to celebrate
Edmonton’s 75th anniversary. When streetcar service ended in September 1951, all other cars were
scrapped or sold for other use; car #1 was stored outside the Cromdale car barn for many years until
restoration began in 1964 in order to feature it in the 1967 Centennial Parade. However, the initial
restoration was cosmetic; it operated with a diesel generator until a full restoration was completed by
the Society.
“In the event that the Society surrenders its Certificate of Incorporation or if the incorporation is revoked,
or if that Society is wound up or becomes insolvent, the Company shall have the right to purchase any
and all of the ex-Edmonton streetcars for a sum equal to fifty (50%) percent of the appraised value of the
streetcars at the time of sale, such appraised value to be agreed upon by the parties or failing agreement
to be determined by a single arbitrator agreed to by arbitrator will be final and binding on all parties.
The Company shall pay for the streetcars within sixty (60) days of the date of the determination of the
appraised value. The Company shall have sixty (60) days after becoming entitled to this option to give
notice in writing to the Society of the Company’s Intent to purchase the streetcars in accordance with
this option provision and shall therein specify which if not all of the streetcars it intended to purchase.
The Society, however, may elect to sell the streetcars to the Company for a reduced amount.”
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3.3 Analysis of Departmental Collections of Interest
Edmonton Transit
Contact: Dennis Nowicki, Director of Community Relations – ETS
Tel: 780-496-2849
Dennis.Nowicki@Edmonton.ca
Background
Volunteers affiliated with the Edmonton Transit System (ETS) began working on decommissioned
vehicles in the late 1970s, and in 1982 formalized a Heritage Program within Community Relations.
ETS has since developed a significant collection of vintage buses, related artifacts, and archives. The
department’s ability to manage the collection, without specific resources and expertise being allocated
to its preservation and interpretation, is limited. A separate Society was established to support the
department in 1984, but dissolved in the 1990s. Anniversaries such as the 60th anniversary of trolley bus
service in 1999, and the 2008 Centennial have provided the impetus for heritage activity. In 2009, ETS
developed a Heritage Plan to determine how best to manage the collection for the future and the extent
and type of interpretive programming. ETS provides heritage bus tours, and educational programs in
schools, and is developing small temporary displays featuring objects from the collection.
Recommendations in the Heritage Plan related to collections include:
•

That archives be transferred to the City Archives to ensure their long-term preservation, the
creation of finding aids, and public access. In future, City policies regarding records management
and the transfer of records to the City Archives shall be followed.

•

That artifacts not required for exhibition or educational programs be offered to Community
Services and stored in the Artifact Centre for future use in the City Museum.

•

That ETS not actively collect additional artifacts or archives, unless the objects are required
for exhibition, collections should be referred to the appropriate repository (Artifacts Centre or
City Archives).

Collection
In addition to the vintage fleet of approximately 20 vehicles, ETS maintains a relatively small collection
of related objects that enhance the interpretation of the buses. ETS will retain directly related objects,
such as maintenance and parts manuals for each type of bus in the heritage fleet and a small collection
of artifacts required for interpretive purposes.
ETS artifacts and archives are currently stored in a room at the University LRT Station that is inaccessible
to the public: there are no environmental controls, minimal security, and there have been some
problems with mice. As part of the need to make the collection more accessible in preparation for the
centennial in 2007, it was reorganized by a library sciences student and a basic inventory created in
Excel; the inventory has been temporarily mislaid. Items were filed or boxed and labelled, and their
location, title, description, date, and quantity noted.
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The collection currently includes:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

unique items such as a seat from a Mack bus, fare boxes, reflector lights, parts of trolley poles,
and windshield cards with locations on them;
a lot of uniforms, including hats, ties, and badges from the 1960s on;
some office machinery, typewriters, etc.;
documents such as: strategic plans, LRT construction drawings, studies and reports, training
materials, maintenance manuals, maps, pamphlets, parts lists, memoirs, clippings, union
contracts, strike-related information, correspondence and memos, ETS historical society
records;
original artwork re: passes;
photographs currently organized into the categories: vehicles, employees, maintenance, LRT,
City landscapes, ETS buildings, ETS logos/ promotions and special events;
moving images (video);
advertising and promotional items (swag);
~30 bankers boxes of material, 1 cabinet, 3 bays of books, 5 bays of uniforms on hangers and
shelves, 4 bays of open shelving;

The collection has not been formally accessioned, but should be reviewed prior to being accessioned.
Unique items should be retained, however, there are multiples of many items. Perhaps as many as
75% of the uniforms could be surplus; only a couple of each of the advertising and promotional items
should be retained; the office machinery is not unique; there are duplicates in this collection and much
of the archival material probably duplicates items in the City Archives; a lot of the books are library
items and may be retained in a City Museum resource centre or in the heritage room at the library.
Potentially 50% of the archival material should be retained.
Edmonton Police Services
Contact: Greg Alcorn
Tel: 780-421-2822
greg.alcorn@edmontonpolice.ca
Background
In the mid-1980s, the Edmonton Police Services began planning for its centennial in 1992 and
developed a museum as one of a number of heritage initiatives. The museum had a professional
curator managing the collection, and for about 15 years had exhibition and storage space in the
downtown police station.
Due to lack of funding, as well as security and access issues associated with having a public facility such
as a museum in a police station, the museum closed around 2001. When they closed the museum,
Edmonton Police formed a partnership with the Telus World of Science for its Forensics Gallery, and
put the remainder of the collection in storage. Over the years, Edmonton Police Services has received
public requests for access to the collection, particularly the archives. The organization recently went
through a re-branding process that brought questions of pride and identity to the forefront again, and a
heritage committee was established last year to consider how to address the situation. The organization
is now planning to develop temporary exhibitions in smaller police stations throughout the City.
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The Collection
The collection is currently stored in an off-site rental facility that has no work space. The collection
will be moved into a new 4,000 sq ft facility, also rented, that is designed for records management
purposes and is therefore more suitable for archival storage and more accessible. The former curator
may be retained to assist in the move. The organization is not interested in integrating its collection
into a larger City collection at this time. However, from the direction of the Steering Committee, the
collection will be considered when allotting storage space in the City collection repository. This inclusion
should be further studied as the project develops.
Edmonton Fire Department
Contact: Leroy Carlson, Chief of Services, Edmonton Fire Department
Leroy.Carlson@edmonton.ca
The Fire Department has several vehicles in its collection: a 1905 pumper and a 1929 Bickle pump at
Fort Edmonton Park, a 1950 Bickle-Seagrave aerial at Station 9, and a 1952 Bickle-Seagrave Model
4455 pumper at Station 24. From time to time, firemen bring old objects into a station to show to their
co-workers, but none of the stations have developed a collection or display. Retirees may have items
in their possession that could be donated to a City collection if it were developed, but they have not
been approached.
Other City Collections
Following distribution of a letter from Linda Cochrane to General Managers throughout the City, we
received replies that there was nothing in:
•
•
•

LRT Design & Construction, Capital Construction Department (per Wayne Mandryk)
LRT Expansion Branch (per Marilyn Johnman)
Buildings Design & Construction Branch (per Maria (Bernadette) Palamaruk)

The Consultants were given contacts for Waste Management Branch (Garry Spotowski) and Drainage
(Lynn Lebirk) but have not received any information from either of them.
Animal Control Services is in the process of moving to a new facility and offered an exterior sign to
the Artifact Centre.
The only additional artifacts that were mentioned by City staff were a number of building fragments that
have been collected by David Holdsworth, Heritage Planner. These include: the Tegler Balconette and
Gem Theatre plaster elements stored at the Artifact Centre; the Alberta Hotel elevator stored in Fort
Edmonton (which should be de-accessioned); the Arlington door and arch stored in Scorpio Masonry’s
yard; and clinker brick from the trolley substation at 105 Avenue and 104 Street that was demolished
which may be reused in new development on the site. Holdsworth indicated that a storage facility
for a City collection should incorporate some space for future building elements that may be saved if
other historic sites are lost, whether outdoors, sheltered or enclosed. These elements would not be
intended for long-term storage but would be retained until incorporated into a new development.
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3.4 Analysis of Local Museum Collections of Interest
Telephone Historical Centre
Contact: Bert Yeudall, Executive Director
Tel: 780-433-1010
bertyeudall@hotmail.com
Background
The history of the Telephone Historical Centre is tied to the history of telephone companies in Edmonton.
Established by Alex Taylor in 1893, the Edmonton District Telephone Company was purchased by the
City of Edmonton in 1904 and operated under the name City Telephone System, or City Telephones.
A group of retirees incorporated the Edmonton Telephone Historical Information Centre Foundation in
1985, with the objective of preserving the history of the telephone in the Edmonton area. In 1987, with
significant support from City Telephones, the Telephone Historical Centre (THC) opened to the public
in the Strathcona Wire Centre at 10437 - 83 Avenue. At the time, the Alberta Government Telephones
Commission (AGT) also supported a telephone museum on the 33rd floor of the AGT tower – Vista
33. When Vista 33 closed in 1990, the exhibits were dispersed: some are stored in a reproduction
AGT building at Fort Edmonton Park, not yet accessioned.
In 1990, the City established the Edmonton Telephone Corporation (ED TEL), an arms-length subsidiary;
that same year, the AGT reorganized and TELUS Corporation became the parent company of AGT. In
1995, TELUS acquired ED TEL and advised the THC that it would not continue to provide operational
funding indefinitely, that the THC needed to broaden its base of financial support. In 1997, TELUS
explored various possibilities for the future of the THC, including relocating parts of the collection to
Fort Edmonton Park, the Edmonton Space and Science Centre (now the Telus World of Science), or
reinventing itself as a Children’s Museum. In May 2005, the Centre relocated to a much smaller space
in the Prince of Wales Armoury (POWA). Much of the larger equipment was donated to the Provincial
Museum of Alberta (now Royal Alberta Museum) at that time; some was sold. The THC had to move
out of the POWA for renovations in 2007-2009 but is now back in operation at the Armoury. The THC
has 2,771 sq ft of space – exhibition and administrative space on the main floor and storage space in
the basement. It plans to move the collection to a larger storage space beside its current space.
Collection
The THC has a collection of approximately 2,000 telephone and communications-related artifacts
and archival materials documenting the history of the telephone from 1885 to the present with an
emphasis on the development of Edmonton’s phone system. Part of the collection is accessible
online at http://www.abheritage.ca/telephone/virtual/telephone_digital_collections.html. While some
of these artifacts are unique, others may be found in other telephone collections in Edmonton, both
in the AGT collection at Fort Edmonton Park and at the Royal Alberta Museum. Only a small portion
of the collection pre-dates 1929, FEP’s cutoff date, and has local significance. Included in the THC
collection are artifacts that would never have been used in Edmonton.
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The collection includes:
•

Switchboards and switching equipment,

•

Dozens of wall and desk telephones, such as wooden box, fiddleback, plastic rotary, candlestick,
office phones and systems, intercoms, household and novelty phones, telegraphs, telephone
booths, pay phones;

•

Telephone equipment such as relays, ringers, phone line extenders, insulators, tool belts,
blowtorches, cable, testers, headsets & transmitters;

•

Archival photographs and negatives, ledgers, documents; telephone directories; and

•

A/V collection of interviews collected through two separate projects in 1990/1996

Dissolution
The THC’s bylaws, amended April 2006, include the following dissolution statement:
“If the Board of Directors, in a duly called meeting, decides that the Foundation can no longer continue
to operate and that it should be dissolved, the following steps will be taken:
1. All non-accessioned possessions of The Foundation will be disposed of and all outstanding
debts will be paid. Remaining cash will be transferred to the Endowment Fund. All proceeds
accumulated by the Endowment Fund will be donated to the Edmonton Community
Foundation.
2. All artifacts and archival material will upon dissolution or winding up of the Foundation, be
transferred to the City of Edmonton as documented in the September 06, 1989 City of Edmonton
agreement. (City Clerks File #28,744) (Edmonton Telephone Historical Information Centre
Foundation bylaws, revised April 2006)
The agreement with the City was drafted in 1989 because it was necessary to have a dissolution
statement in order to be eligible for funding from Alberta Culture and Multiculturalism. The relevant
clauses indicate that City has agreed to:
4.1 ...accept transfer of all artifacts and archival material by the Foundation without compensation
being paid to the Foundation.
4.2 The City may use such artifacts and archival material in a manner similar to the Foundation, by
placing in a museum or museum-type situation to be viewed by the public of the City at large
or store such for future use....
4.4 The City shall not be obligated to accept any artifacts and archival material of the Foundation
which, in any way, are encumbered or liened. (Agreement between the City of Edmonton and
the Edmonton Telephone Historical Information Centre Foundation, September 6, 1989.)
Alberta Aviation Museum
Contact: Tom Hinderks, Executive Director
Tel: 780-453-1078
eahs.execdirector@shawbiz.ca
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Background
The Alberta Aviation Museum is housed in a World War II British Commonwealth Air Training Plan
hangar built in 1941-42, a provincially and municipally designated historic site. The building is owned
by the City of Edmonton and maintained by the Edmonton Aviation Heritage Society, which leases
space to a 15 aviation-related organizations including the museum. The objectives of the EAHS
and its member organizations are: “To preserve the last remaining double wide, double long British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan hangar in Canada; to preserve the pre-eminent aviation heritage of
Alberta, Edmonton, and the North; and to provide a community resource housing training facilities for
two military cadet units and other aviation-related organizations.”
Collections
The Museum has an extensive collection of approximately 30 aircraft and related artifacts and archives,
including many unique items of local, national and international significance. The Museum has an
active restoration program and offers a number of popular educational programs and camps. The
City of Edmonton owns two airplanes that are on loan to the Aviation Museum.
Dissolution
If the Aviation Museum were to dissolve, its collections would be offered first to the Edmonton Aviation
Heritage Society, and second to other members of the Alberta Aviation Museums group, including: the
418 City of Edmonton Squadron Association, the Aerospace Museum of Calgary, Canada’s Aviation
Hall of Fame in Wetaskiwin, the Reynolds-Alberta Museum, and the Bomber Command Museum of
Nanton. Remaining aircraft could be offered to other aviation museums in Canada.
As the collection would not revert to the City of Edmonton if the Museum were to close, a detailed
examination is not necessary.
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3.5 Analysis of Proposed City Museum Collection: Museum of Edmonton
The idea of establishing a City Museum has come up many times over the past 60 years, with recurring
frequency in the past fifteen. The City of Edmonton established an Archives Committee responsible for
collecting historical artifacts and archives in 1938. Two years later, Council decided that the archives
would be kept in the public library, then west of the Hotel Macdonald. In 1947, the committee’s mandate
expanded to include marking historic sites as well as collecting artifacts and archives and it became
the Archives and Landmarks Committee. When work on Fort Edmonton Park was begun in the late
1960s, some expected it to perform the role of a City museum. But the Fort is limited in mandate,
scope, theme, time period, and interpretive approaches; it fills an important role in the community but
it could never be a City Museum. Since this has become more widely understood, efforts to establish
a City Museum have been renewed. Other specialized museums were also explored by the City,
including a military museum in the Connaught Armoury, and an Edmonton Air Museum.
In 1980, the City considered establishing a museum as a 75th anniversary project and Council allocated
$750,000 towards the creation of a City museum. The concept of developing a museum and archives,
possibly co-located with a science centre, at the Artifact Centre, was considered in 1981. The report did
not explore the vision in any detail, but concluded that this was a feasible location and provided some
information that could provide a starting point if this location were to be considered at this time.
The 1983 Mayor’s Task Force on the Heart of the City raised the question of a City museum within
the context of downtown revitalization. From 1986-1988, the Edmonton Downtown Development
Corporation investigated the feasibility of locating the museum and archives in the old Civic Block,
co-located with a concert hall. These studies again focused on a specific facility and the information
provided is primarily technical, regarding the potential to restore the Civic Block specifically, rather
than conceptual, about what the museum might contain and how it might be developed.
The Prince of Wales Armouries was then selected as the site for the City Archives, independent of the
museum. The archival function is required by the Municipal Government Act and covered by municipal
policies and bylaws, whereas municipal support for a museum is discretionary. The funding initially
earmarked for the City museum was reallocated to the City Archives. When the archives moved into
its new facility in 1992, it did not require the entire space. The archives facility became a heritage
centre with like-minded organizations such as the Loyal Edmonton Regiment (LER) Military Museum,
the Alberta Genealogical Society, and more recently the Telephone Historical Centre (THC) as tenants.
At the time, it was expected that the Archives could expand into additional storage areas in the
Armouries, when required. However, following structural issues regarding weight, it was determined
that this would not be possible
From 1990 to 1994, another round of consultations identified seven potential locations for a City
museum, none of which are options today. A public survey conducted at that time supported the
idea of developing a City museum. Lord Cultural Resources conducted a study that focused on a
children’s museum, fine and decorative arts, and leaders and founders. Brinsmead Ziola Associates
examined architectural and engineering issues related to converting the Churchill Exchange Building
into a museum.
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The idea of developing a City museum was raised again as a potential centennial project for the City,
but was considered to be too large a project to be realized within the relatively short time frame and
limited budget allowed and was turned down in favour of the development of Sir Winston Churchill
Square.
The idea of a City museum came up again during Bill Smith’s term as mayor in relation to the idea
of merging the Provincial Museum and the University of Alberta Collections and/or the Edmonton Art
Gallery. One proposal saw the City museum as a gallery within the redeveloped Provincial Museum.
Another saw the City museum being developed in the former Art Gallery building after the Art Gallery
and Provincial Museum had merged and relocated to the Cominco Lands at the end of 99th Street
north of the post office. This concept failed due to the post 9/11 recession of 2002 and now all potential
partners have gone in different directions.
Most recently, during the 2007 cultural planning process, the Edmonton Arts Council established the
Edmonton Museum Steering Committee and commissioned a Preliminary Assessment for a ‘civic’ or
‘City’ museum in Edmonton. The study had two objectives: to examine the possibility of establishing
a ‘City’ museum for Edmonton, and to consider the need for a support program for local museums. In
January 2007, Leger Marketing conducted an OmniAlberta survey with 300 Edmonton respondents
18 years of age and older that included the question whether respondents were interested in visiting
a museum that focuses on the history of Edmonton. Eighty percent responded positively.
Heritage Recommendation #9 in The Art of Living, which was intended to be a prerequisite to #10
and #11, was to “Develop an overall museums strategy.” However, there is still no comprehensive
strategy outlining support for museums in the City, or addressing collaborative marketing, professional
standards, and most important, determining how museum activities undertaken directly by the City of
Edmonton, including Fort Edmonton, the John Walter Museum, and the Artifact Centre, the proposed
City museum, and the more than 20 local/ regional history museums would relate to one another in
terms of mandate, collections, and interpretation. The Fort Edmonton Park Master Plan Update was
developed in isolation from the existing museum community and the proposed City museum.
Heritage Recommendation #10 was to “Have the City support the development of a City museum.”
The preliminary assessment for the proposed City museum focused on potential interpretative themes,
and recommended the incremental development of the museum that would focus on Edmonton as
a place. The report suggested that a City museum would “attempt to fill in the gap in collecting,
preserving, and interpreting objects and stories about life in Edmonton that are not held or told by
small, local museums or other cultural institutions.” An assessment of the existing collection was
beyond the scope of that study.
Rather than focusing initially on the collection or the facility, the report recommended a bottom-up
strategy, that the museum be incorporated and seed funding provided by the City to enable the
incremental development of exhibitions and programs, while building a profile and momentum for the
project over a five to ten year period. This would also entail creating and articulating a compelling
vision; establishing a governance structure; establishing a preliminary budget and program; building
a diverse and multi-generational audience; assessing collections; identifying potential champions and
patrons; and determining an initial and permanent location.
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The report noted that where possible, collections should be consolidated to reduce duplication but
existing museum organizations should maintain control over their collections. The difference between
all facilities, including their needs and benefits, must become very clear to all citizens in order to gain
support for a City museum. The Royal Alberta Museum also has a large collection of artifacts relevant
to the history of Edmonton; there is no need to duplicate holdings, rather programs should be developed
collaboratively where appropriate, and artifacts borrowed for exhibition as necessary.
The Royal Alberta Museum is placing its history, ethnology, and cultural collections in storage for an
indefinite period of time pending development of a new museum on the Legislature Grounds The
University of Alberta also houses 35 museums and collections, none of which focuses on the history
of Edmonton specifically.
The notion of a concept like the Smithsonian’s museums on the mall was raised in 2007, and has been
reported on in the media and online. However, restricting this discussion to history museums, existing
museums are not all interested in co-locating in one place. A number of museums are grounded to
their current (or proposed locations). They cannot move because either:
•

•

•
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They are historic sites (Fort Edmonton Park; John Walter Museum; C & E (1891) Railway
Museum (replica); the Ukrainian Canadian Archives & Museum of Alberta; the old Beth
Israel Synagogue; the Edmonton Public Schools Archives and Museum in MacKay Avenue
School);
They have an ongoing relationship to the institution in which they are housed (the Victoria
Composite High School Museum and Archives; College and Association of Registered Nurses
of Alberta; Ukrainian Museum of Canada, Alberta Branch; Ukrainian Catholic Women’s League
of Canada Arts & Crafts Museum); or
It would be extremely expensive and challenging to move them because of their collections (the
Alberta Railway Museum; the Edmonton Radial Railway Society; the Alberta Aviation Museum).
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum could move, but has invested significantly in
its current location and benefits from co-location with the City Archives.
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3.6 Gaps in Existing Collections
Gaps in existing collections may be considered from two different perspectives, either in terms of
various categories of artifacts as defined by Chenhall, or thematically by historical events and ideas.
With few exceptions, the City collection should not attempt to develop comprehensive collections of
various categories of artifacts.
Rather, collecting should be driven by historical themes. Thematic gaps include artifacts related to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Different perspectives on where the City came from and why it is the way it is today;
Urban planning and the evolution of Edmonton’s neighbourhoods: the fights to save Old
Strathcona and the river valley communities, community engagement, and community
leagues;
Edmonton’s role as the capital, the centre of Alberta’s political, economic, and cultural life;
Issues of urbanization relevant to Edmonton’s experience, for example – the large urban
Aboriginal community;
The people who have come here through time, most immigrants and migrants, beyond the
fur traders and first settlers interpreted at Fort Edmonton and the Ukrainian and Jewish
communities, are not reflected in local museums;
Edmonton’s relationship to the North and how being an urban, northern city defines Edmonton
as a place;
Post-WWII growth from a city the size of Red Deer into a major Canadian city in the post-war
period; relative shift in importance nationally as Winnipeg declined and both Calgary and
Edmonton grew; why Edmonton and Calgary have grown at a similar rate into cities with very
different character;
Individuals and organizations in sports and in other aspects of community life that gave the
City the moniker “City of Champions”; and
Historical events that have defined Edmontonians; the Artifact Centre has collections related
to the Commonwealth Games and Universiade, but Edmonton has many milestones ranging
from the 1915 Flood to recent events like the Tornado.

There are huge gaps. Following review of existing collections within the context of knowledge of the
history of Edmonton, the Consultants considered the potential for developing a new collection within the
proposed Museum of Edmonton. Planning for the proposed museum is in the very early stages but a
mission statement has been proposed for consideration: The Museum of Edmonton helps Edmontonians
and others to understand the City and its place in the world through engaging in research, interpretation and
exhibition, and collections and preservation. This draft mission statement is helpful in defining the limits of
the collection, e.g., human history not natural history, focus on Edmonton-related artifacts, contemporary
collecting, and an emphasis on exhibitions and programs more so than collections and preservation. The
Consultants facilitated a focus group to begin to get input into the concept and acquisition criteria.
Perhaps more important, there are many private collections that do not fit within the mandate of existing
museums, some extensive. Tangible records of early businesses, arts and cultural organizations, social
services, health care and educational facilities, family and community life that would be refused by Fort
Edmonton Park, the Royal Alberta Museum, or existing local museums. These collections would form
the basis of a City museum. A City museum would also have the capacity to rationalize collections,
to de-accession inferior examples and duplicates and retain the most significant artifacts.
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3.7 Recommendations on Disposition of Existing Collections
The collection assessment found that a significant amount of the current City collection in storage at the
Artifact Centre could be de-accessioned based solely upon condition, authenticity, and duplication. A
process for de-accessioning the collection will need to be developed based on a redeveloped collections
policy. The current collection policy, while relevant to previous practices, needs to evolve to reflect
the intended direction of the collection. A process of formalization, recognition, and broadening is
needed to redevelop the collection policy. An Acquisitions Committee that can serve in an advisory
capacity will greatly aid this process. For further information on the role of the Acquisitions Committee
see page 2-3 of this report.
The review of the other relevant collections does not indicated significant impact on planning for the
new City collection facility. The exception being the Telephone Historical Centre collection and the
Edmonton Police Services collection. A marginal amount of the Telephone Historical Centre collection
could be accessioned into the City collection, and has been included in the spatial planning for the
development of the collection repository. The Edmonton Police Services collection has been included
on the recommendation of the Project Steering Committee and has also been included in the spatial
planning for the development of the collection repository
It is important for the existing City collection to be systematically categorized by the current and intended
use. Especially for the collection material on display at Fort Edmonton Park, the artifacts should be
organized according to a tiered system to distinguish between the management and storage of:
1. Museum quality artifacts that require environmental controls and security for exhibition and
storage;
2. Artifacts that may be exhibited or stored in spaces that are not environmentally controlled but
are physically secure;
3. Artifacts that may be exhibited or stored in a secure space, handled by visitors and still preserved;
and
4. Reproduction and/or expendable objects required for programming (these artifacts may not
be managed by curatorial staff but may be acquired by programming staff with the advice of
curatorial staff, to ensure their authenticity).
In addition, the City collection contains numerous thematic gaps and lacks authentic artifacts related to
many relevant themes to the history of Edmonton. The City collection, if it is to represent Edmonton’s
heritage, and support a future City Museum, will need to be developed based on a new collections
policy and under the guidance of an external curatorial committee.
The following table proposes the number of artifacts that might be included in each category in an
ideal collection and suggests where the focus in acquisition would lie. Again these are preliminary
recommendations that would have to be detailed and reviewed by the Collections Committee. While the
Consultants recommend that the curators be pro-active in soliciting artifacts for the collection, without
a significant acquisition budget, collecting will remain limited to artifacts offered through donation. The
remaining Artifact Centre collection would be further refined as active collecting proceeds.
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4.0 COLLECTION PURPOSE AND USE STRATEGIES
4.1 Working Assumptions
When planning the future storage facility for the City of Edmonton’s artifact collections, the Consultants
adhered to the logic that the types of collections, as well as the future collections strategy, are the
greatest factors that would drive the storage strategy and the resulting facility. The Consultants then
developed four possible collections strategies that were presented to the steering committee for
comment and direction.
Edmonton Collections Strategy Methodology Diagram

The four alternative collections strategies were based on a series of working concepts of the disposition
of the relevant collections in question: the Artifact Centre, the City Archives, Fort Edmonton Park, and
the future City of Edmonton Museum. Every effort was made to gather accurate information about
these related topics and incorporate this information into the presented collections strategies. The
working assumptions included the following:
Current City Collection
The current City collection is not suitable to perform as the ‘Core City of Edmonton Collection’ as
it lacks representation from several important historical events, peoples, and themes relevant to
Edmonton’s past. These gaps in the collection are outlined in the collections assessment (Chapter
3.0 of this report).
The future development of the collection and subsequent collection focus will be guided by the
collections strategy adopted by the City of Edmonton. One of the motivations for the development of
this collection is the plan for the future City of Edmonton Museum.
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Artifact Centre Facility
The Artifact Centre is a re-purposed brewery facility that has never been suitable for use as a collections
repository. Currently, the facility does not guard against the very basic factors that endanger collections,
such as water leakage, fire, and environmental fluctuation, and lack of security. Any future plans for
a collections repository will need to assume a new or extensively renovated building in place of the
current facility. However, the land where the current Artifact Centre is located can be considered as
a site for future collections storage facilities.
Archives Records Storage
The Archives requires an off-site collection storage facility in the immediate future to alleviate a critical
lack of storage space at the current facility. The off-site storage facility for the Archives would function
as more than record storage. It is planned to include minimal public research amenities, spaces for
archival operations, as well as significant archival collection storage. The collection stored at the offsite facility would include complete archives with the understanding that researchers would be directed
to the appropriate facility rather than collections transferred to and from the Archives buildings. This
understanding of the Archives off-site facility has informed the planning for the future collection facility.
A complete space list, as well as tentative functional diagram for the Archives off-site storage facility,
can be found in the Appendices.
Fort Edmonton Park (FEP)
Approximately 25% of the collection stored at the Edmonton Artifact Centre supports the programming
at Fort Edmonton Park. While the Park is managed by an autonomous company, the City of Edmonton
will continue to provide artifacts for display at the Fort and support FEP programming through the
acquisition, management, and preservation of City collection artifacts.
Future City Museum
The City of Edmonton has approved the future development of a City Museum. However, the concept,
location, and timing of the future museum have yet to be determined. While this report takes into
consideration the role of the future museum in the development of the City collection, it is one of many
motivations driving the need for more appropriate collections storage of the artifacts in the Artifact
Centre, and developing a more comprehensive collection.
City Collection Facility Location
In strategies where there is an independent collections repository, it is possible to consider three types
of location: the current site, a new City-owned site, and a site capable of also accommodating the
future City museum. There are pros and cons for each.
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4.2 Four Possible Collections Strategies
The following collections strategies are based on the observations, expertise, and experience of the
Consultants. They take into account recently produced documents such as the Art of Living Plan 20082018 produced by the Edmonton Arts Council; the Preliminary Assessment for a Civic or City Museum
in Edmonton 2007; the Fort Edmonton Park 2010 Master Plan Update; as well current understandings
of the future off-site storage facility for the Archives, as relayed by Archives staff.
Strategy 01: The City Collection serves only FEP
Strategy 01 proposes to dedicate the current City collection to the programming needs of Fort Edmonton
Park (FEP). As such, the collection scope would be restricted to those items that fall within the time
frame and mandate of Fort Edmonton Park. In following the Park’s mandate, the collection would
expand or contract to serve the planned future development of FEP.
Collections Management:
All artifacts in the City collection would be organized according to two main divisions - those items that
necessitate preservation and those items that are deemed expendable. The artifacts maintained for
long-term preservation would be stored according to preventative conservation standards and divided
into tiered categories according to the level of protection required. In contrast, the collection would also
include expendable items that would be grouped into a program collection. These items could include
replicas or artifacts duplicated in the collection. The assumptions being that these items would be used
for ‘hands on’ programming, not secured in historic buildings, and not stored according to preventative
conservation standards. The program collection is not considered a museological collection.
Acquisition of External Collections:
In this strategy, because the City collection would serve only Fort Edmonton Park, the acquisition of
additional external collections would generally not be necessary, and only occur if beneficial to Fort
Edmonton Park’s programming.
Artifact Storage Facility Options:
If Strategy 01 was implemented, and the City collection is maintained only to serve Fort Edmonton
Park, one collection repository would be required. That repository would be small in scale, and
ideally located at Fort Edmonton Park to enhance efficiency of collections management operations.
Alternatively, though a less desirable option, the repository could be built on the current Artifact Centre
site in a new purpose-built facility, or on a new site the City deemed appropriate.
Co-Location of the Artifact Repository and the Off-Site Archives Storage Facility:
In this Strategy there is no benefit to co-locating the Archives' off-site storage facility with the FEP
artifact storage facility. In particular, if the decision were made to house the collection at FEP, it would
be a significant disadvantage for the Archives to move staff, visitors, and collections to and from the
Park.
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Strategy 02: The City Collection Maintains the Current Status Quo
The City collection currently has two complementary mandates; it is primarily a repository of artifacts
to serve Fort Edmonton Park, however it also collects and preserves artifacts from Edmonton’s history
that fall outside of the mandate and timeline of Fort Edmonton Park. The collection includes, but is
not restricted to, original artifacts from 1846 to 1929. Although the current collection scope would not
change, Strategy 02 proposes the current collections management policies and the facility that houses
the collection would be improved to professional museological standards.
Collections Management:
The collections management directives under Strategy 02 require the City to review its current collection
policy and implement museological standard collections management. This includes proper registration,
acquisition and de-acquisition policies, and preventative conservation policies for the collection. The
collection would be tiered according to the level of protection required: museum quality artifacts that
require appropriate environmental control and security, artifacts that do not require environmental
control but are physically secured, artifacts that can to be used for 'hands on' programming, and a
program collection of non- museological objects.
Acquisition of External Collections:
While the collection would expand to include artifacts that do not fall within the mandate of Fort Edmonton
Park, the acquisition of additional external collections (as identified by this report) is not necessarily
the preferred method of collection expansion. Nor does Strategy 02 provide any guidelines as to the
future use or development of the non-FEP related artifacts in the collection.
Artifact Storage Facility Options:
If Strategy 02 was implemented, and the City collection is maintained primarily to serve Fort Edmonton
Park and but to preserve the material culture of Edmonton, one collection repository would be required.
That repository would be larger in scale than the facility required for Strategy 01, and ideally located at
Fort Edmonton Park to increase efficiency of the Artifact Centre operations. Alternatively, the repository
could be built on the current Artifact Centre site in a new purpose built facility, or on a new site that the
City deems to be appropriate.
Co-Location of the Artifact Repository and the Off-Site Archives Storage Facility:
In this Strategy, there is very little benefit to co-locating the Archives' off-site storage facility with the
City’s artifact storage. While the scope of the collections is more analogous with the Archives than
in Strategy 01, there are still significant differences in collection policies, requirements, and the need
for public access.
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Strategy 03: The Current Collection develops into a More Comprehensive City Collection
Strategy 03 proposes a renewed focus on the development of the current collection into a more
comprehensive City collection with the intention of being the core collection of a future City
museum.
Collections Management:
All artifacts in the City collection would be organized by those items that necessitate various levels of
preservation and those items that are deemed expendable. Strategy 03 requires the City to review
its current collection policy and implement museological standard collections management. This
includes proper registration, acquisition and de-acquisition policies, and preventative conservation
policies for the collection. The collection would be tiered according to the level of protection required:
museum quality artifacts that require appropriate environmental control and security, artifacts that do
not require environmental control but are physically secured, artifacts that can be used for 'hands on'
programming, and a program collection of non- museological objects. As the collection is intended
to develop under Strategy 03, a curatorial advisory body would need to be created to oversee the
development of the collection in relation to the future City Museum.
Acquisition of External Collections:
While the collection would expand to include artifacts that do not fall within the mandate of Fort
Edmonton Park, the acquisition of additional external collections is not necessarily the preferred method
of collection development. The expansion and development of the collection would be based on the
themes identified for the future City Museum as well as on identified gaps in the current collection.
Artifact Storage Facility Options:
If Strategy 03 is implemented, and the current collection was dedicated to serve two distinct uses, one
to serve Fort Edmonton Park and the other to become a comprehensive City collection, the artifacts
from both collections that require protection would be stored in one City collection repository. The
proposal is to store those items that relate only to FEP and do not require a high level of preventative
conservation standards at a dedicated repository at the Park. The benefit of a dedicated repository
at Fort Edmonton Park for that particular portion of the collection is the ability to minimize the need to
move more large collection objects to and from the Park. The creation of a more efficient City Collection
Repository would be sized for only those artifacts that require museological standards of care.
Co-Location of the Artifact Repository and the Off-Site Archives Storage facility:
In this Strategy there is a significant advantage to co-locating the Archives' storage requirement with
the comprehensive City collection as some facilities could be shared between both organizations, the
collection policies and mandate would be complementary, and the combined facility would be less
expensive to build and operate than two separate facilities. There is no benefit to co-locating the
Archives off-site storage facility with the FEP collection repository.
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Strategy 04: The Living History Museum (FEP) is developed to become the City of Edmonton
Museum
The current Fort Edmonton Park expands its mandate to all relevant time periods and themes, and
becomes the City Museum of Edmonton with a unique methodology for telling the history of the City
through historical homes, artifacts, interpretation, and museum exhibitions. New facilities would be
added for exhibitions, programs, and collections. The City creates a comprehensive collection to
support Fort Edmonton Park as the City Museum.
Collections Management:
As the uses at Fort Edmonton Park vary greatly from the classic professional museums, the tiering of the
collection is very important to ensure the proper care of the City artifacts. The collections management
directives outlined in Strategy 03 would be applied to the City Museum at Fort Edmonton Park.
Acquisition of External Collections:
As the City collection would serve Fort Edmonton Park, the acquisition of additional external collections
would be geared towards the expanded mandate of FEP. However, the acquisition of the external
collections identified in the report would not comprise a significant portion of new artifacts.
Artifact Storage Facility Options:
If Strategy 04 is implemented, and Fort Edmonton Park became the City Museum, with a comprehensive
collection to support this mandate, at least two collection storage repositories would be required, both
located at the Park. The first would be a large purpose-built repository for artifacts, and the second
would likely be a visible storage facility to display artifacts in the manner of a historic site.
Co-Location of the Artifact Repository and the Off-Site Archives Storage facility:
In this Strategy there is no benefit to co-locating the Archives' off-site storage facility with Fort Edmonton
Park facilities.
The following fold-out page summarizes the Collection Strategies.
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4.3 Analysis of Collection Strategies
Each of the alternative collection strategies outlined in Section 4.2 offers the opportunity to discuss
the role of the City’s historical collections, the future of the City’s collecting policies, the collections
management, and future collection mandate. The objective of this exercise was to arrive at a consensus
regarding the future vision for the collection, which in turn would guide the collection storage strategy
and resulting repository planning.
These strategies were presented to the Steering Committee and Artifact Centre staff during a meeting
held on September 15th, 2010. The Consultants offered information on generally accepted collecting
methodologies, including information on passive collecting, active collecting, and the relationship of a
collection to a museum’s mandate. The discussion surrounding the City of Edmonton’s future collection
strategy focused on issues of why the City is maintaining a collection, what is the intended future
purpose of that collection, and what is the commitment from the City towards developing, preserving,
and displaying the collection. The meeting also involved a discussion on the relationship between the
collection and Fort Edmonton Park, as well as the future City Museum.
It was found that Strategy 01, maintaining a collection solely for the purpose of supporting Fort Edmonton
Park’s programming, did not sufficiently support the active preservation and display of the City’s
heritage. The need to develop a collection that represents a wider time frame than the restrictions of
the Park was a key factor in eliminating Strategy 01 from consideration.
Strategy 02, the maintenance of the current collection strategy based on the previous mandate of the
City, was considered in depth. The Steering Committee, with the help of the Consultants, considered
the history of the collection, the current status and use of the collection, as well as new directions,
such as the creation of a City Museum dedicated to the history of Edmonton. It was felt that the Art of
Living Cultural Plan clearly expressed the need to prepare for the future needs and best public use of
the City’s historical collection. Therefore, maintaining the ‘status quo’ as Strategy 02 suggests, was
not a viable option and this possible direction was also eliminated.
The collection strategy that represented the largest departure from the current way of thinking about
the City’s historic collection was Strategy 04; the suggestion that the City work with the Fort Edmonton
Park Management Company to develop the Park into a City Museum with a broad mandate. The
Steering Committee acknowledged this strategy highlighted the need to conceptually clarify the role of
the Park in the dissemination of the City’s cultural heritage, as well as the ramifications of displaying
original artifacts from the collection at the Park. However, there was agreement that this is not the
preferred direction for the City’s collection.
The Steering Committee agreed that all of the directions highlighted were important considerations for
the future of the historical collection, but the best possible direction at this time was to pursue Strategy
03. Strategy 03 requires the City to continue its support of Fort Edmonton Park through the provision
of historical artifacts for display, as well as ensure the management and preservation of those artifacts.
It also extends the current collection mandate by making a commitment to develop the collection
into a comprehensive core collection for the future City Museum. Imbedded within the intentions of
Strategy 03 is the need to respond to the Art of Living Cultural Plan and address the collection storage
concerns at the Artifact Centre, and provide adequate resources for the future storage needs of the
City Archives.
Lundholm Associates Architects in association with
Catherine C. Cole & Associates
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The further development of Strategy 03, in particular the specific future direction of the collection,
requires further understanding as to not only the gaps in the current collection, but the future themes
and concepts of the City Museum. The Consultants, with the conceptual framework provided by
collection Strategy 03, proceeded to investigate the possible development of the City collection and the
impact that development would have on storage and facility needs. It is emphasized that the specifics
of future collection development must be based on an interpretive strategy. The working assumptions
(from the earlier City Museum study) are adequate for broad planning at this time, but will need to be
adjusted as the interpretive strategy is refined.
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The following analysis of the existing Artifact Centre and the City collections in storage at the Artifact
Centre and Fort Edmonton Park was carried out from a facilities and spatial quantification perspective.
The aim of the analysis is to determine how the existing Artifact Centre performs as a collections
repository, the storage requirements of the existing City collection, and the storage requirements for
the developed City collection. The Consultants also reviewed the facility needs of the City Archives
and the City Public Art Program to determine the feasibility of including these two organizations in a
new City Collection Repository.
The findings of this Chapter informed the spatial tabulation of the Overview Functional Program.
5.1 Collection Facility Assessment of the Artifact Centre, 105642 Fort Hills Road NW
The 2008 Art of Living Cultural Plan, in its recommendations to secure and support the future of arts
and heritage in Edmonton, addressed the collection storage concerns at the Artifact Centre. The
directive suggested revitalizing or relocating the Artifact Centre at the O’Keefe Building in order to
provide storage environments that support the long-term conservation of the City’s artifact collections
according to recognized museological standards.
The Artifact Centre has previously been the subject of a Condition Assessment and Hazardous
Material Survey prepared by Stantec Consulting Ltd. in July of 2009. This report focused on the
potential to convert the structure into an office space with file storage and did not address the specific
building requirements needed for a facility to function as a historical collection repository. Therefore,
in order to ascertain the Artifact Centre’s viability as a collection repository, registered architect
and museum consultant Michael Lundholm, along with the project team from Lundholm Associates
Architects, performed a second building assessment on September 15th of 2010. The objective of
this assessment was to identify those conditions that are particularly detrimental to the preservation of
museum collections, develop appropriate solutions to reduce deficiencies, and to gather the information
required to recommend whether or not the building has the potential to be converted into a collection
repository compliant with professional museum standards.
The preservation function of a collection repository places special demands on its design, construction,
and operation, which in many instances exceed local building codes and general building standards.
The assessment of the Artifact Centre is organized according to the primary causes of deterioration
and loss of collections as outlined in Section 2.2 of this report – Recommended Practice for Museum
Storage Facilities
Light Control
As light is a source of damage for many classes of artifacts and works of art, the control of light is
vital to a museum collection repository. The building's primary objective is to enable dark storage
spaces without any exposure to UV radiation. Therefore, the building envelope must eliminate daylight
infiltration into collection storage; the choice of electric fixtures must take into account the amount of
ultraviolet and infrared light emitted; and duration of time and amount of collection exposed to light must
be minimized through the location of circuits and light switching. All systems working in conjunction
should be able to greatly minimize damage to the collection caused from exposure to light.
Lundholm Associates Architects in association with
Catherine C. Cole & Associates
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Sunlight
The City of Edmonton experiences high levels of solar
radiation, particularly during the summer months, therefore
special care must be taken to ensure no sunlight is able
to penetrate the collection storage spaces. Currently, the
collections are not stored in close proximity to any exterior
windows in the facility, and exposure to sunlight is not a
significant concern for the collection.
Artificial Light
Currently, the interior lighting at the Artifact Centre
consists primarily of 1 and 2 lamp, 4 foot, T-8 fluorescent
fixtures, with some T-12 fluorescent fixtures. The lamps
of fluorescent lights emit a high level of UV, which is
particularly detrimental to the preservation of a collection.
As fluorescent lights are energy efficient and their long
lamp life greatly reduces maintenance costs, maintaining
the fluorescent light sources is reasonable, but each lamp
Artifact Centre Exterior Windows
should be provided with sleeve filters that reduce the
UV levels to below 75 micro watts/lumen. While filtering
lamps is a simple modification, it requires cooperation on
the part of building maintenance as filters are frequently
discarded or omitted when re-lamping, thereby eliminating
the effectiveness of this solution. Even with the UV range
controlled, the need to manage exposure time to any source
of light requires a reconfiguration of the switching on each
collection floor. The light switches at the Artifact Centre are
grouped at the entrance to large floor areas so that lights
must be turned on in large numbers all at once. As the
work areas and offices for curators and visiting scholars
are also in the collection storage area, this means large
Fluorescent Lighting in Collection Storage
numbers of collection artifacts are unnecessarily exposed to
light for long periods of time. The preference is for multiple
circuits within the collection with localized switching so that only the section of the collection being
studied is exposed to light. When turned on, the localized light level should be approximately 500 lux
to allow for careful inspection, safe retrieval, and proper housekeeping. The remainder of the time,
the collection should be stored in complete darkness. All non-storage functions, such as staff offices
and workstations, should be removed from the collection storage areas and provided for in nearby
spaces, to further minimize any unnecessary exposure to light.
Relative Humidity
The control of relative humidity is fundamental to any collection storage environment, as inappropriate
levels of relative humidity or uncontrolled fluctuations can cause significant damage to collection
artifacts.
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The control of relative humidity within a collection repository is the responsibility of both the building
envelope and the building HVAC system. Currently, there is no method of controlling relative humidity
at the Artifact Centre.
The exterior walls do not prevent air or moisture seepage into the interior and there is no adequate
method of regulating the interior environment. At any given time, the exterior humidity level is the
greatest determinant of the interior relative humidity. As a result, many collection objects have been
subject to degradation due to storage in an inappropriate environment. This condition is a very serious
weakness in the current accommodations and is inappropriate for a collection repository. According
to museum conservation standards, a stable relative humidity level in the mid range (approximately
40-55%RH) must be maintained for general collections, as well as specialized ranges for particularly
sensitive collections.
In addition, and even more problematic, is the failure of the
building envelope to divert rain water and exterior run off
from penetrating the collection storage on the basement
level. The periodic flooding of the basement collection
storage area exposes the collection to abrupt changes in
humidity, contaminants, water damage, and creates an
unsafe working environment for staff. This condition is
unacceptable and must be rectified immediately to avoid
loss of the collection and injury to staff. The flooding of
the basement is due in part to the siting of the facility at
the bottom of a hill. The west exterior wall of the O’Keefe
building is embedded into the bottom of a hill, in a condition
similar to a retaining wall. The lateral pressure exerted
from the soil and rain runoff has weakened the exterior
envelope, which is why there is periodic water and sediment
penetration in the basement.
Until the building envelope is repaired, there would be
little effect from providing a new, properly designed,
HVAC system with relative humidity controls and a good
distribution system that is zoned to accommodate the
needs of the collection. In a new or renovated facility,
an HVAC system would be required to achieve the
recommended general relative humidity with gradual
seasonal changes. Since keeping the humidity constant
is of particular importance to preserving the collection, a
new or renovated facility would also require redundancy
in all HVAC equipment and the backup power capacity
to maintain HVAC equipment and security systems at all
times. These represent significant upgrades to both the
building envelope and all mechanical systems that may
not be cost effective in a building renovation.

Lundholm Associates Architects in association with
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Temperature
Temperature directly affects the rates of degradation for any collection artifact. The current temperature
controls at the Artifact Centre are calibrated to allow for comfortable working environments for the
staff, however there is no provision for specialized temperatures to diminish the degradation of the
collection. Materials such as photographs, paper records, furs, and certain plastics, all which are
represented in the historical collection, should be housed in colder environments that will diminish their
rate of chemical and biological decay. General compliance with the measures needed to correct the
relative humidity levels at the Artifact Centre should easily solve the issue of acceptable temperatures
for the collection.
Insect and Animal Pests
There are a number of species of animal and insects that can damage collection materials. As there are
currently no reported infestations at the Artifact Centre, the recommendation is to focus on prevention
strategies. The preferred method of preventing an infestation is exclusion of possible pests through
a tightly sealed building envelope as well as removing possible attractors of pests through proper
handling of food wastes and garbage generated by staff operations. Currently, while structurally
sound according to the previous building assessment, there are a number of gaps or fissures in the
building envelope. These include improperly sealed foundations, deterioration to the exterior brick
and mortar, deterioration to the roof membrane and older windows and doors that urgently need to
be repaired in order to prevent contamination or infestation of the collection. In addition, the office
facilities for the Artifact Centre staff are located in the centre of the building on the main floor, within
the collection storage facilities, and can lead to infestation problems. The recommendation is for all
administration facilities to be strictly segregated from collection areas. Also, with the implementation
of a new mechanical system, it should be zoned and compartmentalized to reduce the severity of any
future infestations, should they occur, and facilitate an integrated pest management system.
Contaminants
The first concern in regards to contaminants in a collection facility is of course for the health and
safety of those staff working in the facility. The 2009 Facility Condition Assessment highlighted many
examples of hazardous materials found in the building. The assessment concluded that asbestoscontaining materials were used in the pipe fittings, insulation, and floor tiles in the Artifact Centre. In
addition, mould was found throughout the building, in a survey conducted in January 2009. It was
concluded that the mould was caused by the high moisture levels in the building that occur due to
the water leakage in the basement. While the levels were reported to be in the low range, they are
still detrimental to the air quality of the facility. These findings will affect the efficiency and cost of any
extensive renovation of the present facility.
In addition, located on the main floor of the Artifact Centre, there is a collections workshop adjacent to
collection storage areas, without a proper partition or barrier between the two functions. This is extremely
detrimental to the artifacts in storage as the particulates from the workshop can cause damage to the
collection. This also represents an increased risk of fire, and the Consultants recommend suspending
all workshop activities until a fire barrier is erected between the collection and the workshop area.
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Water Damage to the Collection
The first step in preventing water damage to a collection is prevention of outside sources of water
from reaching the storage repository. This is achieved with a weather-tight building envelope. As
there is water leakage in the basement foundation, roofing beyond its service life, and other gaps and
deterioration in the exterior envelope, a comprehensive upgrading of the building envelope is urgently
required. The ability of the building to exclude surface and underground water needs professional
study, given the severe topography adjacent to the building. In addition to systematically repairing and
resealing the building envelope, the Consultants recommend that no collection artifacts be stored in
the basement of the Artifact Centre while it continues to be used as a collection repository.
The condition of the roof at the Artifact Centre was reviewed
by Goodwin Roof Inspections & Consulting Ltd. for the
2009 Condition Assessment Report. The conclusion of
the assessment was that many aspects of the roof were
in fair to good condition with special attention needed in
regards to sealants around various areas of flashing. It
was estimated the roof, which is over twenty years old,
will only provide waterproof conditions for the next three to
five years. This is yet another area of great concern. The
risk of damage from a possible roof leak poses significant
threat of damage to the collection. The average service
life of a built up flat roof assembly is 15-20 years.

Standing Water and Sediment in Collection
Storage Area

Physical Damage to the Collection
The layout and design of a museum storage facility can help
to minimize or avert any possible physical damage to the
collection artifacts or artworks. Currently the Artifact Centre
has undersized or non-existent aisles within collection
storage space that hinder the use of proper equipment to
move large items, as well as the safe handling/ inspection
of the collection in general.
This is primarily due to the issue of overcrowding observed
during the collection survey. This condition could be
partially alleviated through a modification of storage formats
and/or the use of different storage shelving. Nevertheless,
the severe overcrowding can be relieved only by the
provision of more storage space.
The foremost issues, with regard to safe movement of
the collection and prevention of physical damage to staff
and artifacts, is the lack of a freight elevator to move the
collection and the lack of adequate shipping and receiving
facilities. The Artifact Centre is not equipped with a freight
elevator with access to all collection storage areas.
Lundholm Associates Architects in association with
Catherine C. Cole & Associates
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The Artifact Centre staff must instead rely on an industrial pulley system to hoist artifacts through
openings cut out from the facility floor. This is obviously not an acceptable method of moving historical
artifacts and the floor openings compromise the efficiency of storage spaces and represent a falling
hazard for staff as well as artifacts and negates the floor to floor fire separation. Any renovation or
new facility plan must include a provision for an appropriately sized freight elevator.
In addition the Artifact Centre does not have a proper truck
loading dock or truck bay that can facilitate the movement
of artifacts to and from the storage facility without exposure
to the elements. The current configuration requires trucks
to back up towards a large double door in the main floor
collection storage space. The opening of these doors to
transport artifacts exposes the interior to rapid humidity
and temperature changes as well as the exterior elements.
If the level of the truck bed does not reach the main floor
level of the Artifact Centre, the objects must be moved via
a ramp or other ad hoc device as there is no mechanical lift
to bridge between the two levels. Any renovation or new
facility plan must include the provisions for an adequate
truck dock or bay attached to an adequately sized shipping
and receiving room with direct access to a collection
acclimatization/ unpacking area. This route for collections
must be separate from collection storage areas and have
secure access to the freight elevator to ensure the safe
handling of all collection artifacts.
Shipping Door in Collection Storage Area

Damage Due to Fire

The Artifact Centre construction and configuration, as well as systems for the detection and protection
against fire, significantly affect the degree of fire risk to the City’s historical collections. The deficiencies
in fire protection at the Artifact Centre should be considered the greatest single threat to the collection
since a catastrophic loss could occur from a single event. The fire protection system currently in
place includes a fire alarm panel that serves heat/ smoke detectors, pull stations, fire alarm bells, and
hand held fire extinguishers. The fire alarm panel has another ten years of design lifespan, but the
model is no longer in production and can therefore not be serviced. This fire alarm panel will require
replacement as part of a renovation program if the Artifact Centre is to continue as the City’s collection
repository.
The adjoining municipal maintenance workshops also present a particular fire risk to the collection
facility. A museum standard fire protection system should include an early warning smoke detection
system, voice fire alarms, and a sprinkler system. While sprinkler systems do pose a remote threat
of water damage to the collection, there is general agreement that it is the best single source of fire
protection after prevention. Therefore, a high priority should be the installation of a sprinkler system
constructed of welded pipes, clearly marked, with protected heads. The building should also be
equipped with a standpipe fire hose system and hand held fire extinguishers to allow staff the chance
to extinguish any small fires before the sprinkler system has to be engaged.
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Also, it should be noted that the floor/ ceiling openings that allow for movement of artifacts constitutes
a break in the fire separation between floors. When a new freight elevator is planned, this situation
should be rectified.
Theft and Vandalism
In an effort to avoid intentional loss and damage to the collections, the general practice is to create
strictly controlled access zones and layered protected areas, one within another, so that a redundancy of
security is created for the most valuable and high-risk collections. At the Artifact Centre collections are
not adequately zoned for security. In particular, the ground floor collection storage is far too accessible
despite efforts to control visitors coming in and out of the building by staff. The fact that the Artifact
Centre is one portion of the O’Keefe building, and it is possible to access the basement of the artifact
centre through a back staircase, makes the risk of theft or vandalism unacceptably high. The existing
security system is a combination of staff monitoring of visitors and locks on windows and doors. The
recommendation is for an improved electronic security system with the design of this system determined
by a professional threat analysis. Building layout should provide dedicated spaces for public access to
the collections in which artifacts are moved out of storage to a controlled examination or study space,
rather than a large number of visitors or staff to have access to the collection storage.
Conclusion
The Artifact Centre is a substantial, robust structure because it was purpose built as a Brewery. In
addition the expansive floor to ceiling heights represent the opportunity to create highly efficient
collection storage. For this reason there is potential to upgrade the structure so it can continue as
the City’s collection repository. However, it would require a substantial investment to make it suitable
for long-term collection preservation. Improvements would have to be made to almost all aspects of
the facility, including: creating a shipping/receiving facility, extensive improvements to the exterior
envelope, positive resolution of the groundwater problem, extensive improvements to the foundation,
new roofing; completion of fire separations; addition of a large freight elevator; and new mechanical
and electrical systems. A renovation of this scale would trigger the need for full compliance with the
current building code, as well as the need for extensive remediation of asbestos and mould removal,
which is also a costly undertaking.
In addition, the mixed uses in the building, namely the neighbouring City facilities workshops,
are fundamentally incompatible with the collection repository due the increased risk of fire and
contamination.
It is the opinion of the Consultants that the investment required to upgrade the current facilities would
equal or exceed the cost of a new purpose-built collection repository.
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5.2 Artifact Centre Collection Storage Survey Overview
Methodology of the AC Collection Survey
On September 16th, 2010 Sabrina Richard and Angie Yip of Lundholm Associates Architects surveyed
the City of Edmonton’s historical collection stored at the Artifact Centre. The objective of the collection
survey was to determine reasonable quantitative and qualitative spatial requirements, as well as the
technical requirements of the collection.
The following questions were considered in determining adjustments to the existing storage
conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

Is the existing storage fixture appropriate for the objects being stored?
Does the fixture have appropriate dimensions for the objects, and does it enable safe handling
and access? Does the fixture provide adequate protection when required?
If determined inappropriate, which type of fixture would provide better storage conditions for
the particular artifact being stored?
Is the density of artifact storage safe for proper storage? Does it allow for easy access, and
safe handling/ retrieval by staff?
Are the dimensions of the main and access aisles appropriate for the movement of the artifacts
in and out of storage?
Could the height of the collection storage be increased to optimize capacity or should it be
decreased for greater ease of access and handling?

The collection survey required the creation of a synthetic
classification of artifacts in the collection, based on common
factors, such as similar materials, size and types of artifacts,
and the current storage format. These factors were used
as the basis for determining broad collection categories
and collection zones – as seen in the AC collection survey
zone plans found in the appendices of this report.
Based on the materials in the collection, four environmental
zones were also created to group collections according to
similar recommended temperature and relative humidity
levels for optimal conservation standards.
A thorough examination and documentation of the
collection storage conditions at the Artifact Centre was then
measured against contemporary museum standards for
the care and conservation of a historic collection. Specific
recommendations were made regarding the method of
storage, access/ circulation space required, and collection
environment required for preventive conservation.
Above Images: Artifact Centre Storage
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Adjustment factors were calculated for those collection zones deemed to be overcrowded, improperly
stored, having insufficient access space, and/or in an inappropriate storage format. This allowed the
Consultants to determine the net area required to house the collection in each defined collection zone.
The intention was to achieve reasonable museum standards for the collection. The Consultants also
considered whether the collection was suitable for mobile compact storage, and if so, how would
that effect the amount of space needed to house the artifacts. This information can be found in the
collection zone survey sheets (A through X) included in the Appendices of this report.
In addition to the collection storage requirements, the operational spaces and related collection storage
functions were reviewed, both in the preceding Artifact Centre Collection Facility Assessment and in
Chapter 3.0 of this report, which lists the collection management requirements. All these factors were
included in the spatial calculation for the collection repository found in Section 6.1 of this report.
Guide to the Collection Survey Summary Sheet
TABLE 1: CURRENT COLLECTIONS STORAGE SURVEY SUMMARY
Net Existing Storage Footprint: The existing area of the storage system currently used to house the
existing collection. This figure is derived from the collection survey, and is reflected on the collection
survey zones plan.
Proposed Environment (ENV): Appropriate environmental conditions for the artifacts in the
collection.
ENV1: General Collection Environment, appropriate for mixed materials and according to Canadian
Conservation Institute (CCI) standards. Relative Humidity is to remain within 38%-55% with seasonal
steps not exceeding 5% pts/month.
ENV2: Metal Collection Environment, appropriate for metals, in particular the storage of actively
corroding (unstable) metals and according to Canadian Conservation Institute (CCI) standards. Relative
Humidity is to remain at 30% year round.
ENV3: Cool Storage Environment, appropriate for mixed textile materials as well as artifacts needing
sensitive temperature storage, and according to Canadian Conservation Institute (CCI) standards.
The suggested Relative Humidity is within 38%-55% with seasonal steps not exceeding 5% pts/month.
The suggested storage temperature set point is 12.5°C.
ENV4: Cold Storage Environment, appropriate for media storage as well as artifacts needing cold
temperatures for preservation, and according to Canadian Conservation Institute (CCI) standards. The
suggested Relative Humidity is within 25%-35% with seasonal steps not exceeding 5% pts/month. The
suggested storage temperature range is -17°C to -1°C dependant on the specific media in storage.
Adjusted for Proper Fixed Storage: Indicates a net area based on judgement factors that adjust
the given storage footprint to a more appropriate fixed storage format. Types of adjustments include
change of storage format, adequate access, density of collection in storage, height, as well as change
to other fixture types.
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Adjusted for Proper Compact Storage: Indicates a net area based on recalculation of the adjusted
area to that required for a compact, mobile storage format. Where compact shelving cannot be used
for a given collection, no change is indicated.
Adjustment Percentage for Immediate De-accessioning: Based on consultation with curatorial staff and
the recommendation of the Consultants, the percentage of the collection that is damaged, redundant,
or falls outside the collection mandate, and therefore should be de-accessioned prior to a change in
collection storage format.
Adjustment Percentage for Collections to be Relocated to FEP: Based on consultation with curatorial
staff and the recommendation of the Consultants, the percentage of the collection that would be more
appropriately stored on location at Fort Edmonton Park. For further information on this aspect of the
collection storage see section 5.3 of this report.
Proposed Fixed Storage for Current Collection: Indicates the total adjusted net storage area required
to properly accommodate the current collection.
Proposed Compact Storage for Current Collection: Indicates the net area required to hold the collection
if compact storage is used.
Current Number of Artifacts (from Table 2): The approximate number of artifacts in storage in each
zone at the Artifact Centre
Area/ Artifact ratio in Adjusted Fixed Storage: The ratio of area to number of artifacts in the adjusted
fixed storage.
Area/ Artifact ratio in Adjusted Compact Storage: The ratio of area to number of artifacts in the adjusted
compact storage.
TABLE 2: DEVELOPED CITY COLLECTIONS STORAGE SURVEY SUMMARY
Current Number of Artifacts in Storage : The approximate number of artifacts in storage at the Artifact
Centre
Adjustment Percentage for Immediate De-accessioning: Based on consultation with curatorial staff and
the recommendation of the Consultants, the percentage of the collection that is damaged, redundant,
falls outside the collection mandate, and therefore should be de-accessioned prior to a change in
collection storage format.
Number of Artifacts after De-accessioning: Based on the percentage of de-accessioned artifacts, the
remaining artifacts in the Artifact Centre collection
Adjustment Percentage for Collections to be Relocated to FEP: Based on consultation with curatorial
staff and the recommendation of the Consultants, the percentage of the collection that would be more
appropriately stored on location at Fort Edmonton Park. For further information on this aspect of the
collection storage see section 5.3 of this report.
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Number of Artifacts Remaining at the Artifact Centre after relocation to FEP: Based on the percentage
of artifacts relocated to FEP, the remaining artifacts in the Artifact Centre collection.
Adjustment Percentage for Further De-accessioning to Develop the Collection: Based on consultation
with relevant stakeholders and the recommendation of the Consultants, the percentage of the current
collection that would fall outside the new mandate as the collection is developed, and should therefore
be de-accessioned.
Artifacts Remaining after Further De-accessioning: Based on the adjustment percentage for future deaccessioning, the number of artifacts remaining in the Artifact Centre collection before development.
Additional Artifacts Required to Develop the Collection: Based on consultation with relevant stakeholders
and the recommendation of the Consultants, the number of additional artifacts required to develop a
comprehensive core collection to serve a future City Museum
Total Number of Artifacts in the Developed Collection: Based on the additional artifacts needed to
develop the collection, the planned total number of artifacts in the City of Edmonton Collection.
Area/ Artifact ratio in Adjusted Fixed Storage (Table 1): The ratio of area to number of artifacts in the
adjusted fixed storage.
Area/ Artifact ratio in Adjusted Compact Storage (Table 1): The ratio of area to number of artifacts in
the adjusted compact storage.
Proposed Fixed Storage for the Developed Collection: Indicates a net area for fixed collection storage
based on the development of the collection and the planned creation of a comprehensive core collection
for a future City of Edmonton Museum
Proposed Compact Storage for the Developed Collection: Indicates a net area for compact collection
storage based on the development of the collection and the planned creation of a comprehensive core
collection for a future City of Edmonton Museum
Proposed Environment (ENV) : Appropriate environmental conditions for the artifacts in the
collection.
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The Collection Survey Summary Sheets are on the following fold-out pages.
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Net Existing
Storage
Footprint

Proposed ENV

Area sm

ADJUSTED for
PROPER FIXED
STORAGE
Area sm

ADJUSTED for ADJUSTMENT %
FOR IMMEDIATE
COMPACT
DEACCESSIONING
STORAGE
Area sm

% deaccessioned

ADJUSTMENT %
FOR
COLLECTIONS
RELOCATED TO
FEP*
% Retained at AC

PROPOSED
COMPACT
STORAGE LAYOUT
FOR CURRENT
COLLECTION

Current
Number of
Artifacts
(from Table 2)

178.13
100.54
14.38
17.62
49.45
27.17
7.41
51.48
41.28
15.73
3.08
9.92
6.17
91.86
38.25
40.55
15.63
49.56
45.20
127.05
131.60
12.17
110.16
3.91

115.78
65.35
9.35
11.45
32.14
17.66
4.81
33.46
41.28
10.22
2.00
9.92
4.01
59.71
24.86
26.36
10.16
32.21
29.38
82.58
85.54
7.91
71.60
2.54

2,871
1,119
1,303
224
1,783
1,154
244
579
1,509
3,659
323
6,694
77
4,075
361
17
1,259
433
49
770
1,126
712
483
755

�������

�����

706.73
426.63
204.85
28.32

479.98
277.30
133.15
18.41

PROPOSED FIXED
STORAGE FOR
CURRENT
COLLECTION
Area sm

Area sm

# of Artifacts

Area/Artifact
ratio in
Adjusted
Fixed
Storage

Area/Artifact
ratio in
Adjusted
Compact
Storage

0.08
0.15
0.03
0.21
0.06
0.03
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.11
0.06
0.14
3.18
0.02
0.20
1.64
0.44
0.20
0.04
0.61
0.02

0.05
0.10
0.02
0.14
0.04
0.02
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.04
0.09
2.07
0.01
0.13
1.07
0.29
0.13
0.03
0.40
0.01

sm/#

sm/#

����������������������������������������������
����
���� �����������
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
Ground Floor
Ground Floor
Ground Floor
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X

Textiles
Large Wooden Furniture
Library
Farm Equipment
Portable Wooden Objects
Paintings/Drawings/Framed
Equestrian Collection
Photography Collection
Glass
Metals
Guns/Riﬂes/Muskets
Glassware/Ceramic ware
Bicycles
Household Equipment
Display Cabinets
Miscellaneous Large Metal

Miscellaneous Wood/Sewing
Large Wooden Furniture
Bedframes
Large Metal Collection
Wooden Furniture
Travel Trunks
Miscellaneous Metals
General Artifacts/Memorabilia

����
�������������������������������
�������������������������������������

�����������������������������

General Collection Storage + circulation
Metals Collection Storage + circulation
Textile Collection Storage / Cool Storage + circulation
Cold Storage + circulation
�����������������

118.74
103.58
26.45
25.68
113.49
39.00
12.50
25.87
36.69
31.30
2.53
26.44
6.19
111.34
51.00

ENV 3
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 1/ENV 4
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 1/ENV 4
ENV 1

237.50
172.98
33.06
46.99
113.68
36.23
19.75
51.48
73.38
20.97
3.42
52.88
8.23
244.95
51.00

32.57
41.46
73.03
40.18
292.07
224.95
18.10
253.07

ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 2

54.07
27.78
84.71
80.36
338.80
224.95
30.05
293.76

39.07
�������
�����

ENV 1

�������

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

15.63
�������
�����

�������
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 3
ENV 4

1,370.83
974.21
273.13
45.93

�������

154.38
112.44
21.49
30.54
73.89
23.55
12.84
33.46
73.38
13.63
2.22
52.88
5.35
159.22
33.15
35.15
18.06
55.06
52.23
220.22
146.22
19.53
190.94
10.16

�������
�����

25%
25%
50%
50%
50%
25%
50%
0%
25%
0%
10%
75%
0%
50%
0%

100%
78%
87%
75%
87%
100%
75%
100%
75%
75%
100%
75%
75%
75%
75%

0%
25%
25%
25%
50%
25%
50%
50%
75%

75%
75%
78%
75%
75%
78%
81%
75%
100%

�������

941.86
633.24
177.54
29.85

�������

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

�������
�����

�������

�����
�����

������

�����

NB: For zone H, ENV 1 is 70% of the collection and ENV 4 is 30%

For zone N, ENV 1 is 90% of the collection and ENV 4 is 10%
* Collections moved to FEP are deemed to be collection tiers 2,3, and 4.
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Current
Number of
Artifacts in
Storage
# of Artifacts

ADJUSTMENT

# of Artifacts

Reduction for
Number of
% FOR
Remaining at AC
Artifacts after
COLLECTIONS
Immediate
after relocation
Deaccessioning Deaccessioning RELOCATED
to FEP
% deaccessioned

# of Artifacts

TO FEP

% Retained at AC

# of Artifacts

Adjustment % for
Artifacts
Additional
Further
remaining after Artifacts required
Deaccessioning
further
to develop the
to develop
deaccessioning
collection
Collection
% deaccessioned

# of Artifacts

# of Artifacts

Total Number of
Artifacts in
developed
collection
# of Artifacts

Area/Artifact ratio Area/Artifact ratio
in Adjusted Fixed
in Adjusted
Storage (from Compact Storage
Table 1)
(from Table 1)
sm/#

sm/#

PROPOSED FIXED
STORAGE FOR
DEVELOPED
COLLECTION

PROPOSED COMPACT
STORAGE LAYOUT
FOR DEVELOPED
COLLECTION

Area sm

Area sm

Proposed ENV
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2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
2nd Floor
Ground Floor
Ground Floor
Ground Floor
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement
Basement

A
B
C

D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X

Textiles
Large Wooden Furniture
Library
Farm Equipment
Portable Wooden Objects
Paintings/Drawings/Framed
Equestrian Collection
Photography Collection
Glass
Metals
Guns/Riﬂes/Muskets
Glassware/Ceramic ware
Bicycles
Household Equipment
Display Cabinets
Miscellaneous Large Metal

Miscellaneous Wood/Sewing
Large Wooden Furniture
Bedframes
Large Metal Collection
Wooden Furniture
Travel Trunks
Miscellaneous Metals

General Artifacts/Memorabilia

����
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2,871
1,119
1,303
224
1,783
1,154
244
579
1,509
3,659
323
6,694
77
4,075
361

25%
25%
50%
50%
50%
25%
50%
0%
25%
0%
10%
75%
0%
50%
0%

17
1,259
433
49
770
1,126
712
483

0%
25%
25%
25%
50%
25%
50%
50%
75%

755
������

2,153
839
652
112
892
866
122
579
1,132
3,659
291
1,674
77
2,038
361
17
944
325
37
385
845
356
242
189
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100%
78%
87%
75%
87%
100%
75%
100%
75%
75%
100%
75%
75%
75%
75%
75%
75%
78%
75%
75%
78%
81%
75%
100%

2,153
650
567
84
776
866
92
579
849
2,744
291
1,255
58
1,528
271
13
708
253
28
289
659
288
181
189
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50%
50%
100%
75%
50%
50%
0%
50%
50%
50%
25%
20%
20%
25%
50%
0%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
25%
50%
50%

1,077
325
0
21
388
433
92
290
424
1,372
218
1,004
46
1,146
135
13
354
127
14
144
329
216
91
94

�����
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General Collection Storage + 15% internal circulation
Metals Collection Storage + 15% internal circulation
Textile Collection Storage / Cool Storage + 15% internal circulation
Cold Storage + 15% internal circulation
�����������������
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n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 3
ENV 4

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 3
ENV 4

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

3,465
270
1,485
743
1,058
450
990
990
585
1,706
45
428
68
170
0
68
675
225
0
158
45
1,035
23

851
������

4,542
595
1,485
764
1,445
883
1,082
1,280
1,009
3,078
263
1,432
114
1,316
135
80
1,029
352
14
302
374
1,251
113
945

������

0.08
0.15
0.03
0.21
0.06
0.03
0.08
0.09
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.11
0.06
0.14
3.18
0.02
0.20
1.64
0.44
0.20
0.04
0.61
0.02

0.05
0.10
0.02
0.14
0.04
0.02
0.05
0.06
0.05
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.04
0.09
2.07
0.01
0.13
1.07
0.29
0.13
0.03
0.40
0.01

375.70
92.01
37.68
160.16
92.15
27.71
87.54
113.76
49.09
17.64
2.78
11.31
12.15
79.11
19.13
255.24
22.71
68.80
22.60
132.83
74.79
52.81
68.76
19.56

�������

�������

�������
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984.42
715.60
432.06
48.35

664.25
465.08
280.84
31.43
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244.21
59.81
24.49
104.11
59.90
18.01
56.90
73.95
49.09
11.46
1.81
11.31
7.90
51.42
12.43
165.91
14.76
44.72
14.69
86.34
48.61
34.33
44.70
12.71

ENV 3
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 1/ENV 4
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 1/ENV 4
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 1
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ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 3
ENV 4
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5.3 Fort Edmonton Park Collection Storage Overview
Approximately 25% of the City of Edmonton’s collection can
be found on display or in use at Fort Edmonton Park (FEP).
The Park functions as a living history museum that provides
visitors with the opportunity to view and interact with original
artifacts that represent the history of Edmonton from 1846
to 1929. The artifacts range from household items used
to decorate historic homes, to functioning vehicles used by
visitors and operated by costumed interpreters.
The Park is operated and managed by the Fort Edmonton
Management Company, but all buildings, artifacts and land
associated with the Park are owned and managed by the
City of Edmonton. Artifacts are on display at the Park, but all
storage, conservation, and other collection related functions
occur at the Artifact Centre, which requires collections to be
moved to and from the Park on a regular basis. Artifacts
too large to be reasonably moved between the Park and
the Centre are stored outside at the Park, or in ad hoc
storage facilities where they are typically still exposed to
the elements and therefore are degrading at a rapid rate.
In order to add in the preservation of these artifacts, and
increase the efficiency of the City’s collection management
operations, the rolling stock and other collections in use at
Fort Edmonton Park require a long-term collection storage
repository. Many of these artifacts are large in scale; such
as vehicles, carriages, and farm equipment, and could more
efficiently be stored in a purpose built collection repository
at the Park. Due to the need to maintain the historical
accuracy of the FEP environment, such a collection
repository could have the outward appearance of a period
piece of architecture, but function to properly house the
artifacts currently in use at the Park.

FEP Vehicles in Use

Interior of Historic Home at FEP

FEP Outdoor Storage

It is the recommendation of the Consultants that the City
of Edmonton create two collection repositories to replace
the current Edmonton Artifact Centre (EAC). The primary
collection facility will house the majority of artifacts in the
City Collection and the secondary facility will house artifacts
currently stored at Fort Edmonton Park, as well as a relevant
portion of the City Collection.

FEP Farm Equipment Open Storage
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The creation of two collection repositories will allow each one to be more efficiently designed according
to the characteristics of the collection housed. The repository at FEP will be primarily dedicated to
rolling stock artifacts and other large artifacts at FEP as well as a portion of the City Collection currently
stored at EAC that are deemed relevant to FEP, and will be sized to accommodate such artifacts,
including drive-in access for vehicles, a workshop for restoration practices, and heavy duty storage
for large objects. As this facility will be secondary to the main City Collection repository, it will not
require public access, nor significant administration facilities or collection related functions. It will meet
basic museum standards, but not the sophisticated conditions intended for the new City Collection
repository. FEP criteria requiring special conditions could be located at the City Collection repository. In
contrast, the new Artifact Centre repository will house a wide
variety of collection artifacts as well as all related collection
management facilities. The main collection repository will
also have a small component of public access to enable
scholars controlled access to the collection.
The Consultants worked with the curatorial staff at the
Artifact Centre to determine the number of artifacts in need
of storage at the Park. They also determined the amount
of artifacts currently in storage at the Artifact Centre that
should be relocated to FEP for long-term storage. These
calculations are reflected in the area calculations of the
overview functional program (Section 6.1 of this report
– Spatial Area Calculations) and can be found on the
following FEP collection chart.
In order to determine the size of collection repository
needed to properly house the rolling stock collection at
FEP, the Consultants created a graphic layout based on
the current artifact inventory. It is impossible to accurately
estimate the collections growth required to support future
development of period environments at Fort Edmonton
Park as the Management Company has not committed to a
specific list of buildings to be furnished: however, the impact
of collecting for permanent exhibition purposes on long-term
storage should be minimal as the artifacts acquired would
only be in storage temporarily until placed in the appropriate
building on site. The area required to properly house the
rolling stock was added to the area required to house the
objects at the Artifact Centre that should be in storage at
the Park. This overall net area was then used to determine
the spatial requirements of the FEP collection repository.
Detailed review of the FEP collection storage calculations
can be found in the in the FEP Overview Report, which is
included in the appendices of this report.
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Guide to the Following Collection Survey Summary Sheet
TABLE 3: FEP COLLECTION CURRENT COLLECTION SURVEY SUMMARY
Rolling Stock – 836 sm
In order to determine the size of collection repository needed to properly house the rolling stock
collection at FEP, the Consultants created a graphic layout based on the current artifact inventory.
This inventory was provided by the curators at the EAC. Each vehicle is accessible without moving
others, and the layout assumes a two level storage configuration. The graphic layout that created the
area requirement is found at the end of this document.
Farm Equipment – 93 sm
The farm equipment currently stored outdoors at Fort Edmonton Park was given an approximate
spatial allowance of 1000 sq ft or 93 sm. There has been some discussion surrounding changing the
storage location of this equipment to the vacated open pole barns that currently house some rolling
stock artifacts. However, as the area represents only 7% of the total collection storage requirement,
the area allowance has been keep in the collection storage calculation.
Collections from the EAC – 281 sm
Catherine Cole, who completed the collection assessment, calculated the percentage of artifacts
from each collection category (A-X) that should be relocated to a new collection repository at FEP.
These percentages were calculated on categories after they had been adjusted for proper storage
and adjusted for initial de-accessioning. Please refer to the previous Table 3 in this document as well
as section 5-3, page 5-14A of the Edmonton Collection Strategy Report.
Circulation Allowances
Rolling Stock Circulation– 92 sm
General Collection Circulation – 42 sm
Growth Calculations – 0 sm
It is impossible to accurately estimate the collections growth required to support future development
of period environments at Fort Edmonton Park as the Management Company has not committed to
a specific list of buildings to be furnished: however, the impact of collecting for permanent exhibition
purposes on long-term storage should be minimal as the artifacts acquired would only be in storage
temporarily until placed in the appropriate building on site. Therefore no growth allowance was included
in the spatial projection.
The total net area required for collection storage at the Park equaled 1344 sm.
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Net Existing
Storage
Footprint

Proposed ENV

Area sm

ADJUSTED for
PROPER FIXED
STORAGE @
EAC (Table 1)
Area sm

ADJUSTED for
ADJUSTMENT %
COMPACT
FOR IMMEDIATE
STORAGE@EA DEACCESSIONING
C (Table 1)
Area sm

% deaccessioned

ADJUSTMENT %
FOR
COLLECTIONS
RELOCATED TO
FEP

PROPOSED FIXED
STORAGE FOR
FEP COLLECTION

n/a
n/a

836.13
n/a

836.13
n/a

�������
����
����

�������
����
����

% relocated to FEP

Area sm

PROPOSED
COMPACT
STORAGE LAYOUT
FOR FEP
COLLECTION
Area sm
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����

����
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Rolling Stock

Heritage Houses - Unaccounted for
Allowance for other farm equipment
A
EAC
Textiles
B
Large Wooden Furniture
EAC
C
Library
EAC
EAC
D
Farm Equipment
E
Portable Wooden Objects
EAC
F
Paintings/Drawings/Framed
EAC
G
Equestrian Collection
EAC
H
Photography Collection
EAC
I
Glass
EAC
J
Metals
EAC
K
Guns/Riﬂes/Muskets
EAC
L
Glassware/Ceramic ware
EAC
M
Bicycles
EAC
N
Household Equipment
EAC
O
Display Cabinets
EAC
Miscellaneous Large Metal
EAC
P
EAC
EAC
EAC
EAC
EAC
EAC
EAC
EAC

Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X

Miscellaneous Wood/Sewing
Large Wooden Furniture
Bedframes
Large Metal Collection
Wooden Furniture
Travel Trunks
Miscellaneous Metals

General Artifacts/Memorabilia

����
������������������������������������
�������������������������������
����������������������������������������

�����������������������������

General Collection Storage + circulation
Metals Collection Storage + circulation
Textile Collection Storage / Cool Storage + circulation
Cold Storage + circulation
Rolling Stock + circulation
Allowance for Farm Equipment
Heritage Homes
�����������������

unknown
unknown

unknown
118.74
103.58
26.45
25.68
113.49
39.00
12.50
25.87
36.69
31.30
2.53
26.44
6.19
111.34
51.00

ENV 1
n/a

ENV 2
ENV 3
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 1/ENV 4
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 1/ENV 4
ENV 1

n/a
n/a
n/a
237.50
172.98
33.06
46.99
113.68
36.23
19.75
51.48
73.38
20.97
3.42
52.88
8.23
244.95
51.00

32.57
41.46
73.03
40.18
292.07
224.95
18.10
253.07

ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 2
ENV 1
ENV 1
ENV 2

54.07
27.78
84.71
80.36
338.80
224.95
30.05
293.76

39.07
�������

ENV 1

�����

�����

�������

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

15.63
�������

�������
ENV 1
ENV 2
ENV 3
ENV 4
ENV 4
ENV 2
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a
154.38
112.44
21.49
30.54
73.89
23.55
12.84
33.46
73.38
13.63
2.22
52.88
5.35
159.22
33.15
35.15
18.06
55.06
52.23
220.22
146.22
19.53
190.94
10.16

�������

n/a
n/a

n/a
25%
25%
50%
50%
50%
25%
50%
0%
25%
0%
10%
75%
0%
50%
0%

n/a
0%
22%
13%
25%
13%
0%
25%
0%
25%
25%
0%
25%
25%
25%
25%

0%
25%
25%
25%
50%
25%
50%
50%
75%

25%
25%
22%
25%
25%
22%
19%
25%
0%

�����
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n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

92.9
0.00
28.54
2.15
5.87
7.39
0.00
2.47
0.00
13.76
5.24
0.00
3.31
2.06
30.62
12.75
13.52
5.21
13.98
15.07
42.35
37.12
2.85
36.72
0.00

92.9
0.00
18.55
1.40
3.82
4.80
0.00
1.60
0.00
13.76
3.41
0.00
3.31
1.34
19.90
8.29
8.79
3.39
9.09
9.79
27.53
24.13
1.86
23.87
0.00

�������

�������

323.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
928.33
92.90
0.00

216.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
928.33
92.90
0.00

�������

�������

NB: For zone H, ENV 1 is 70% of the collection and ENV 4 is 30%

For zone N, ENV 1 is 90% of the collection and ENV 4 is 10%
* Collections moved to FEP are deemed to be collection tiers 2,3, and 4.
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5.4 Archives Record Storage Facility Requirements
The Art of Living 2008 Cultural Plan has recommended the City provide adequate resources for
the future storage and program needs of City Archives so that it may continue to fulfill its mandate.
Included in the objectives of this collections strategy study is the need to explore the feasibility of colocating the collections storage for the Artifact Centre with the additional record storage needs of the
City Archives.
The City Archives building is currently housed within the Prince of Wales Armouries. This facility was
purpose built for the Archives and remains an important aspect of their identity and public outreach
to the City of Edmonton. The Archives wishes to remain at their current location but is in need of
additional archival storage capacity. In March of 2008, the Archives was involved in a planning study
that reviewed the Prince of Wales Armouries Building and also determined the possibility of expanding
the archival storage capacity of the building. It was determined that storage expansion at the current
location was not feasible and the Archives are now pursuing an ‘off-site’ storage facility.
The Consultants met with Michael Payne, the City Archivist at the time of the study, and Kathryn Ivany,
the Archivist who carried on the project after Michael Payne’s subsequent retirement. Working with
the City Archives, the Consultants determined the needs for archival storage as well as the degree of
public access, the amount of record storage required, and the amount of archival operation support
spaces needed in this secondary storage facility.
These findings are tabulated in the Archives off-site storage facility space list found on the following
pages.
The document provided by the City Archives that outlined their original articulation of needs, as well
as a functional diagram of the relationship between specific spaces can be found in the appendices
of this report.
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Proposed Archives
Off-Site Storage Facility Space Requirement
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NET AREA
All area figures express net functional area: true net space devoted to each function measured to
inside face of defining partitions or boundaries. Internal circulation within exhibition spaces and aisles /
manoeuvering space in collection storage spaces are counted as part of the functional area. Otherwise
no circulation, building structure, or building service space is counted as functional area.
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6.0 OVERVIEW FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM
This chapter provides an Overview Functional Program outlining the general requirements for the new
City Collections Repository and the new Fort Edmonton Park Collections Repository. The Functional
program is described using a functional model, which includes an explanation of the organizing principles
of each facility, a diagram of each facility, a space requirement summary, and a detailed space list.
6.1 Proposed Functional Model for the City Collection Repository
The functional model for storage of the City of Edmonton’s collections is comprised of two functional
diagrams that are provided to illustrate the ordering design principles, relative sizes, and adjacencies
of the facilities spatial requirements. These diagrams represent an ideal condition and the target
relationships for the facility. They emphasize major spatial relationships, hierarchies of access, and
dominant circulation routes.
In a project where a new building is being designed from the ground up, it is theoretically possible that
the actual building layout can literally follow the functional diagram. However, even in such cases,
the building layout would need to respond to various site parameters, construction economics, and a
wide range of other factors that influence final building design. In the case of the two new collection
facilities for the City of Edmonton Collection, the need to accommodate the Off-Site storage of the
Archive with the City Collection, and the need to maintain the historical setting at Fort Edmonton Park
are just two factors that could influence the final building designs.
Nevertheless, the functional diagram presented is intended to illustrate the relationships between
various functions and organizations, and are not intended to represent an actual building plan. Its
primary purpose is to assist in the visualization of ideal spatial relationships within the building and to
communicate important organizational principles.
The organizing principles that have guided the functional model and are represented in the functional
diagram for the new City Collection Repository are as follows:
•

The entrance of the building should lead to a publicly accessible area of the building, which
houses the Main Lobby, and the Archives Reference Room. It should also lead directly to the
main artifact and building circulation corridor.

•

The Archives Reference Room should be visually connected to the Archival Processing Room
and E.2.3 to allow for supervision by Archive Staff.

•

A separate entrance is required for all collection shipping and receiving.

•

All major functional groups of spaces should be organized and accessible from a single central
circulation system for movement of staff and collections.

•

The central circulation system will also be used by the public for any ‘back of house’ tours
offered at the facility.
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•

A truck bay will be used for all movement of goods in and out of the facility: collections, general
delivery goods to the facility, incoming/ outgoing mail. Immediately adjacent to the truck bay
is a shipping and receiving room which in turn provides direct access to a Quarantine/ Holding
area, the holding room for Public Art, and collection storage areas.

•

This Artifacts and Archives collections have been co-located to maximize the efficiency of
circulation routes, mechanical and engineering systems.

•

Functional areas that are strictly office and staff functions are co-located within the building in
order to better share support spaces.

The organizing principles that have guided the functional model and are represented in the functional
diagram for the new Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository are as follows:
•

The repository is not planned to include any public components. If views into the facility were
required, they would be of the restoration and collection preservation activities within the
repository.

•

The entrance of the building should lead to a conservation and restoration area of the building,
which in turn leads to collection storage areas.

•

A ground floor garage entrance will be used for all collections in and out of the facility, to enable
the movement of large rolling stock items.

The Functional Diagrams for both facilities are found on the following pages and communicate important
organizational principles.
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City Collection Repository Functional Diagram
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Fort Edmonton Park Collection Facility Functional Diagram
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6.2 Consolidated Spatial Area Requirements
The space requirements summary and detailed space lists provide a tabulation of the total net areas
of two new repository buildings. The first area tabulated is the new Artifact Centre repository, which
includes the City’s historical collection and its related functions, as well as the requirements of the City
Archive, and the requirements of the City Public Art Program. The second area tabulated is a new Fort
Edmonton Park collection repository, which is planned to house collections currently on-site at the Park,
as well as a portion of the current collection that is primarily for display or programming at FEP.
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Net Area
All area figures are expressed as net functional area: true net space devoted to each function measured
to the inside face of the any defining partitions or boundaries. Internal circulation space and aisles
within collection storage spaces are counted as part of the net functional area. Otherwise no circulation,
building structure, or building service space is counted in this net area tabulation.
Gross Area Projection
Gross area is the total size of the building measured to the outside of the exterior walls and is used in
estimating building cost. Gross area is only determined accurately through building design. While this
project has a demanding requirement for mechanical and electrical systems, which can lead to increase
the gross area, the largest portion of both facilities is collection storage space, which requires simple
circulation systems. Site limitations and the overall size of the facilities will likely lead to multi-storey
building solutions, and this will increase the need for elevators, stairs, and additional circulation. With
all factors considered the Consultants have chosen to calculate the gross area as 1.35 X the net area.
Therefore the gross projected areas are as follows:
New City Collection + Off-Site Archive Repository = 7,409.2 square meters
New Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository = 1,428.6 square meters
Detailed Space Requirements
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City Collection Requirements Continued
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6.3 Technical Criteria
The following technical design criteria are, where applicable, based on the preventive conservation
design principles presented in section 2.0 of this report. They are organized under traditional building
system disciplines.
ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEMS
Building Envelope
The building envelope is considered to include exposed and concealed walls and panels, windows, roof
lights, glassed frames, penetrations (doors, shutters, louvres, etc.), slabs on grade or over unheated
space, roof, terrace or traffic deck. All components of the envelope must meet the following criteria:
The envelope must meet or exceed current regulations and best practice for energy conservation. Fire
rating must be in accordance with the applicable building code. The envelope must resist all external
forces which can be reasonably predicted over a 100-year period, including air pressures and earth
or structural movement. The envelope must permit the maintenance of the interior temperatures and
humidities specified for particular museum spaces under predictable extremes. The insulative layer
must be continuous throughout this envelope and tight to all penetrations. All elements positioned
external to the insulative layer must be designed to accommodate expansion and contraction within
the service temperature range of -40°C to +80°C. All elements which are within the insulative layer
must be designed to accommodate expansion and contraction within the service temperature range
of -20°C to +30°C.
The membrane air/ vapour barrier must be properly placed in the wall construction, have very low
permeability, and retain its performance under maximum wind load conditions or pressure differentials.
The barrier must be rigid and durable and must be continuous through the envelope, with all elements
of the barrier durably and functionally integrated at joints. Air/ vapour exfiltration from the building
must be tested following completion of air barrier installation and must satisfy criteria which support
the specified interior environments without degradation of building components. The need for internal
barriers between humidified areas and non-humidified areas, or areas intended for different set points,
must be studied. Noise transmission through the exterior envelope must be reduced to satisfy the
acoustic requirements, stated in following sections.
The envelope must secure the interior against invasion of pests, vermin, insects, plant and fungoid
spores, and other organisms which may promote conditions which could cause deterioration of
collections. The envelope must resist intrusion by unauthorized persons. Louvres, shutters, door and
window frames, and other openings must be integrated with the building envelope.
Glazing systems must be designed and made to safely withstand local environmental conditions in
accordance with the applicable building code. Metal glazing frames must be designed to prevent
transmission of temperatures that would permit condensation to form on inner surfaces. Where
extreme conditions may overcome the thermal break, the framing must accommodate, by design,
the dispersal or disposal of condensate. Glassed areas must meet all envelope criteria except that
thermal performance may be reduced. Colour temperature of daylight transmitted to the interior must
not be appreciably changed in spaces where indicated.
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Exterior doorways must be constructed to minimize air passage, with durable effective weatherstrip on
all sides, using the best technology available. Door frames must be designed to prevent condensation
on inner surfaces and be integrated with the insulative layer and the air/ vapour barrier. Doors must be
insulated to keep inner surface temperatures above the dew point at lowest external design temperature.
Ductwork connected to louvres forms part of the building envelope and must respond to all criteria.
Accessibility
Access for people with disabilities is an important consideration in museum buildings, and their needs
must be given special consideration. The guiding principle must be that movement and access
for users of wheelchairs and other mobility aids are fully integrated and as little distinguished from
regular circulation as possible. The visual environment must also be considered. This implies careful
consideration of light levels, avoidance of situations likely to cause perception problems, and appropriate
design of signage, including tactile signage, and exhibition graphics.
The building must be accessible to a wide range of users including those who use wheelchairs or other
devices which aid mobility, elderly people, and those with reduced seeing and/or hearing abilities. All
public and staff spaces of the building, including amenities, must be designed to accommodate the
disabled. The paths of travel used by those in wheelchairs must be direct and integrated into general
movement systems.
The design of the facility must be in accordance with current regulations and guidelines published by
recognized accessibility advocate groups. All facilities must meet the City of Edmonton accessibility
guidelines outlined in Accessibility Standard, City Policy C463. Consultation with an advisory group
or consultant during the design period is also recommended to achieve the most sensitive results.
Finishes
The finishes within all areas of the building must conform to the preventive conservation considerations
outlined in the preceding section on Contaminants and at the same time be supportive of the architectural
concept and the stated design objectives.
The design process must weigh each finish material and coating choice against the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

accordance with architectural and spatial concept(s) including heritage considerations
functional performance: sound transmission, sound absorption, reflectance, stability
durability
maintenance: all finishes must be cleanable and require minimal maintenance
ease of access for maintenance purposes
acceptability from a collection conservation perspective based on stability over time
reaction with other materials
sustainable design considerations

These design considerations are intended to create conditions that encourage good housekeeping and
ease of inspection. This means that collection storage spaces must have finishes including a durable,
washable floor surface, painted walls, and a painted suspended ceiling (not exposed structure).
Lundholm Associates Architects in association with
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Finishes in public areas with little or no supervision such as washrooms and corridors must be vandalproof, easy to monitor for pests, and easily cleanable. Serious consideration should be given to
upgrading the quality of finishes in mechanical and electrical spaces beyond usual practice to better
support pest management practices.
Daylight
The implications of the admission or restriction of daylight to specific spaces must be analyzed.
Generally, daylight should not be admitted to areas where collection material will be present. However,
daylighting may be considered in certain exhibition and reference areas if the design is such that
light levels and distribution are controlled by architectural means, or provision is made to completely
eliminate (blackout) the daylight if demanded by the exhibition design, and the light that is admitted
can be modulated to the intensity, ultraviolet, and infrared requirements of the space as described in
the earlier section on light. Since mechanical blackout systems are prone to failure, the architectural
solution is the preferred option.
Circulation
Circulation spaces and systems must respond to three primary criteria:
• the safe circulation of collection materials through the museum with specific attention to the
movement in and out of the building itself
• safe and straightforward movement of visitors to the museum including those using the museum
in groups
• organization of circulation routes within a concept of access zones
All movement of collection materials, whether crated or not, should involve as little handling and
as few hazards for the objects as possible as well as avoiding damage to the building. To achieve
this, the typical patterns of movement, and sequence of functions involved in the use of collection
materials, must be considered and every effort made to minimize the distances and manipulations
involved. Conveyance vehicles should ride easily and smoothly; corridors should be wide enough for
easy manipulation, and unobstructed, with as few turnings as possible; doors should accommodate
vehicles and objects with ease; routes should be short and direct, with few doors. If travel between
floors is necessary, a freight elevator equipped to accommodate even the largest object should be
provided. Where collection circulation requires movement to and from public or heavily trafficked
areas, recessed entry ways are required.
The concerns surrounding shipping and receiving collection materials combine those of artifact
circulation generally, with the special needs that arise when items must move in or out of the building.
Providing for easy access and turnaround for delivery trucks; an indoor (or as a minimum weather
protected) truck bay; level loading/unloading facilities; easy security supervision; and direct access to
the non-public circulation systems is essential.
All interior doors and collection circulation routes, including freight elevator, in the path between
collection shipping/receiving and all spaces designated as having collection present must accommodate
criteria that consider the size and configuration of the larger objects in the collection.
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Doorways between the loading dock and holding areas must be sized to accommodate the objects described
above, with their crates and any conveyance needed to move these. Movement by forklift is common.
The ideal museum loading condition is an enclosed truck bay to provide indoor parking for transport
vehicles, including tractor-trailers, with the door closed. To assist in side and rear loading of vehicles
which will vary in size and height, and so that a minimum of lifting of heavy objects is required,
generously sized hydraulic lifts (not dock levelers) are required along the back and one side of the truck
bay. Direct access through security and the receiving/ quarantine/ fumigation area to registration and
general collection circulation systems is required from the loading dock. The loading dock should also
allow a forklift to drive on and off trucks for movement of large and/or heavy items, and there should
be a permanent parking space for the forklift.
The design of circulation systems and mechanical and electrical spaces must allow for movement of
maintenance materials and equipment, and for replacement of mechanical and electrical equipment.
Access for all maintenance, adjustment, and monitoring requirements must be allowed for without
requiring access through collection spaces.
STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
Choice of Systems
The purpose of this section is to identify criteria for consideration in structural system selection and
design. In new construction, the inherent qualities of poured-in-place reinforced concrete structure
offer many advantages, and facilitate meeting the specialized criteria for the building. The following
advantages of concrete must be considered in the weighing of cost and other criteria during the system
selection process:
• inherent fire protection and separation
• reduced structure-borne sound and vibration transmission
• simplified detailing of enclosure (air barrier) which is more likely to lead to a satisfactory result
at less cost
• greater structural loading flexibility – i.e. better lateral distribution of loads
For large exhibition spaces and storage, and workshop spaces for large artifacts where longer spans
are required, structural steel framing may be preferred for floors or roofs above these spaces.
Design Loads
The structure of the building must be designed and executed in accordance with the applicable building
codes including seismic considerations. Live load design criteria must also be discussed with museum
representatives in areas where the requirement may exceed code requirement including collection
storage, and collection processing.
Design live loads can only be determined through a collaborative process in which intended storage
configurations and exhibition planning assumptions are agreed. All collection storage space should
assume use of compact storage throughout the space regardless of whether compact systems will
be used initially. In areas where conversion of storage systems to compact systems will be done in
future, depress slabs to accommodate future rails and fill to finish floor level with lightweight concrete.
This will permit future installation to avoid ramps.
Lundholm Associates Architects in association with
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Systems
The HVAC systems must provide precision environmental control to the building to the standards
defined in the previous section 1.10 Summary of Environmental Criteria.
The following general criteria must be met:
• Systems must follow advanced practice for energy conservation and other principles of sustainable
development except where in conflict with continuity of interior environmental criteria. In no
case will energy saving measures be permitted to compromise the interior environmental criteria
presented in this document. All mechanical systems must be thoroughly coordinated with the
architectural design and not encroach upon critical spatial dimensions such as collection storage
and circulation routes and exhibition space requirements.
• Systems must provide efficiency and economy in both capital and operating costs. Maintenance
procedures must be clearly outlined in a preventive maintenance plan to encourage compliance
and minimize system failures. Equipment must be arranged for easy access and replacement.
Complete as-built drawings and equipment manuals must be furnished at completion.
Note the following observation by Stefan Michalski of the Canadian Conservation Institute:
“One unfortunate syndrome worldwide is the construction of an elaborate museum building by
generous capital grants and outside technocrats, which is then operated on a shoestring by mere
mortals. The result has been many white elephants built through the 1970’s and 1980’s. Our
primary advice to museums now is: design building systems for reliability, for the long haul, and
for local operating resources.”
Outdoor ventilation air must be supplied at rates which recognize concern for indoor air quality. All
systems, considered in combination, must operate within the noise criteria limits prescribed in the
previous section on acoustics. In order to reduce the demands on humidity control equipment, it is
suggested that the outside air percentage be adjustable in response to occupancy loads.
The system must be designed to include redundant pieces of critical or difficult-to-repair or replace
equipment, to permit the maintenance of critical environments in the event of equipment failure. The
system must be designed to maintain the specified environments under emergency conditions, such
as electrical power supply interruption. Under such conditions, collections and security staff would
take appropriate operational precautions such as closing the museum, removing most of the occupant
load, etc.
An assessment of the building’s passive holding capacity and the reliability of electrical supply will be
a factor in this consideration. Computer modeling of various emergency conditions is recommended.
The systems must also be designed in a manner that avoids disruption to environmental conditions
for equipment maintenance shutdowns.
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Direct exhaust must be provided for those spaces with an identified need. Energy recovery measures
should be considered for all exhaust points. The properties of the exhausted air and the nature of its
exhaust must comply with all applicable environmental regulations with staff safety being a primary
consideration. Makeup air must be conditioned to maintain environmental criteria for the given space.
Mechanical equipment involving liquids (coils, humidifiers, condensers, etc.) must not be located
above collection storage areas, or other spaces such as labs or collection processing spaces where
collection material is likely to be present.
The mechanical systems must be controlled and monitored from a central microcomputer, with a
graphic display, keyboard, and printer. The system must sound an alarm if environmental conditions
deviate from the prescribed limits, or if any component of the system fails. The control/ monitoring
system must also record, over time, the environmental conditions in all spaces.
Dual stage filtration including pre-filtration panels, and high efficiency bag filters shall be used in all
air-handling units. Additional space should be reserved in the units for further future upgrading of the
filtration component. Additional local filter capacity located outside the rooms shall be provided for
exhibit spaces with high traffic and open dioramas.
The HVAC system must be carefully zoned (compartmentalized) so that a contamination in one area
(smoke, insects, bacteria, etc.) does not spread to the entire facility, especially to or from collection
workrooms, storage, and exhibition galleries; provide positive air pressure differential at entrances to
minimize the infiltration of dust and other contaminants; and avoid the creation of micro-environments
which may be outside the design parameters of the space.
Access arrangements for mechanical systems should minimize the need for access by maintenance
personnel to exhibition or collection spaces. Access should be designed to permit replacement of the
largest components when required.
The HVAC system must have a provision for quick air evacuation from all areas of the building that
can be used as a smoke evacuation system or for any other emergency. Access to this system must
be restricted to prevent improper usage.
The control of the relative humidity and temperature in spaces in which collections are present must
be fully modulating or have enough steps to avoid rapid variations of the RH values. The priority must
be given to RH over temperature, except for the cold rooms, where RH must nevertheless be tightly
controllable. The programs for the regulation of temperature and relative humidity should implement
the best available technology. The operator shall be able to modify any program during the operation
of the system without affecting its performance. Humidity sensors should be of the best quality with
minimal drift and simple to recalibrate.
Combined with high quality sensors, the means to control the relative humidity must be adequate to
maintain the required deadband. Fully modulating or multi-stage capacity control for both humidification
and dehumidification must be standard. All aspects of the mechanical system must be designed to
control transfer of sound and vibration to public, staff, and collection spaces.
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In order to minimize the risk of water damage to the collection, water and drainage pipes (excepting
the sprinkler system) must not pass over collection storage, exhibition, or other areas where collection
materials are housed. Floor drains must be provided in washrooms, mechanical rooms, loading dock,
elevator pits, activity rooms, laboratories, and all other spaces where water may accumulate.
Generally, collection storage spaces should not be located below grade. However, if this is unavoidable,
a drainage system must be installed and sized to quickly carry away water in the event of water entry.
Floor drains must also prevent backflow of water, entry of pests, and entry of sewer gases.
Fire Protection
The concern for life safety is paramount and should be met by thoughtful compliance with applicable codes
and standards. However, the concern for the protection of the collections is not automatically accounted
for by straightforward compliance with codes, and therefore requires special consideration.
Reference should be made to the applicable codes and design guidelines. Consultation with local
fire-fighting authorities during the design stage is recommended. Every effort should be made to
produce a building that will resist the spread of fire and not materially contribute to the fire load or fire
growth rate. The integrity of the fire separations must not be compromised by the openings created
to provide access, or by the design of HVAC equipment. As well, walls and ceilings must be finished
with materials having a flame spread rating maximum of 25.
Access for the fire department to the property and to the building itself should be in accordance with
applicable building codes. In addition, the fire department connection, which supplies water to both
the sprinkler system and the standpipe system, should be well identified and easily accessible.
Care in the design and testing of the sprinkler system itself is also required to ensure reliability and
to minimize the risk of accidental discharge caused by physical damage, freezing, or human error.
The use of pre-action systems, self-closing heads, and other technical details can also be considered
with a view to minimizing the risk of water damage beyond what is actually required to suppress the
fire. Nevertheless, most experts recommend wet pipe systems because of their inherent reliability.
Regardless of the system chosen, the following special measures can reduce the risk of collection
damage from accidental or functional discharge: use of welded pipe to minimize joints, painting or
marking of sprinkler pipes to prevent accidental cutting, protection of heads or concealed heads, regular
inspection, and strategically located shut-off valves.
In addition to sprinklers, the building must be equipped with a standpipe fire hose system and handheld fire extinguishers of the most appropriate type. Selecting the best fire extinguisher for the given
situation depends on the nature of the combustibles, the potential severity, the effectiveness of the
extinguisher on the hazard, the potential for damage to collections from extinguisher agents, the
ease of use, the personnel available to effectively operate the extinguisher, the adverse chemical
reactions between the extinguishing agent and the burning materials, the safety of the operators, and
the maintenance requirements for the extinguisher.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Power
The electrical system must be designed to meet or exceed all applicable federal, provincial, and
municipal codes. The electrical supply should exceed the immediate requirements of the building to
allow for future requirements.
Cultural facilities are increasingly reliant on electronic data media including significant use in exhibitions
and installations. Consideration should be given to ensuring that all 110V convenience outlets in
staff spaces are supplied with current within computer operating parameters, proper grounding, and
power conditioning, including brownout and blackout protection, ideally by means of a true on-line
Un-interruptible Power Supply (UPS), with adequate power backup at individual workstations. The
relative cost of a building-wide solution must be compared with a workstation-by workstation solution
for power conditioning. If including a central approach is not practical, then these parameters must
be met on an individual basis for outlets in spaces designated by museum representatives as being
likely computer locations. Consideration should be given to cable/ fibre routes throughout the facility,
as well as wireless-friendly building materials, and the location of patch panel closets or repeater
stations throughout. A dedicated power source is required for security systems.
Lighting
Lighting systems will provide a high degree of flexibility and must be capable of meeting the following
criteria for limiting exposure and eliminating UV as explained in Section 2.2.
Backup Power
The electrical system must provide sufficient backup capacity to operate those systems required by
code, emergency lighting, security alarm systems, and the HVAC equipment to a degree required to
maintain the environment within the specified limits during an interruption in electrical supply. In order
to calculate the minimum requirements, modeling of building performance under critical conditions,
including operational measures, is required. All servers, network infrastructure, 'mission critical'
workstations, and other 'essential' computing resources should be protected in this way. However,
any power conditioning/ backup systems for these critical core computing resources should be on an
entirely separate system. It is also imperative to have power and environmental monitoring capability
in the Security Centre for the 'Server Room'.
The emergency power supply system should conform to CSA C282 Emergency Electrical Power Supply
for Buildings. Due to the need for security measures, the emergency power supply shall be able to
operate for long intervals without requiring special care (diesel units). Provision shall be made for
easy and safe connection of a rental power generator unit to the distribution panel or to the transfer
switch in the central electrical power supply.
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Fire Alarm System
A two-stage, fully addressable, zoned, non-coded fire alarm system should be installed for the purpose
of alerting the occupants of an emergency situation as well as initiating appropriate action of other
building systems. The system should include the following:
• control panel to carry out fire alarm and protection function, including receiving the alarm signals,
initiating general alarms, supervising the system continuously, activating zone annunciator, and
initiating trouble signals
• trouble signal devices
• power supply facilities
• manual alarm stations
• automatic alarm initiating devices (addressable to locate signal)
• audible signal devices
• end of line devices
• annunciator panels
• visual alarm signal devices
• ancillary devices
• remote annunciator panels
Operation of any initiating device should cause the following:
• audible and visual signal devices to sound continuously throughout the building
• a signal to be transmitted to security or to an approved central station facility
• indication on the control panel and the remote annunciators of the zone from which the alarm
originated
• automatic closing of fire and smoke doors that are normally left open
• immediate shutdown of the air conditioning and ventilation systems
The zoning of the fire alarm system should be based on floor area, building structural fire separations,
and the severity of the hazard present within each area.
Fire Alarm Voice System
The facility must be equipped with a high quality fire alarm voice system to allow the following
function:
• delivery of emergency instructions (voice) to all areas of the building from the security control room
and from the lobby reception desk
Public Address System
The facility must also be equipped with a Class-A public address system to allow the following
functions:
• delivery of messages (voice) to all public areas of the building from the security control room and
from the lobby reception desk for things such as closing announcements or locating visitors
• delivery of public addresses from strategic locations in the lobby or other gathering spaces to
the immediate area for the delivery of speeches at special events
• delivery of individual messages to all service areas without disturbing other areas
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Smoke Detection System
An early warning smoke detection system, comprised of both ionization and photoelectric smoke
detectors, should be installed throughout the building including areas served by sprinkler systems.
This may exceed code requirements but is a requirement for the protection of the holdings to give
advance warning ahead of sprinkler discharge. The type, design, spacing, and area of coverage
must be selected to reflect the area, volume, ceiling height, and fire hazard condition which might be
encountered in the particular areas of the building. VESDA is preferred.
In specific areas where investigation shows that the detectable quantity of heat might precede the
detectable quantity of smoke, the detection system should be reinforced with strategically located
heat detectors.
Equipment Location
Electrical switchgear, fuse boxes, or breaker panels, and all mechanical equipment requiring
maintenance access, must be excluded from collection areas. All electrical equipment must be securely
mounted a safe distance away from any combustible material.
Communication Systems and Related Cable / Conduit Requirements
The City must provide detailed IT requirements for the project.
SECURITY SYSTEMS
This section discusses a general model for facility security from general requirements for physical,
operational, and electronic security to the identification of security zones and the application of
requirements within each zone. It is recommended that a museum planning a development project
have a professional security assessment completed prior to the design stage of the project.
Concept
The model concept of security discussed here is based on the utilization of several interacting security
systems, which function in parallel and provide the levels of protection necessary to adequately
safeguard personnel, collections, data, and assets from assessed threats. These interacting systems
are described in the following sections.
Operational Security
In an ideal model, the security staff provide 24-hour per day, seven-day per week coverage of the
building and site. The guards monitor the intrusion, fire, life safety, and closed circuit television systems.
They patrol the exterior and interior of the building and monitor access to the receiving dock/ employee
entrance areas. After-hours guards must be able to monitor the entire building from a single position. The
security staff also provides security coverage of the building during open hours in exhibition spaces and
in events spaces for functions held after-hours. In addition to its role of protecting all exhibition assets
on display, it assists the public during any emergency condition. The security staff represents a 'passive'
approach to security within the museum spaces, avoiding the police or security guard image.
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The number of contract staff required will be determined by the vulnerability of the building to intrusions
and the degree of protection afforded by the electronic security systems. The number of proprietary
staff required to protect the collections during public viewing hours will be determined by the design
of the galleries (line of sight, viewing planes, etc.), the nature of works on display, and the anticipated
volume of visitors. The aim must be to minimize the number of staff by maximizing viewing planes.
Physical Security
The facility must be designed so as to effectively prevent illegal access by use of adjacent objects such
as trees or parked vehicles. The building fabric should be designed so that walls and roofs cannot be
penetrated or scaled without the greatest of difficulty. There should be no lower adjacent structures
which can act as a route to the roof or upper stories. All openings in structures that allow entry, such as
vents, ducts, trap doors, and roof hatches, must be securable and electronically monitored. Manhole
entrances for site utilities such as gas, water, sewage, electricity, telephone lines, and drainage outlets
which provide access to ductwork or pipes that lead into the building, and which are large enough
to accommodate people, should be secured and monitored. All utilities should be protected and not
accessible to the public.
Windows on the ground floor are a considerable weakness and should be designed, illuminated, and
protected so as to prevent easy access. The use of polycarbonate laminates should be considered. In
the case where a window may give access to a gallery or transitional area, the glass should be either
polycarbonate laminate or 1/2" plate glass. Accessible operating windows are not acceptable.
The number of doors into and out of the museum should be no more than the minimum number of
doors required for efficient operation and fire safety, but should include separate access for live animal
maintenance, catering supplies and food waste, construction waste, and chemical waste disposal.
Hardware requirements should be determined at the time of the security assessment. All entry points
should be clearly visible from the adjoining streets and well lighted.
Electronic Security
All security electronics will report to the security control room. The room and its furnishings must
be designed to allow one person to comfortably oversee all of the monitoring and communication
devices.
The following systems must be installed as directed in the specific 'security level' definitions which
follow:
1.

Electronic Alarm system:

Requirements to be determined through a security
assessment at the schematic design stage.

2.

Closed Circuit Television System
(CCTV):

Requirements to be determined through a security
assessment at the schematic design stage.

3.

Card Access System:

Requirements to be determined through a security
assessment at the schematic design stage.

4.

Security Communications:

Requirements to be determined through a security
assessment at the schematic design stage.
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Security Levels
Within the building, spaces will require varying degrees of security based on the contents and activity
of the space. Security requirements are given in three levels according to the following guidelines:
LEVEL I (highest)
• secure storage for collections, traveling exhibits, curatorial work/ storage lay-out areas, and
restricted areas (vaults)
• security control room
• exterior doors
LEVEL II (high)
• conservation laboratories
• workshop areas
• collection shipping / receiving area
• areas where cash and sensitive records are stored
• audiovisual and high value attractive items
• any area that may contain collection material overnight
• chemical storage
• emergency supply cabinets
LEVEL III (basic)
• general office space
• general storage and supplies
• areas that never contain collection material or
• attractive, high value items
• mechanical rooms
• first aid room
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An important purpose of this study is to identify the scope of the building project and to estimate the
development cost. This section identifies a ‘Class D’ estimate for the construction cost of new City
Collection Repository and new Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository buildings assuming sites
are made available by the City.
The following points highlight some of the reasons why a museum collection building is an expensive
structure to build than other types of municipal buildings.
Unit Rate Costing Assumptions
The unit rates used in developing the estimate are based on an assumption that the project will deliver a
high quality, sustainable, institutional, museum-standard building and systems, anticipating high usage
and flexibility for the future. They do not allow for extraordinary ‘signature’ architectural statements.
Expensive Building Systems and Controls
Collection building systems must be designed to protect the collections from many risk factors including
relative humidity, water damage, fire and smoke, theft and vandalism, and contamination. These
sophisticated mechanical and electrical systems and specialty building envelope design standards are
similar in complexity and cost to high-end hospital operating room environments. Meeting accepted
gallery standards is not only necessary to safeguard the collections, but is essential to be able to
receive travelling exhibitions and loans from other institutions. Meeting these standards is also
typically a prerequisite for receiving grants from government programs. The costing allows the building
requirements for Category A status.
Complex Functions
Collection storage buildings are responsible for maintaining exacting standards to ensure the
preservation of the collections. They require high capacity building systems with built-in redundancies
and fail-safe procedures.
Long Life Cycle
Museum buildings and their systems need to be designed for flexibility and adaptability. They are
designed to serve the initial collection and collections growth. As such, they tend to be more expensive
than operating systems that are intended for use in office or retail buildings.
High Gross to Net Area Ratio
Due to the movement and handling of large artifacts, circulatory systems (corridors, stairs, elevators)
are oversized when compared with other building types. Mechanical and electrical spaces are also
larger to house the more sophisticated systems required. For these reasons the unit rate must be
applied to a larger gross area than otherwise might be expected from the net requirements.
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The new City Collection Repository and new Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository cost estimates,
detailed in the following charts, has been developed on the basis of a general contract tendered to
pre-qualified general contractors. It is considered a ‘Class D’ estimate of appropriate reliability for
this stage of project development. Appropriate contingencies have been included to allow for further
elaboration during later stages.
Construction cost is the projected final cost of the construction contract, including change orders during
construction. Project cost for each phase includes construction costs as well as project overheads,
such as professional fees, project administration, and separately procured items such as furniture
and equipment
The construction estimate covers a reasonably complete and furnished building. However, it excludes
several categories of expenditures that are identified separately. These include collection storage
shelving and equipment, and loose furniture. Landscaping is limited to ‘making good’ and the areas
immediately around the expanded building.
The estimate is based on fourth quarter 2010 dollars with no allowance for escalation or deescalation.
The estimate is based on review of recently built facilities in the museum and art gallery category. The
estimate assumes a lump sum tender process to a general contractor, based on complete drawings
and specifications.
It is important to note that other potential costs have not been included because there is no basis for
estimating them at this time. The following costs have not been included:
•

Project Management Services
A project of this size would not normally require dedicated project management services apart
from those provided as a normal part of the architect’s services. Further discussion is needed
on how the project will be implemented and whether any project management costs need to
be considered a part of the capital budget. A 1.5% charge for project administration has been
included.

•

Escalation / De-escalation
Costs appear to be escalating as the economy begins to recover from the global recession.
The current economic volatility makes escalation projections unreliable.

•

Building Permit, Site Development Fees
The City’s policies for its own capital projects need to be considered. No allowance for these
types of fee are included in the current projection.

•

Fundraising Expenses
The costs of professional fundraising consultants, fundraising events, or staff positions, are not
included.

•

Wider Site Development
A site development item for work immediately around the building is included in the cost
estimate, but wider site development costs have not been studied since a specific site has not
been identified. Similarly, no allowance is included for underground or surface parking.
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•

Design Competition
A normal, quality based selection process for selecting the architectural and engineering
design team has been assumed. If the City wishes to consider a design competition method,
there would be additional costs. A design competition is not the recommended method for this
project.

The detailed capital estimates are shown on the following pages.
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7.1 Capital Budget Estimate: New City Collection Repository
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7.3 Resources Assessment
The following is the proposed staffing requirement for the two new City repositories. This forecasted
staffing complement does not include the requirements for the City Archives, nor the Public Art
Department, that have been partially co-located with the new City Collection Repository. Listed below
are a description of the staff requirements and an illustrative diagram of the ideal staffing model.
Staffing Requirements
It is assumed that the new City Collection Repository and the new Fort Edmonton Park Collection
Repository would be directly managed by the City of Edmonton. When a City Museum is developed,
and if it is established with an arms length governance structure, the potential integration of the collection
management can be considered.
The degree to which the collection is being actively developed will have a significant bearing on the
staff requirements. Regardless, additional staff will be required. It has been assumed that the present
number of person-years currently applied would continue to be needed to manage the Fort Edmonton
Park collection facility. The requirements for both management and development of the new City
Collection Repository and the new Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository would therefore be
additional person-years. The following model applies to an active collection development period. The
diagram shows positions that would be located both at the new City Collection Repository and the new
Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository and those that would be located at the Fort Edmonton Park
collection facility. Staff associated with the public art program and the City Archives are additional,
presumably accounted for by those operations.
Specific Responsibilities
Collection Manager
This position would be the senior on-site person accountable for all aspects of collection management,
including the collections located at Fort Edmonton Park. The Collection Manager would also be
responsible for the day-to-day operation of the City Collection Repository and the new Fort Edmonton
Park Collection Repository. The Collection Manager would supervise the registration, conservation, and
logistics personnel involved with collection activity; provide administrative support to curatorial work at
the Centre and liaise with the Curators to facilitate their work; be responsible for policy development
and strategic planning related to the City Collection; and liaise with the human resources, finance,
contracting, and property management functions of the City.
Collections Assistant (Preparation)
This position would undertake general collection handling, packing, and mount-making, with preparation
training and experience. The position would deal with the physical movement of artifacts in and out
of storage including crating and uncrating for loans.
Conservator
The conservator is responsible for providing advice to the Collections Manager, Registrar, and Curator
regarding care of collections and for treatment of artifacts as required. Key Responsibilities include
preventive conservation, recommendations on use of artifacts, conservation treatments, and supervision
of contract conservators as required.
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Registrar
This position is a museum professional with registration training and experience, responsible for
maintaining and developing a comprehensive collection database, processing and tracking loans,
managing the acquisition process, and making available collection data to both internal and external
users. This position will assist the curatorial staff in their collection development activities and be the
in-house expert in matters of copyright, artist rights, Cultural Review Board and CRS regulations, and
de-accessioning process.
Senior Curator
This position would be responsible for ongoing interpretive and collection strategy development based
on appropriate consultation with the community. The strategy would inform actual collection decisions
on acquisition and de-accession. The Curator provides the intellectual content for the City collection
and is responsible for acquisition, de-accessioning, preservation, research, and interpretation of
artifacts. The Senior Curator may be specialized in history, anthropology, folklore, regional studies, or
museology, or be a generalist able to work in several fields. Key responsibilities related to collections
development include development of the collections policy; collections assessment, and identification
of detailed priorities for acquisition and de-accession.
Associate Curator (Research)
One of the curatorial positions focused on research on Edmonton history within the overall interpretive
strategy. The research would assist in identifying collection targets.
Curatorial Assistant
The curatorial assistants provide the intellectual context for the City Collection and works with the Senior
Curator on issues of collection management, acquisition, de-accessioning, preservation, research and
interpretation of the collection artifacts.
This staffing model, expressed in the following diagram, does not take into account City of Edmonton
Human Resources policies and procedures, nor exiting positions or personnel. Reconciliation of this
model remains to be done over time. The following section 7.4 reflects the current operational planning
for budgeting purposes.
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7.4 Operating Impacts Analysis
The following assessment of the operational resource needs was proposed by Sandra Opdenkamp,
Capital Projects Coordinator for the City of Edmonton.
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8.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
8.1 Collection Requirements
The general collection assessment found that a significant amount of the current City collection in
storage at the Artifact Centre could be de-accessioned based solely upon condition, authenticity, and
duplication. In addition, the collection does not adequately cover all themes of importance in Edmonton's
history. The City collection, if it is to represent Edmonton’s heritage and support further development
of FEP and a future City Museum, will need to be developed based on a new collections strategy and
under the guidance of a curatorial committee.
The revision and approval of an expanded collections policy will provide updated guidelines for collection
management including: acquisition, de-accessioning, care and handling, registration, and cataloguing
of the collection. The aim of the policy would be to address the scope of collections, authority to collect,
conservation and restoration, intellectual and physical access, incoming and outgoing loans, inventory
control, documentation, professional ethics, and relevant legislation related to the collection. The policy
would also define the management of artifacts at Fort Edmonton Park and clearly articulate which
artifacts in the collection should be maintained at the Artifacts Centre, and which should be transferred
to storage at FEP. The Consultants recommend that only large and robust collection artifacts at use
at the Park should be stored on-site. Regardless of the location of storage, the management of all
artifacts should follow professional museological standards, and be organized according to a tiered
system to distinguish between the management of:
1. Museum quality artifacts that require professional levels of protection for exhibition and
storage;
2. Artifacts that may be exhibited or stored in spaces that are not environmentally controlled but
are physically secure;
3. Artifacts that may be exhibited or stored in a secure space, handled by visitors and still preserved;
and
4. Reproduction and/or expendable objects required for programming (these artifacts may not
be managed by curatorial staff but may be acquired by programming staff with the advice of
curatorial staff, to ensure their authenticity).
Assessment of Additional Relevant Collections
The Consultants performed a detailed review of other City collections, the collections of the partners of
the City, and other local museum collections of interest. It was determined that the number of artifacts
that the City should anticipate acquiring from these collections is marginal. Collections, such as the
Edmonton Radial Railway Society and the Alberta Aviation Museum, would revert to other institutions
or organizations in the event that the collections are surrendered. Some collections duplicate artifacts
already represented in the City’s collection or the City Archives, and/or do not contain material relevant
to the City collection. For example, the Consultants have suggested that a small portion of the
Telephone Historical Centre collection and the Edmonton Police Services collection could be relevant
to the development of the City Collection.
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Rather than focus on these collections as the source of additional relevant artifacts, the consideration
for collection development should look towards the many artifacts found in private hands that fall
outside the mandate of Edmonton’s existing museums. These artifacts include: records of early
businesses, and artifacts related to arts and cultural organizations, social services, health care and
educational facilities, and family and community life. The City collection could be developed through
careful acquisition of selected artifacts.
Relevance of the Collection to the Proposed City Museum
If the collection is to be relevant to and support the development of a potential city museum, then
expanding and refining the scope of the current collection development program will be required to
represent additional themes relevant to Edmonton’s heritage. Planning for the proposed city museum
is at the early stages, but a mission statement has been proposed for consideration:
The Museum of Edmonton helps Edmontonians and others to understand the City and its
place in the world through engaging in research, interpretation and exhibition, and collection
and preservation.
This draft mission statement is helpful in defining the limits of the collection, and the focus on
Edmonton-related artifacts, as well as exhibitions and programming.
While the Consultants began a preliminary study of the specific themes to be presented at the proposed
City Museum, more work is required to identify these themes and develop a collection policy that aligns
the current collection with this intended future use. Further public consultation should consider the
relationship between collections and programming and types of interpretation to be explored within
the City Museum.
Proposed Collection Strategy
Based on consultation with the Steering Committee and relevant stake holders, the project team pursued
a collection strategy that requires the City to continue its support of Fort Edmonton Park programming
with artifacts from the City collection, but take a more active role in the collection management and
storage of the artifacts at the Park.
It is the recommendation of the Consultants that the City of Edmonton create two collection repositories
to replace the current Edmonton Artifact Centre (EAC). The primary collection facility will house the
majority of the artifacts in the City Collection and the secondary facility will house artifacts currently
stored at Fort Edmonton Park as well as a relevant portion of the City Collection.
The creation of two collection repositories will allow each one to be more efficiently designed according
to the characteristics of the collection housed. The repository at FEP will be primarily dedicated to
vehicles, farm equipment, and other large artifacts at FEP as well as a portion of the City Collection
currently stored at EAC that are deemed relevant to FEP, and will be sized to accommodate such artifacts,
including drive-in access for vehicles, a collection workroom, and heavy duty storage for large objects.
As this facility will be secondary to the main City Collection repository, it will not require public access,
nor significant administration facilities or collection related functions. It will meet basic museum
standards, but not the sophisticated conditions intended for the new City Collection repository. FEP
artifacts requiring special conditions should be located at the City Collection repository.
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In contrast, the new City Collection repository will house a wide variety of collection artifacts as well
as all related collection management facilities. This main collection repository will also have a small
component of public access to enable scholars controlled access to the collection.
The proposed collection strategy also requires the City to actively refine and develop the current
collection. The process of developing the collection requires an immediate program of de-accessioning
damaged, replicated, and duplicate artifacts according to a defined de-accessioning policy. Then,
the collection would be expanded to approximately 25,000 artifacts with the intention that expansion
would be greatest in the underrepresented collection themes. The identification of required artifacts
and management of acquisition should follow a well defined acquisition policy and be guided by an
acquisitions committee.
Archives Off-Site Storage Requirement
The Archive requires off-site collection storage accommodation in the immediate future to alleviate
a critical lack of storage space at the Prince of Wales Armouries. This off-site facility will include a
small public component, facilities for archives operations, as well as significant storage capacity. The
Consultants can endorse the logic of co-locating the Archives off-site storage with the new collection
repository. There is some benefit in regards to the sharing of facilities, however, both operations are
complementary and there is some public and professional benefit to consolidating archival and artifact
collections in one facility. There should be some cost benefit to building and operating one facility
compared with two.
Project Development Priorities
The strategy for attending to the need for the City collection includes the two components – the new
City Collection Repository (CCR) and the new Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository. Ideally both
buildings should be constructed as soon as possible. Having both buildings available will support the
orderly re-organization of the collection including the de-accession program and lead to the earliest
rescue of vulnerable collection material.
If resources or other factors lead to consideration of phasing the development, the priority should be
on replacement of the present Edmonton Artifact Centre with the new City Collection Repository. The
most acute threats to the collection and the collections of greatest value are at the EAC. It is here that
very real damage and deterioration are occurring - and the threat of large-scale collection loss due to
fire and other threats are most severe. Replacement of this facility is urgent. Furthermore, if the FEP
Collection Repository is delayed, the reserve capacity of the new CCR can be used to temporarily
store the FEP material, whereas the FEP repository, if built first, can do little for the City Collection as a
whole. For all these reasons the City Collection Repository should be the priority component essential
to the primary objective of safeguarding the existing collection and facilitating further development.
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8.2 Facility Implications
Existing Artifact Centre Assessment
The current conditions at the Artifact Centre place the long-term preservation of the City’s collection
in serious jeopardy. In order to transform the current facility into a museological standard collection
repository that meets professional standards, improvements would have to be made to almost all
aspects of the facility, including: creating a shipping/receiving facility, extensive improvements to the
exterior envelope, positive resolution of the groundwater problem, extensive improvements to the
foundation, new roofing; completion of fire separations; addition of a large freight elevator; and new
mechanical and electrical systems. A renovation of this scale would trigger the need for full compliance
with the current building code, as well as the need for extensive remediation of asbestos and mould.
In addition, the mixed uses in the building, namely the neighboring City workshops, are fundamentally
incompatible with a collection repository due to the increased risk of fire and contamination. It is the
opinion of the Consultants that the investment required to upgrade the current facilities would equal
or exceed the cost of a new purpose-built collection repository. Remediation of this scale would
necessitate temporary relocation of the collections.
Short Term Measures
It is not an overstatement to say that the collections at the Artifact Centre are in acute jeopardy and
immediate short-term improvements should be implemented to ensure the protection of the artifacts.
These short-term improvements are only intended to diminish the most extreme cases of risk and
degradation until a new storage facility is created for the collections. They are as follows:
•

Begin the process of removing all artifacts from the basement and cease all functions on the
levels below the main floor;

•

Stop all collection workshop activities until the workshop can be properly segregated from the
collection storage areas: the area can be used for objects from the basement;

•

As de-accessioning creates more storage space for the collection, alleviate overcrowding
and improper storage formats of the most vulnerable collections, ie. textiles and costumes,
photographic media, ceramics, and glass; and

•

Obtain a small scale cold storage freezer for temperature sensitive artifacts, such as organic
material and media.

Public Art Facilities
The City of Edmonton Public Art program is in need of collection storage space, as well as operational
space. The Consultants believe it is logical to include this complementary program in the new collection
facility and have tentatively included the net areas required in the overall spatial calculations for the
new repository. The inclusion of this additional program is subject to further discussion as the project
for the new collection repository develops. Some of the requirements are shared with the museum
collection operation.
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Long Term Facility Requirements
The Consultants have consolidated and tabulated the functional areas required for each of the proposed
collection repositories. The City Collection repository, intended to replace the current Artifact Centre
would require collection storage, as well as collection related functions such as shipping/receiving,
collection processing areas, and administrative space. The repository would be co-located with the
City Archives off-site storage, and also accommodate a portion of the City of Edmonton's Public Art
Programs' conservation facilities. The overall magnitude of this facility would be 5,488 square meters
net.
The Fort Edmonton Park collection repository would house large collection objects in use at the Park,
a portion of the City Collection, as well as minimal collection workspaces. The overall magnitude of
this facility would be 1,429 square meters net.
The City has expressed an interest in moving ahead with complete Functional Programs for the new
collection facilities. These documents will fully articulate the spatial and functional requirements for
both facilities and provide detailed descriptions of the technical criteria for all functional spaces. The
production of this document will provide definition of the design requirements, and provide guidelines
for the analysis of development and design proposals. The existence of functional programs will also
allow the Steering Committee to provide justification to approving agencies and sponsors as well as
control of the project content throughout the duration of the project.
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8.3 Financial Projections
Based on the scope of the building projects identified in the Study, the Consultants prepared a ‘class
D’ estimate of the capital budget for the new Edmonton Artifacts Centre, and the new Fort Edmonton
Park Collection Repository, assuming the sites are made available by the City.
The total project cost for the new Edmonton Artifact Centre was calculated to approximately
$19,900,000.
The total project cost for the new Fort Edmonton Park Collection Repository was calculated to
approximately $4,100,000.
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